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Abstract

Software services have become an integral part of our daily life. Cyber-attacks have thus become a problem of increasing importance not only for the IT industry, but for society at large. A way to contain cyber-attacks is to guarantee the integrity of IT systems at run-time. Put differently, it is safe to assume that any complex software is compromised. The problem is then to monitor and contain it when it executes in order to protect sensitive data and other sensitive assets. To really have an impact, any solution to this problem should be integrated in commodity operating systems.

In this thesis we introduce run-time security primitives that enable a number of trusted services in the context of Linux. These primitives mediate any action involving sensitive data or sensitive assets in order to guarantee their integrity and confidentiality. We introduce a general mechanism to protect sensitive assets at run-time that we denote split-enforcement, and provide an implementation for ARM-powered devices using ARM TrustZone security extensions. We design, build, and evaluate a prototype Trusted Cell that provides trusted services. We also present the first generic TrustZone driver in the Linux operating system. We are in the process of making this driver part of the mainline Linux kernel.

Resumé

Softwareservices er blevet en integreret del af vores hverdag. Cyber-angreb er dermed blevet et problem af stigende betydning, ikke blot for it-industrien, men for samfundet som helhed. Én måde at forhindre cyber-angreb på, er ved at sikre it-systemers integritet ved run-time. Med andre ord kan man med sikkerhed gá ud fra, at enhver kompleks software er kompromitteret. Problemstillingen bliver derfor, hvordan man moniterer og sikrer, at systemet eksekverer i sikre omgivelser, så man kan beskytte sensitiv data og andre sensitive aktiver. En løsning på denne problemstilling skal, for at gøre en reel forskel, være integreret i hvad man kan kalde commodity operating systems.

I denne afhandling introducerer vi grundprocedurer til run-time security, der muliggør eksekvering af en række betroede services i en Linux kontekst. Disse grundprocedurer formidler enhver handling, der involverer sensitive data eller sensitive aktiver, for at kunne garantere deres integritet og fortrolighed. Vi introducerer en generel mekanik til at beskytte sensitive aktiver ved run-time, som vi kalder split-enforcement, og denne implementerer vi i ARM-baserede enheder som bruger ARM Trustzone sikkerhedsudvidelser. Vi designer, bygger og evaluerer en Trusted Cell prototype, som formidler betroede services. Vi præsenterer også den første generiske TrustZone driver i Linux operativ systemet. Vi er i gang med at få denne driver optaget i mainline Linux Kernel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Cybercrime has a growing impact on all levels of society. According to a recent survey by the Ponemon Institute [156], the average cost of cybercrime for U.S. retail stores has more than doubled since 2013, reaching an annual average of $8.6M per company in 2014. In 2014 alone\(^1\), reported cyber-attacks have targeted well-known companies such as Amazon\(^2\), Sony\(^3\), or Apple\(^4\). The implications of these attacks are now social and political, not just economical. The 2014 hack to Apple’s iCloud\(^5\) targeting intimate photographs of celebrities quickly became vox populi and, while it did trigger a discussion about privacy and the security of cloud services, it very quickly became an issue involving the media and the public opinion. The Sony Pictures hack in late 2014 did not stop with the publication of a number of unreleased films and internal Sony sensitive emails, it increased the political tension between North Korea - who has been made the primary suspect for the attack by the FBI -, and the USA, especially after the follow-up Denial of Service (DoS) attack that left North Korea without Internet access for several days\(^6\). Political figures and media in both countries have even considered these cyber-attacks acts of war. The full consequences of these series of cyber-attacks have not yet been cleared.

With the adoption of personal devices, such as smart phones, tablets or set top boxes, cybercrime raises concerns ranging from creepiness [260], with applications leaking personal sensitive data, to the loss of privacy [116], or the fear for surveillance after Edward Snowden’s revelations on massive surveillance programs in the USA [142, 138]. In order to address these concerns, it is necessary to introduce some control over the flow of sensitive data in personal

---

\(^1\)http://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-the-hacks-and-breaches-in-2014/
\(^2\)http://thehackernews.com/2014/12/password-hacking-data-breach.html
\(^3\)http://www.theverge.com/2014/12/8/7352581/sony-pictures-hacked-storystream
\(^4\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_celebrity_photo_hack
\(^5\)http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/sep/01/jennifer-lawrence-rihanna-star-victims-hacked-nude-pictures
\(^6\)http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/23/world/asia/attack-is-suspected-as-north-korean-internet-collapses.html?_r=0
devices, but also in the cloud [215]. However, cybercriminals and surveillance states exploit any vulnerability that allows them to bypass such control. Proof of it is the discovery of backdoors introduced in popular mobile operating systems such as iOS [299], or continuous stream of new revelations about existing surveillance programs.

In the preface of Gary McGraw’s and John Viega’s Building Secure Software [280], Bruce Schneier writes: "We wouldn’t have to spend so much time, money, and effort on network security if we didn’t have such bad software security". As McGraw himself writes: “Almost all modern systems share a common Achille’s heel in the form of software” [146]. Leading figures in the IT industry such as Microsoft’s Bill Gates, Oracle’s Larry Ellison, or Google’s Larry Page have publicly recognized security as a transversal problem in software systems. It can be argued that security experts and CEOs could use their position to exaggerate the security problem to their own benefit. But, to which extent do these claims resemble the truth? Are we surrounded by a generation of individuals that suffer from software security paranoia? Or is it in reality an issue that the IT industry is struggling with?

So far the enthusiasm for new opportunities has thwarted security concerns in the software industry. As a result, software is now permeating our daily lives. Quoting Marc Andreessen, “software is eating the world” [14]. However, changing the world through software comes at the price of increased complexity. There are two negative consequences associated with complex software: (i) it introduces vulnerabilities, and (ii) it is more likely that undocumented behavior goes undetected. In terms of vulnerabilities, Gary McGraw has studied in depth what he calls The Trinity of Trouble [146, 202]: complexity, connectivity, and extensibility. His argument is that complex software that interacts with distributed systems in different ways (i.e., innovative services) necessarily contains vulnerabilities (bugs). Using lines of code (LOC) as a metric, his research points at 5 to 50 bugs being introduced per thousand lines of code (KLOC). To put this in perspective, in 2011, the Linux kernel reached 15 million LOC[11]. In terms of hidden behavior, the more complex a piece of software is, the more difficult it is to evaluate its behavior under all possible circumstances. As a consequence, undocumented behavior can be intentionally or unintentionally introduced, and remain undetected for years, or decades. In general, as software grows in complexity, the chances of it exhibiting unspecified behavior increase.

From a security perspective, unspecified behavior is synonym with indeterminism, which is the corner stone for software attacks. A third party that discovers a piece of software exhibiting unspecified behavior can exploit it for different reasons and motivations: to report the vulnerability, steal sensitive data, or compromise system assets. The fact that the two last options exist is the basis for cybercrime.

1.2 Problem

An important question for the IT industry is then: How do we handle the security of complex software without killing innovation? We can find three answers to this question (which are not mutually exclusive): (i) by teaching adequate programming skills and ethics to future developers at what can be called education-time, (ii) by improving software development tools in order to detect vulnerabilities and abusive behavior at compilation-time, or (iii) by defining a security perimeter that allows to protect sensitive data and monitor the execution of complex services to satisfy a number of privacy-, integrity-, security-, etc. oriented policies at run-time.

At education-time, computer science educators should teach future generations of software developers to write more secure code [280], apply privacy-oriented techniques [86], and convey with programming ethical codes. In terms of ethics, the NIS education programs in Europe, which made public their roadmap in late 2014 [109], are a good example of how to impact IT studies from a social, legal, and ethical perspective. In terms of code quality, it is a reality that today not all programmers have a background in computer science. Higher abstractions hiding complexity (e.g., user space - kernel space separation, object-oriented programming, software libraries) have made it possible for more and more people to implement complex services writing simple code, probably without understanding the full implications that their code have in the system. There is no doubt that this has an invaluable positive effect on multidisciplinary innovation (e.g., liberal arts, architecture) and research (e.g., medicine, mathematics), but it also means that vulnerabilities introduced in these abstractions affect a larger number of services and devices. The consequences of vulnerable software are bigger than ever before.

At compilation-time, some have pointed to the need to improve programming tools such as editors, languages, or compilers in order to make them both (i) more available to programmers, and (ii) more strict about the code they take as an input. In [235], Marcus Ranum makes an interesting reflection about how these tools in Unix environments have become an anachronism in today’s development processes, the trade-offs between features and bugs in powerful (but more error-prone) programming languages such as C, and how it altogether affects the quality of the code that is produced today. This is what in developer’s jargon responds to the it’s not a bug, it’s a feature [279]. While education is able to positively impact the code that will be generated in the future, the truth is that legacy code - which might contain unspecified behavior -, still plays a major role in our systems today, and the cost of substituting it is unbearable [286]. Bugs such as Heartbleed, Shellshock [287], or the latest git bug are good examples of this problem.

- Heartbleed (CVE-2014-0160), described by Bruce Schneier as a "catastrophic bug", is a vulnerability in openssl that allowed an attacker to carry out a buffer over-read and

\[\text{http://www.acm.org/about/se-code}\]
\[\text{http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/may06/pollice/}\]
\[\text{http://heartbleed.com}\]
\[\text{http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/126.html}\]
exposed data in motion. The bug was introduced in OpenSSL in December 2011 and
has been out in the wild since OpenSSL release 1.0.1 on 14th of March 2012. OpenSSL
1.0.1g released on 7th of April 2014 fixes the bug.

• Shellshock (CVE-2014-6271) is a bug in bash that allowed an attacker to execute ar-
bitrary shell commands on a bash console. This could result on an attacker gaining
control of a remote machine. The bug was introduced with Bash v1.03 in 1989 and
was publicly disclosed on 24th of September 2014.

• The latest git bug (CVE-2014-9390) is a bug in git that allowed a remote attacker
to change git’s configuration file (.git/config), thus allowing the execution of arbitrary
code. As in the case of Shellshock, this could result on an attacker gaining control of
a remote machine. This bug was disclosed on 18th of December 2014.

At run-time, different approaches have targeted the definition of a security perimeter to
protect Sensitive Assets. We define sensitive assets as any software or hardware component
that manages sensitive information (e.g., personal photographs, archived mails, or encryption
keys) in any way. Examples of sensitive assets include webcam and microphone devices, input
devices such as keyboards or touch screens, or secondary storage devices where sensitive
data at rest resides. Also, this security perimeter has been used to monitor the actions
taken by a device in order to enable different kinds of integrity guarantees. Defining this
security perimeter has been the focus of a large number of software and hardware solutions.
In general, protecting sensitive assets and monitoring a system at run-time is a dynamic
problem, based on protection from well defined attack vectors. These include software and
hardware techniques that allow an attacker to steal or compromise sensitive assets. Examples
of attack vectors go from simple brute-force techniques or social engineering to software
attacks targeting code bugs, or complex physical attacks that modify the hardware properties
of a device.

In this thesis, we focus on the third option: protecting a device at run-time. We denote
this Run-Time Security. While we hope that future developers will produce honest, bug-free
code, we assume that services will, for the time being, exhibit unspecified behavior. Thus,
in the short- and mid-term we need run-time security primitives that allow us to protect
sensitive assets that users identify from being leaked, exploited, or misused. Our hypothesis
is that it is possible to define a hardware-protected security perimeter to which the main
operating system and applications do not have access. Such a security perimeter defines an
area where sensitive assets reside. Our research question is then: Can we define a set of
run-time security primitives that enable innovative services to make use of sensitive assets,
while guaranteeing their integrity and confidentiality? What is more, can we add support for
these run-time security primitives to commodity operating systems?

\footnote{\url{http://thread.gmane.org/gmane.comp.shells.bash.bugs/22418}}
1.3 Approach

Our approach is to provide Run-Time Security Primitives that allow innovative services to make use of sensitive assets. One of our main objectives is adoption, therefore providing support for these primitives in commodity operating systems is a strong requirement that we impose. We focus on Linux-based systems given Linux’s wide adoption, and the fact that it is open source.

Our first step is to find a piece of existing secure hardware that can define a security perimeter to divide a device in two hardware areas: a Trusted Area, where the hardware components dealing with sensitive assets belong to, and an Untrusted Area composed of the rest of the hardware components. Depending on the secure hardware capabilities, this division can be more or less dynamic at run-time. In this way, two different software execution environments emerge, a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) where software components using resources from the trusted area execute, and a counterpart for the untrusted area that we denote Rich Execution Environment (REE).

Having such an environment, we can then provide a series of Trusted Services that guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive assets in a running environment. Trusted services are made available to services in the untrusted area through run-time security primitives. In this way, innovative services can make use of sensitive assets without compromising them. The challenge is then to define how the trusted and untrusted areas should integrate in order to: (i) minimize overhead for innovative services, and (ii) maximize the protection of the sensitive assets used by trusted services. Put differently, we need to expose trusted services to the interfaces that are already known to innovative services in such a way that this does not negatively impact the process of developing innovative services. The extent and adoption of these interfaces, the level of integration between innovative and trusted services, and the security guarantees defining the trusted area are then the three variables that we have available to design and implement our approach.

While existing approaches have already been defined, they are not well suited for either current software, or current security threats. On the one hand, solutions that offer a high-level of tamper-resistance can protect sensitive assets against large classes of intricate attacks, but they restrict the scope of the applications they can support. On the other hand, solutions that integrate with existing software cannot face the security threats that respond to today’s cyber-attacks.

In order to build run-time security primitives and their correspondent trusted services we follow an experimental approach. We design, implement, and evaluate our solution. Note that, while trusted services are the visible objective, our research centers on providing support for these services in commodity operating systems, since that is where the state of the art in run-time security has its main shortcomings. In terms of performance, we are interested in evaluating the impact that run-time security has on a running system. This evaluation will be entirely experimental. In terms of resilience to attacks, we will provide an analytical study of the security and scope of our solution both in relation to the proposed concept and our actual implementation of it. We will additionally provide an evaluation with regards to the requirements that we have established. All in all, we intend to push the state
of the art in run-time security and make our research available by (i) contributing to open source projects such as the Linux kernel, (ii) using standard interfaces and methodologies, and (iii) documenting and publishing our research to maximize its adoption.

1.4 Contribution

Our contribution is threefold. First, we provide an exhaustive analysis of the state of the art in run-time security. Here, we analyze the different types of secure hardware that can enable a TEE, we present the theoretical work targeting different aspects related to run-time security (e.g., memory protection mechanisms, usage control models), and finally we cover concrete solutions to run-time security in different research communities (e.g., security community, virtualization community, systems community). Altogether, this first analysis represents an updated look at the run-time security landscape from boot protection mechanisms to run-time policy enforcement.

Second, we argue for the concrete hardware and software combination we choose for our solution. We use ARM TrustZone security extensions for the definition of the security perimeter, and Open Virtualization to leverage these security extensions and provide a TEE. Here, we first analyze Open Virtualization and present our contributions to it. Then, we discuss how a TEE can be generalized, and report on the design and implementation of a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel. This driver represents the first proposal to provide TrustZone support in the Linux operating system. At the time of this writing, we have submitted a first set of patches with the generic TrustZone driver to the Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML) with the intention of contributing our work to the mainline Linux kernel.

Third, we report on the design and implementation of a Trusted Cell, i.e., a distributed framework that leverages the capabilities of a given TEE to provide Trusted Services. Using this framework, we implement two trusted services that we consider pivotal to run-time security: (i) a trusted storage solution that ensures the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data while reusing legacy infrastructure to minimize the Trusted Computing Base (TCB); and (ii) a reference monitor that allows to enforce Usage Control policies targeting a wide range of Sensitive Assets in a device (e.g., sensitive data, memory, peripherals). Combining these two trusted services we can relax the trust assumptions that have shaped the security community in the last years. Both the trusted cell and the two trusted services make use of the generic TrustZone driver presented above to leverage the TEE. We also provide an exhaustive security analysis and evaluation of the overall architecture, as well as the design and implementation of each component.

This thesis is partially based on the three publications and two technical reports listed below. We are also working on two other publications based on contributions that we present in this thesis. We will refer to them when we describe those contributions.

- J. González, M. Hölzl, P. Riedl, P. Bonnet, and R. Mayrhofer. A practical hardware-

- P. Bonnet, J. González, and J. A. Granados. A distributed architecture for sharing ecological data sets with access and usage control guarantees. 2014

- J. González and P. Bonnet. Versatile endpoint storage security with trusted integrity modules. ISSN 1600–6100 ISBN 978-87-7949311-7, IT University of Copenhagen, February 2014

- J. González and P. Bonnet. Tee-based trusted storage. ISSN 1600–6100 ISBN 978-87-7949-310-0, IT-Universitetet i København, February 2014

Two extra workshop publications define where our focus for future research lays.


### 1.5 Thesis Structure

This thesis is organized in three main parts. Part I is dedicated to the state of the art in run-time security; Part II is dedicated to our contribution to it; Part III is dedicated to evaluating our contribution.

In Part I, we cover the state of the art in run-time security. In Chapter 2 we look at Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) and the different secure hardware approaches that can leverage it. In Chapter 3 we look into theoretical and practical approaches to run-time security. Here, we will review work in very different communities that have solved specific problems relating to security in general: from the conceptual definition of usage control and its formal model, to platform-specific memory protection mechanisms used in the virtualization community. In Chapter 4, we cover the different boot protection mechanisms that can provide a root of trust, as required for run-time security to exist. Finally, in Chapter 5, we discuss the state of the art in run-time security and how different works relate to each other. We use this discussion to pre-motivate our contribution in Part II.

In Part II, we present our contribution. In Chapter 6 we introduce the conceptual contribution of this thesis. Here, we present our hypothesis, discuss the design space, and finally argue for a concrete design path. In Chapter 7, we report on the design and implementation of our operating system support proposal for a TEE based on the ARM TrustZone security extensions. In Chapter 8, we use this operating system support to provide Trusted Services. In Chapter 9, we present a novel boot protection mechanism that leverages the framework formed by a TEE, operating system support, and trusted services. These four chapters are the core contribution of this thesis.
In Part III we evaluate our contributions. In Chapter 10 we analyze the security of our proposals in terms of the trust assumptions we have made and the attacks that they can protect against. We also provide an analytical analysis in terms of requirement compliance and architecture. In Chapter 11, we provide a complete experimental evaluation of our approaches focusing on performance impact.

Finally, in Chapter 12, we conclude this thesis with a summary of our contributions, a general evaluation of our work, and a roadmap for future work.

A glossary is available at the end of this thesis. We invite the reader to consult it at any time. We point to the terms we are using persistently throughout the whole thesis in order to help the reader understanding our explanations. If in doubt, please consult it.
Part I

State of the Art
In Part I, we cover the state of the art in the three areas that define run-time security. In Chapter 2, we look at Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) and the different secure hardware approaches that support them. In Chapter 3.3 we look into theoretical and practical approaches to run-time security. Here, we review work in different research communities that have solved specific problems that relate to security in general: from the conceptual definition of usage control and its formal model, to platform-specific memory protection mechanisms used in the virtualization community. In Chapter 4, we cover the different boot protection mechanisms that provide the root of trust that is a prerequisite for run-time security. Finally, in Chapter 5, we summarize our view on run-time security based on the state of the art exposed in the preceding chapters. We use this discussion to motivate our contribution in Part II.

A glossary is available at the end of this thesis. We invite the reader to consult it at any time. We point to the terms we are using persistently throughout the whole thesis in order to help the reader understanding our explanations. If in doubt, please consult it\footnote{Note that if this thesis is read in PDF format, all terms link to its entry in the Glossary (12.2.3).}.
Chapter 2

Trusted Execution Environments

What is a Trusted Execution Environment? Before we answer this question, we need to define execution environments in general. At a high level of abstraction, an execution environment is the software layer running on top of a hardware layer. Both hardware and software layers are combined to form a Device. In this thesis, we focus on a class of device that contains two execution environments that are physically separated. One environment contains the main OS and applications, the other environment contains trusted software components. We thus have a physical separation between the Trusted Area and the Untrusted Area. The trusted area is not intrinsically trusted; no software executing in it, and no hardware attached to it offers more guarantees than an equivalent outside of the security perimeter. However, since the trusted area is separated by hardware from OS and applications, its isolation is guaranteed. Everything outside the trusted area is untrusted. Each area features a different execution environment. This means that a device has two different software stacks. We denote the execution environment in the trusted area Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), and the one in the untrusted area Rich Execution Environment (REE). Indeterministic software in the REE cannot affect software running in the TEE. We depict this definition in Figure 2.1.

The term TEE was first used by the Global Platform consortium\(^1\) to define "a secure area that resides in the main processor of a smart phone (or any mobile device) and ensures that sensitive data is stored, processed and protected in a trusted environment.". Also, Trustonic, the joint venture between ARM, Gemalto, and Giesecke & Devrient, has defined a TEE as "a secure area that resides in the application processor of an electronic device"\(^2\). For us, a TEE is the software stack in the trusted area, as depicted in Figure 2.1; it is not specific to a type of device (e.g., smart phones), it does not uniquely deal with sensitive data, and it is not necessarily defined by an area in a processor.

In this Chapter we will look at the technology that can provide a TEE. In this way, we will describe the different alternatives that define the state of the art in hardware security. From isolated cryptographic co-processors to security extensions targeting the CPU or the

\(^1\)http://www.globalplatform.org
\(^2\)http://www.trustonic.com/products-services/trusted-execution-environment
Figure 2.1: Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) definition. In order to support a TEE, a device needs to define a security perimeter separated by hardware from the main OS and applications, where only trusted code executes. We refer to this security perimeter as Trusted Area. The trusted area is represented on the right side of the figure (blue), where trusted components execute in a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). Everything outside the trusted area conforms the Untrusted Area, where OS and applications execute in a Rich Execution Environment (REE). The untrusted area is represented on the left side of the figure (yellow). Peripherals connected to the system bus can belong to either of the two areas, or both of them. This depends on the specific technology.

system bus, these technologies share a common ground: the definition of a trusted and an untrusted area. How each specific technology determines the interplay between these two areas, as supported by the hardware underneath them, will ultimately define the TEE for that specific technology. Thus, determining the support that each technology provides for run-time security, and ultimately the Trusted Services that are going to be supported. We will revisit this discussion at the end of this chapter, once we have covered the different approaches to hardware security that can today be found in the market. We present these technologies in an increasing order of integration of the trusted and untrusted areas.

2.1 Smart Cards

A smart card is an embedded integrated circuit card with a CPU, memory, and at least one peripheral interface to communicate with a host device. Given the attack model under which they are designed [179, 180], smart cards are normally considered to have a high level of tamper-resistance. There are two international standards for smart cards: one for contactless smart chips (ISO/IEC 144430), and another for contact smart chips (ISO/IEC 7816).

The trusted area defined by a smart card is very primitive: every component in the smart card belongs to the trusted area; every component not in the smart card belongs to the untrusted area (Figure 2.2). Put differently, the separation between the trusted and the
untrusted area in smart cards is sharp. Since there is a complete physical isolation of the trusted area, smart cards can be very small, which also contributes to achieving higher levels of tamper-resistance. This comes however at the cost of having reduced RAM and a narrow hardware communication interface. The combination of their low computational power, narrow interfaces, and the isolated trusted area they define makes trusted services leveraged by a smart card very secure, but very limited in scope.

**Figure 2.2:** Smart Card TEE definition. The trusted area corresponds to the Smart Card chip, where all its components are located. Everything interacting with the smart card is considered untrusted. Examples of smart card peripheral interfaces include USB and BlueTooth. Main memory and peripherals belong exclusively to the untrusted area. The smart card is indeed a peripheral.

Typically, smart cards are used to power credit cards and enable money payments. Some work, lead by the SMIS\textsuperscript{3} group at INRIA, France, have focused on implementing a secure database inside of a smart card [55] as a way to protect and process sensitive data. Their work includes PicoDBMS [231], GhostDB [9], MILO-DB [11], and secure personal data servers (PDS) [5]. Other relevant work outside SMIS includes TrustedDB [31]. All these approaches conform the research with regards to hardware-assisted data protection using smart cards. Here, the state of the art is mainly divided between centralized solutions (e.g., TrustedDB [31]), and decentralized solutions, many of which are also discussed in [208]. Independently from this approach, the smart card plays a fundamental role in each design given its high level of tamper-resistance [179, 198].

So high are the expectations put into the security that smart cards can leverage that some work, specially in the form of patents, see the smart card as the medium to materialize the digital passport [244], and other digital personal identification mechanisms [238, 183]. Other emerging use cases for smart cards are also discussed in [258].

Commercial secure processors implemented in the form of smart cards include ARM SecurCore\textsuperscript{4}, Atmel TwinAVR\textsuperscript{5}, and Texas Instruments GemCore\textsuperscript{6}.

\textsuperscript{3}http://www-smis.inria.fr
\textsuperscript{4}http://www.arm.com/products/processors/securcore/
\textsuperscript{5}http://www.atmel.com/products/microcontrollers/
\textsuperscript{6}Not much information about TI GemCore is public, but based on driver maintenance and public announcements this family of processors seems to be operative and maintained.
2.1.1 Secure Element

A secure element (SE) is a special variant of a smart card, which is usually shipped as an embedded integrated circuit in mobile devices together with Near field Communication (NFC) [195]. It is already integrated in a multitude of mobile devices (e.g., Samsung Galaxy S3, S4, Galaxy Nexus, HTC One X). Furthermore, a secure element can also be added to any device with a microSD or an Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC).

The main features of an SE are:

- **Data protection** against unauthorized access and tampering.

- **Execution of program code** in form of small applications (applets) directly on the chip. These small applications (applets) can perform operations on data and keys directly on the card without leaving the TEE.

- **Hardware supported execution of cryptographic-operations** (e.g., RSA, AES, SHA, etc.) for encryption, decryption and hashing of data without significant runtime overhead [147]. Since the SE provides tamper-resistant storage, the SE is able to protect stored data against unauthorized access and tampering. Access to this data is only possible over a standardized interface, controlled by the OS using Application Package Data Units (APDU) [234]. This characteristic makes the secure element a good candidate for storing private keys. Still, attacks such as power-analysis [177], or differential fault-analysis [177] should be considered.

2.2 Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a specification for a secure crypto co-processor defined by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG)\(^7\), and made an international standard (ISO/IEC 11889)\(^8\) in 2009. The TCG defines the TPM as a generator storage device and protector of symmetric keys [274], but in general, it is used to store state, keys, passwords, and certificates.

At the time of this writing TPM 2.0 specification is still relatively new\(^9\), and coexists with TPM 1.2. For the purpose of this thesis the differences between TPM 1.2 and 2.0 and irrelevant; we are only interested in the general architecture and components forming a TPM, so that we can compare it to other secure hardware approaches. Concrete interface, commands, and other specification differences have still not been addressed in a publication, however, the topic has been discussed in different oral presentations [278, 120, 288, 61].

Architecturally, TPM is formed by several components; some are required and some are optional. This depends on the specification version. The most relevant components are:

\(^7\)http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org.

\(^8\)http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=50970

\(^9\)TPM specification version 2.0 was published for public review on March 13, 2014
Figure 2.3: Trusted Platform Module TEE definition. The trusted area corresponds to the TPM chip. Everything outside the TPM is considered untrusted. Main memory and peripherals belong exclusively to the untrusted area. The TPM is indeed a peripheral.

- **I/O component** is a gatekeeper mechanism that manages the information flow in the communication bus. It enforces access control policies to the TPM, performs encoding and decoding of commands passed through internal and external buses, and routes them to the appropriate component.

- **Execution Engine** is the component where the TPM components execute. The execution engine is a vital component since it is the one defining TPM’s TEE. This guarantees that operations are properly segregated and allows to define shielded locations. The TCG defines a shielded location as an area where data is protected against interference from outside exposure.

- **Platform Configuration Register (PCR)** is a 160-bit storage location for discrete integrity measurements. There are a minimum of 16 PCR registers. All PCR registers are shielded-locations and are inside of the TPM. The decision of whether a PCR contains a standard measurement or if the PCR is available for general use is deferred to the platform’s implementation of the specification.

- **Crypto Engine** implements cryptographic operations within the TPM. In TPM 1.2 the specification requires an SHA-1 engine, a RSA engine and a HMAC engine. It also requires key sizes of 512, 1024, 2048 bits. TPM 2.0 is more flexible and does not specify algorithms or key sizes in order to prevent early deprecation.\(^\text{10}\)

- **Volatile Memory** is used to cache state and sensitive data inside of the TPM so that it is protected against interference from outside exposure.

- **Non-Volatile Memory (NVRAM)** is used to store persistent identity and state associated with the TPM. The specifications require at least 20 bytes of NVRAM; most implementation however follows the recommendation of providing 1280 bytes.

\(^{10}\)The US Department of Commerce has considered SHA1 as deprecated from 2011 to 2013, and disallowed after 2013 (NIST SP800-131A) [34]; Microsoft is not accepting SHA1 certificates after 2016; Google is penalizing sites using SHA1 certificates expiring during 2016. TPM 1.2 requiring SHA1 results in it being inevitably subject to expiration.
• **Random Number Generator (RNG)** is the source of randomness in the TPM. The TPM uses these random values for nonces, key generation, and randomness in signatures. The RNG is also used to hold shielded locations.

Regardless of the implemented components, from the TPM perspective, everything behind the I/O component is trusted. The rest of the system is untrusted. In this way, the definition of the TEE leveraged by a TPM resembles that of a smart card. However, since the TPM embeds more components in its trusted area, the interface with the untrusted area is broader. Figure 2.3 depicts these components and the area to which they belong.

In terms of capabilities, TPM provides more functionality than generation and storage of cryptographic keys:

• **Remote attestation** creates an unforgeable summary of the hardware, boot, and host OS configuration of a computer, allowing a third party (such as a digital music store) to verify that the software has not been changed. In Section 4 we will see how this capability is used for protecting the boot process in trusted boot.

• **Binding** allows to encrypt data using the TPM’s endorsement key (i.e., a unique RSA key put in the chip during its production) or another trusted key generated by the TPM. The asymmetric keys used for binding can be migratable or non-migratable storage keys. If non-migratable storage keys are used, the encrypted data is bound to a specific platform.

• **Sealing** allows to encrypt data and associate the used encryption key with a specific TPM state in the PCR registers. In this way, data can only be decrypted if the TPM is in the exact same state. The state can be associated with one or several components in the boot sequence, the integrity of a binary file, or a TPM internal state. It can be seen as an extension to binding.

Since TPM is a co-processor, it needs to be attached to a host system. If a physical co-processor is used (i.e., external TPM), a physical interface has to be used to attach it to the host communication bus. Today, I²C [254] and SPI [184] are the most popular interfaces supported by external TPMs (Table 2.1). Low Pin Count (LPC) is also supported by some vendors, however ad-hoc connectors are necessary to match vendor-specific pin layouts.

While an external TPM is an easy way to add TPM functionality to an existing design, the fact that the TPM is attached does mean that its level of tamper resistance, and especially its level of tamper evidence is weakened. Example attacks to external TPMs include targeting external, visible pins [292, 181] and casing [269].

It is also possible to connect a TPM logically, as long as the TPM is built using components that are already available in the host system [130]. In this case, the TPM’s components (Figure 2.3) need to be implemented by parts in the host that can fulfill TPM’s requirements. If the host has a FPGA, isolation requirements such as the ones established for the TPM’s execution environment are easier to meet without sacrificing a physical processor. The main issue with this approach comes from the fact that a TPM requires secure non-volatile
Table 2.1: Principal characteristics of the $I^2C$ and SPI protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$I^2C$</th>
<th>SPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-wire serial communication protocol</td>
<td>4-wire serial communication interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard protocol</td>
<td>Established protocol, but no standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (max. throughput) up to 3.4 Mbps</td>
<td>No throughput limitation (no max. clock speed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for multiple devices on same bus</td>
<td>Arbitrary choice of message size, content, and purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensures that data is received by the slave device</td>
<td>Very low power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

memory. Thus, if the host does not count on tamper-resistant storage, TPM requirements cannot be met. Such TPM implementation is commonly referred to as a soft TPM. This is a recurring problem in mobile devices, where there have been attempts to build a Mobile TPM (MTPM, or MPM) using ARM TrustZone [92, 290] without using a tamper-resistant unit for providing secure non-volatile memory; as we will see in Section 2.4, TrustZone is not tamper resistant.

2.3 Intel Security Extensions

2.3.1 Intel TXT

Intel Trusted Execution Technology (Intel TXT, formerly referred to as LaGrande Technology) is a set of hardware security extensions to the Xeon processor family with the objective of providing a dynamic root of trust for measurement (DRTM), so that a system can be attested for integrity at run-time. Intel TXT uses a specific set of CPU instructions - Safer Mode Extensions (SMX) [161] - which implement: (i) measured launch of the Measured Launched Environment (MLE), (ii) a set of mechanisms to ensure such measurement is protected and stored in a secure location, and (iii) a set of protection mechanisms that allow the MLE to control attempts to modify itself [163]. Intel TXT depends on the TPM’s PCR registers [274] to store its integrity measurements; thus the TPM is the root of trust for Intel TXT (Figure 2.3). In a way, Intel TXT completes the purpose of the TPM. In the TPM specifications [274, 276] the TCG presents the procedures by which the TPM seals measurements in the PCRs. How the PCRs are updated is also covered in the TPM specification. However, no procedures are specified to ensure the quality of the measurements in themselves. Indeed, most of the TPM literature avoid this discussion, assuming that the measurements are ready for sealing. While DRTM is the base for Intel TXT, it is not exclusively used by it; DRTM is also the mechanism supporting other technologies such as AMD Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) security extensions [7], which is used in works such as OSLO [171].

To put Intel TXT into context, the TCG defines static root of trust for measurement (SRTM) as a fixed or immutable piece of trusted code in the BIOS that is executed before the boot
process starts, in such a way that every piece of code in the boot process is measured by it (the trusted code) before it is executed. In this way, SRTM aims at measuring the integrity of sensitive fragments of code before they are executed. While in theory every component in the boot process can be measured - with the consequent performance cost -, SRTM only guarantees that the boot system is in a known state, not providing mechanisms for run-time integrity checks. TrustedGrub\(^\text{11}\) is an example implementation of SRTM. DRTM approaches this limitation, and extends SRTM in such way that run-time measurements are supported; DRTM allows to load a measured environment without requiring a power down and reset.

At boot-time, i.e., during BIOS load, an SMX instruction (GETSEC) is issued to ensure that only two code modules are loaded into memory: the MLE, and the authenticated code module (ACM)\(^\text{12}\). After this, measurements are stored in the PCR registers. Thus, the resilience of Intel TXT depends on the PCR registers not being modifiable, but only extensible. In this way, the hash of the concatenation of the current PCR value and the new measurement is stored in the PCRs. In order to provide a chain of trust, this process begins during BIOS load as mentioned above. Since TPM is orthogonal to Intel TXT, it has support for both SRTM and DRTM: PCRs [0 to 15] are used for SRTM, and PCRs [17 to 20] are used for DRTM when in locality 4\(^\text{276}\) (SMX)\(^\text{253}\). A complete description of the DRTM launch sequence, measurement management, and TPM usage detailing how different attack vectors are faced (e.g., DMA protection via IOMMU disabling) can be found in Intel’s TXT Software Development Guide\(^\text{163}\).

One of the main applications of Intel TXT is ensuring a chain of trust at boot-time. An example is Trusted boot - and one of its implementations, (tboot)\(^\text{13}\). In Chapter 4 we will look in more detail into boot protection mechanisms.

### 2.3.2 Intel SGX

Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) is a set of instructions and mechanisms for memory accesses to be incorporated in future Intel processors\(^\text{159, 162, 157}\). These extensions allow an application to instantiate a protected container, referred to as an enclave. An enclave is defined as a protected area in the application’s address space which cannot be altered by code outside the enclave, not even by higher privileged code (e.g., kernel, virtual machine monitors, BIOS). In other words, enclaves are orthogonal to x86 protection rings\(^\text{161}\). SGX also prevents that code and data in one enclave are accessed from other enclaves (i.e., inter-enclave isolation). Figure 2.4 depicts an enclave within an application’s virtual address space.

If we look at the extensions independently, Intel SGX provides the following protection mechanisms\(^\text{204, 8}\):

- **Memory protection.** Since an enclave is part of the application address space (user space), it is necessary to protect it against the many software and hardware attacks

\(^{11}\)http://sourceforge.net/projects/trustedgrub/

\(^{12}\)ACM is also referred to as AC (authenticated code) module.

\(^{13}\)http://sourceforge.net/projects/tboot/
against main memory (e.g., DRAM) [56]. For this purpose, SGX uses the Enclave Page Cache (EPC), which is a piece of cryptographically protected memory with a page size of 4KB. In order to encrypt main memory, guarantee its integrity, and protect the communication with the processor, a hardware unit, i.e., the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE), is used. For the processor to track the contents of the EPC, the security attributes for each page of the EPC are stored in an implementation-dependent micro-architecture structure called Enclave Page Cache Map (EPCM).

Enclaves are created using the \texttt{ECREATE} instruction, which converts a free EPC into a SGX Enclave Control Structure (SECS) and initializes it in protected memory. From that moment, pages can be added using \texttt{EADD}. Even though pages are allocated transparently by the OS, they must be mapped to the EPC in physical memory. Each EPC page is tracked in hardware in terms of its type, the enclave to which it is mapped, the virtual address within the enclave, and its permissions.

Just as with main memory, the EPC is a limited resource. Therefore, SGX enables the OS to virtualize the EPC by paging its contents to other storage. The specific mechanisms used to protect the virtualized EPC can be found in [158, 204, 39].

- **Attestation.** SGX’s attestation mechanisms are supported directly by the CPU [8]. The idea is the same as in TPM: a remote entity is able to verify the integrity of the trusted area and the TEE. In SGX, the remote entity can cryptographically verify an enclave and create a secure channel for sharing secrets with it. In this way, the remote party can load trusted code in an enclave, and verify that it has been properly instantiated in the target platform afterwards. This is done on a per-enclave basis.

SGX supports intra- and inter-platform enclave attestation. This allows enclaves to securely communicate with both other enclaves and remote entities. SGX provides different mechanisms for local attestation and remote attestation.
Ultimately, the processor manufacturer (e.g., Intel) is the root of trust for attestation, i.e., Root of Trust of Measurement (Figure 2.4).

- **Sealing.** SGX guarantees that when an enclave is instantiated, the hardware provides protections (confidentiality and integrity) to its data, when it is maintained within the boundary of the enclave. It also guarantees that when the enclave process exits, the enclave will be destroyed and any data that is secured within the enclave will be zeroized. If the data is meant to be reused later, the enclave must make special arrangements to store the data outside the enclave. Persistent sealing keys are accessed through `EGETKEY` [158]. Sealing keys can be used to enforce sealing policies such as Sealing to the Enclave Identity, and Sealing to the Sealing Identity. [8].

Although Intel SGX is fairly new at the time of this writing, some work exploring use cases has already been done either on simulators or on early prototypes, and presented in form of demos at some conferences and venues [40]. In [143], Hoekstra et al. (Intel Corporation) used SGX to implement: (i) a one-time password (OTP) generator for second factor verification without the need of RSA SecureID®; (ii) a secure enterprise rights management (ERS) client-server architecture; and (iii) a secure video-conferencing application. Even though no performance evaluation or security analysis are presented14, it is at least possible to see the way Intel envisions the use of SGX across cloud services as a way to load trusted services in remote, untrusted environments. In [39], Baumann et al. propose Haven, i.e., a framework to implement shielded execution of unmodified Windows applications using SGX’s enclaves as their TEE. We expect to see much more work targeting cloud services using Intel SGX, specially because of its light-weight remote attestation [8], and the possibility to remotely load trusted code in the TEE defined by the SGX security extensions, even when the remote system is untrusted.

### 2.4 ARM TrustZone

ARM defines TrustZone as a hardware-supported system-wide approach to security which is integrated in high-performance processors such as Cortex-A9, Cortex-A15, and Cortex-A12 [29]. Today, TrustZone is implemented in most ARM modern processor cores including the ARM1176, Cortex-A5/A7/A8/A9/A15, and the newest ARMv8 64-bit Cortex-A53 and -A57. TrustZone relies on the so-called NS bit, an extension of the AMBA3 AXI system bus to separate the execution between a secure world and a non-secure world (AWPROT[1] and ARPROT[1] [20]). The NS bit distinguishes those instructions stemming from the secure world and those stemming from the non-secure world. Access to the NS bit is protected by a gatekeeper mechanism referred to as the secure monitor, which is triggered by the System Monitor Call (SMC). Any communication between the two worlds is managed by the secure monitor. Interrupts can also be configured in the secure world to be managed by the secure monitor. From a system perspective, the OS distinguishes between user space, kernel space

---

14Neither on the complementary SGX publications [204, 8]. In [56] however, the properties and attack model for designing a secure container are described in the context of Intel processors and their security extensions.
and secure space. Authorized software runs in secure space, without interference from user or kernel space. Secure space can only be accessed from kernel space.

Figure 2.5: TrustZone TEE definition. The trusted area is formed by the chip and the part of the system protected by the NS bit. The rest of the system corresponds to the untrusted area. In TrustZone’s nomenclature the secure world represents the TEE, and the non-secure world the REE. Since TrustZone extends the NS bit to the system bus, peripherals can be secured.

TrustZone’s most powerful feature is that it provides the ability to secure any peripheral connected to the system bus (e.g., interrupt controllers, timers, and user I/O devices) in a way that they are only visible from the secure world. The AMBA3 specification includes a low gate-count low-bandwidth peripheral bus known as the Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB), which is attached to the AXI system bus using the AXI-to-APB bridge. This is an important part in the TrustZone design, since the APB bus does not carry the NS bit so that AMBA2 peripherals are supported in TrustZone-enabled devices. The AXI-to-APB bridge hardware is then responsible for managing the security of the APB peripherals. Peripherals can also be shared between worlds, with peripherals secured on-the-fly with accesses from the secure world having always highest priority. To support this, the TrustZone Protection Controller (TZPC) virtual peripheral guarantees that when a peripheral is set as secure it is exclusively accessible from the secure world. The TZPC is attached to the AXI-to-APB bridge and can be configured to control access to APB peripherals. This enables secure interactions between users and programs running in the secure world (secure tasks), and between secure tasks and the peripherals of their choice. Since TrustZone-enabled processors boot always in secure mode, secure code executes always before the non-secure world bootloader (e.g., u-boot) is even loaded in memory. This allows to define a security perimeter formed by code, memory and peripherals from the moment the device is powered on. This security perimeter defines TrustZone’s trusted area, as depicted in Figure 2.5.

Today, TrustZone is marketed as a technology for payment protection technology and digital rights management (DRM)\textsuperscript{15}. Global Platform’s APIs\textsuperscript{16} [66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 69, 72, 65], and

\textsuperscript{15}http://www.arm.com/products/processors/technologies/trustzone/index.php
\textsuperscript{16}http://www.globalplatform.org/
their definition of a TEE follow this paradigm. Even the most recent commercial TrustZone software stack - Nvidia TLK\textsuperscript{17}, and Linaro OP-TEE\textsuperscript{18} are founded on the principle that with TrustZone, security-sensitive tasks are offloaded to a short duty cycled secure world. Put differently, most TrustZone TEEs are designed for the case where secure world is called from non-secure world in order to handle short-lived tasks.

In some contexts, TrustZone has been used as a thin, affordable hypervisor \cite{118, 228} to support specialized virtualization. A concrete example present in automotive & aerospace environments is using the secure world to host a Real-Time operating system (RTOS) that executes in parallel with the main OS. Here, not only does the secure run largely independent from the normal world, but it necessarily has to execute under high duty cycle in order to meet the real-time constrains demanded by the RTOS. TOPPERS SafeG \cite{249} is an example of a framework targeting this use case. However, TrustZone’s support in ARMv7 processors cannot be used for executing a general purpose hypervisor since it does not count on hardware virtualization extensions. More specifically, TrustZone does not support trap-and-emulate primitives. There is thus no means to trap operations executed in the non-secure world to the secure world. This means that non-secure software running at its highest priority level can access any peripheral and memory assigned to the non-secure world, making it impossible to guarantee isolation if multiple virtual machines (VMs) are running in the non-secure world. For the same reason, virtualization within the secure world is not possible either. Dall et al. have studied this in depth while designing and developing KVM/ARM \cite{81} for the Linux Kernel.

Using concrete processors as examples this means that a Cortex-9 processor can leverage a secure world since it counts on the TrustZone security extensions, but not a general purpose hypervisor since it does not support hardware extensions. A Cortex-15 can support both since both sets of extensions are incorporated in the processor. ARMv8 processors such as the Cortex-A53 and -A57 also support both sets of extensions. At the time of this writing all publicly available information describing the ARMv8 architecture points to TrustZone and virtualization extensions being maintained separated.

While TrustZone was introduced more than 10 years ago \cite{6}, it is only recently that hardware manufacturers such as Xilinx, Nvidia, or Freescale, and software solutions such as Open Virtualization\textsuperscript{19}, TOPPERS SafeG\textsuperscript{20}, Genode\textsuperscript{21}, Linaro OP-TEE, T6\textsuperscript{22}, or Nvidia TLK have respectively proposed hardware platforms and programming frameworks that makes it possible for the research community \cite{131}, as well as industry to experiment and develop innovative solutions with TrustZone. This turn towards a more open TrustZone technology is in part thanks to the work done by Johannes Winter and the Graz University of Technology \cite{290, 293}.

\textsuperscript{17}http://www.w3.org/2012/webcrypto/webcrypto-next-workshop/papers/webcrypto2014_submission_25.pdf We provide TLK’s presentation slides since there is still no publicly available white paper or article describing its architecture.

\textsuperscript{18}https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os

\textsuperscript{19}http://www.openvirtualization.org

\textsuperscript{20}http://www.toppers.jp/en/safeg.html

\textsuperscript{21}http://genode.org/documentation/articles/trustzone

\textsuperscript{22}http://www.trustkernel.org/en/
2.5 Other Techniques

Apart from the presented secure hardware, there are a number of techniques that also can provide a TEE. We cover them in this section, also in an increasing order of integration of (equivalent to) the trusted and untrusted areas.

2.5.1 Hardware Replication

One way of providing a trusted area is by completely replicating the hardware that forms the untrusted area and placing a trusted software stack on it. A good way to think about this approach is through a smart phone with two screens, two RAM chips, two SD Cards, etc. This abstraction can apply to any device (e.g., set-top box, server). Architecturally, this approach is very similar to that of a smart card or a TPM; the trusted area is completely separated from the untrusted area. Indeed, no hardware components are shared. The level of logical integration between the two areas depends then on the communication interface that the two pieces of hardware define.

While this is a good abstraction to reflect upon when discussing different techniques for secure hardware (What do these secure hardware extensions offer me, that two pieces of the same hardware without them would not?\textsuperscript{23}), the level of extra tamper-resistance that this approach offers is minimal. While isolation can be guaranteed (especially if there is no logical communication between the two areas), the tamper resistance of the base hardware is not improved. Moreover, since all components of a device must be replicated (i.e., CPU, main memory, secondary storage, peripherals), the software stack in such a trusted area would be as complex as the one in the untrusted area. Note that, even if the trusted software stack is minimal and formally verified, all drivers to manage the trusted area are necessary. Still, this is a valid approach to provide an isolated trusted area.

\textsuperscript{23}We thank Luc Bouganim for asking this question in the first place.
2.5.2 Hardware Virtualization

A powerful way to provide isolation without the need of hardware replication is virtualization. Virtualization supported by hardware extensions can provide full isolation by means of trap-and-emulate instructions. This would allow to create two virtualized areas representing the trusted and the untrusted one. The main benefit of this approach is that it is hardware-agnostic; more and more architectures support hardware virtualization, thus the trusted and untrusted areas could be directly ported to different hypervisors. Moreover, since the hypervisor executes in higher privilege mode and manages its own address space, hardware separation is guaranteed. A number of open source and commercial projects have indeed attempted to secure commodity applications using full-system virtualization. Examples include Qubes OS [241], Bromium [57], and XenClient [63].

Many compare hardware virtualization with TrustZone, since they consider TrustZone as a set of limited virtualization hardware extensions. However, while TrustZone extends to the system bus – thus enabling secure peripherals – virtualization remains at the same level than other secure hardware, whose trusted area stops in main memory. In this way, virtualization also offers a sharp definition of the trusted and untrusted areas, delegating all integration to software communication mediated by the hypervisor.

2.5.3 Only Software

Finally, it is also possible to provide a TEE only in software. While this approach does not comply with the definition that we have given for a TEE since there is not hardware separation, we include it here for completeness. In fact, many security approaches have relied on software-only solutions to the computation and storage of sensitive data, special operations, and peripheral manipulation. In this case, integration between the trusted and untrusted areas is maximal; they are the same. However, under the assumption that the operating system can be compromised, any application executing in the same address space as the OS could also be compromised.

2.6 Discussion

In this Chapter we have presented the state of the art in secure hardware, and we have used it to define different types of Trusted Execution Environments. This comes as a product of the hardware itself, which defines the properties for the trusted area, as well as the interfaces through which it communicates with the untrusted area. Looking at the different TEEs and analyzing the design space that secure hardware manufactures confront, we observe that the characteristics of a TEE come as a trade-off between the isolation of the trusted area, and the level of tamper-resistance of the hardware leveraging that trusted area (and therefore protecting the TEE). By isolation we refer to the level in which the trusted and untrusted areas integrate. That is, the type of computation carried out in the trusted area, the complexity of the code, the interfaces with the untrusted area, and the extensibility of the security perimeter around the trusted area. In this way, we define the opposite of isolation.
as scope: a technology that allows for a high integration of the trusted and the untrusted area features low isolation and high scope. By tamper-resistance we refer to the level to which the trusted area can resist logical and physical attacks. In this way, a TEE that is very isolated exhibits a higher level of tamper resistance, while a TEE that interacts with untrusted components (less isolated) necessarily exhibits a lower level of tamper resistance.

We represent this trade-off in Figure 2.7, where we position the technologies we have described throughout this chapter. We use level of tamper-resistance and scope as metrics. We also use three conceptual devices to represent the three extremes in the TEE design space: (i) an air-gap, which is a conceptual device that is physically isolated (0 scope) and never connected to any network, thus exhibits the highest level of tamper-resistance (the air-gap device is indeed tamper-proof); (ii) a honey-pot, which is represents the opposite extreme, where the trusted area extends to every single component of the system, but the level of tamper resistance is non existent; and (iii) a security utopy, which represents the utopy for secure hardware, where security extends to all components on the system (everything is trusted area), but at the same time these components are tamper-proof. For completeness, we include technologies that we have not explicitly covered in this chapter since the properties they exhibit do not add value to the discussion; their properties have already been covered by other secure hardware. Note that we do not consider a piece of secure hardware that, being isolated, does not exhibit a positive level of tamper-resistance. Such a piece of hardware is by definition not secure.

While today, hardware companies are developing the next generation of secure hardware,
the techniques that they are using are either based on (or extend) the ones presented in this chapter. We expect to see more tamper-resistant components, specially in secondary storage; faster secure co-processors dedicated to cryptographic operations, but also for general purpose manipulation of sensitive data; and a more flexible security perimeter that (i) extends to more components (e.g., all levels in the cache hierarchy, cross-privilege CPU modes, DMA), and (ii) becomes a run-time property of the system (i.e., a programmable trusted area). Still, in this thesis we limit the scope of the security perimeter defined by the trusted area to the secure hardware that is commercially available at the time of this writing. We consider then that the largest incarnation of a trusted area extends to CPU, system bus, memory, and other peripherals\footnote{We consider memory as a special peripheral.}.

Our prediction is that research in secure hardware and TEEs will be about bridging the gap between isolation and tamper-resistance. In this way, as peripherals become more complex, we can expect secure hardware being present in all the components of a system, pushing down security responsibilities to dedicated devices. Examples include I/O devices such as network cards and storage devices incorporating cryptoprocessors to provide default encryption of I/O operations\footnote{Indeed, solid state drives (SSDs) already incorporate dedicated cryptoprocessors to randomize data pages and distribute the usage of flash chips, therefore maximizing the life of the SSD. We expect to see these co-processors being used for security-specific tasks.}, main memory and the entire cache hierarchy being partitioned in hardware to support secure high-computation while avoiding the overhead of maintaining an encrypted page table \cite{204}, or DMA differentiating I/Os and mapping them to peripherals assigned to the trusted and untrusted areas.

\footnote{We consider memory as a special peripheral.}

\footnote{Indeed, solid state drives (SSDs) already incorporate dedicated cryptoprocessors to randomize data pages and distribute the usage of flash chips, therefore maximizing the life of the SSD. We expect to see these co-processors being used for security-specific tasks.}
Chapter 3

Run-Time Security

Since Schroeder’s seminal work on Multics [251] back in 1975, there has been much work on run-time security. A good review of existing work can be found at [112]. Both the industry and the academy have tried to solve security issues that emerge from a running environment: data corruption, secret leakages, or privilege misuse. In this Chapter we will cover the state of the art in run-time security from three different angles. First, we look at the theoretical work on run-time security, where we focus on access and usage control models. We focus on the latter since usage control models are powerful enough to define complex usage policies involving hardware and software components. Second, we look at run-time security from the user data perspective. Here, we look at the work done in data protection, where we cover trusted storage, secure storage, and other protection techniques for user data. Third, we look at work on reference monitors, where we cover different approaches to guarantee the integrity of the execution environment in order to leverage trust to running applications.

3.1 Access and Usage Control

Still today, many associate run-time security with access control. In general, access control mechanisms ensure that a set of objects (e.g., data, operations, peripherals) are mediated by a set of access policies. When a subject satisfies these policies, access to an object is granted. Note that in this case, the subject is able to use the object at will after access is granted; object protection depends then on the granularity and frequency of access control points.

Access control has been materialized in many different ways [248]. Examples include Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC), and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [114]. Indeed, different implementations of these access control versions have been customized for different levels of the software stack: Operating systems [216, 263, 140], hypervisors [242, 64], or secure hardware [199, 247]. However, as for today, access control models can be divided in two main categories: Access Control Lists (ACLs) and Capabilities (Figure 3.1).

- **ACLs.** In an access control list model, the authorities are bound to the objects being
secured. Put differently, a subject’s access to an object depends on whether its identity appears on a list associated with the object. Most Unix-based operating systems (e.g., Linux, BSD) support POSIX.1e ACLs [155].

- **Capabilities.** In a capabilities model, the authorities are bound to objects seeking access. Put differently, subjects and objects are bound through a reference (or capability) that enables a subject to access the object. Linux’s capabilities are slightly different, and follow what is known as ”POSIX Capabilities”, which are defined in POSIX draft 1003.1e [154]. Here capabilities are a partitioning of root privileges into a set of distinct privileges [173].

**Figure 3.1:** Access Control: Capabilities vs. ACLs\(^1\). Note that here we represent traditional capabilities, not ”POSIX Capabilities”.

In any case, access control has the limitation that the granularity and frequency of the access control points is normally defined in terms of actions. For example, if a subject (e.g., a process) is given access to an object (e.g., file) in terms of a specific action (e.g., read), then the process can read any part of the file and copy it into its memory space. What the process does with the read information is out of the scope of the access control policies governing the file. What is more, such a model cannot extend to different objects, even when they belong to the same type. In the example above, a process could read from different files to aggregate information from different sources (and keep them in main memory). Access policies cannot establish that a process can access files A and B, but not C, if A and B have been previously accessed.

Usage control is meant to address this deficiency. That is, allow to define (and enforce) policies based on continuous actions, i.e., usage. In a way, usage control is applying access control at higher granularity and frequency, and more importantly at a larger scope, so that previous accesses are taken into account when granting access to a new object. Usage control

\(^1\)This representation of Capabilities vs. ACLs is inspired in [http://www.skyhunter.com/marcs/capabilityIntro/capacl.html](http://www.skyhunter.com/marcs/capabilityIntro/capacl.html)
models usually refer to UCON$_{ABC}$ [221]. Here, Park and Sandhu define the model depicted in Figure 3.2. The actions that a subject executes against an object are mediated by rights. Rights are divided in three categories:

- **Authorizations.** Authorizations are functional predicates that have to be evaluated for usage decision and return whether the subject is allowed to perform the requested rights on the object. Authorizations evaluate subject attributes, object attributes, and requested rights together with a set of authorization rules for usage decision.

- **Obligations.** Obligations are functional predicates that verify mandatory requirements a subject has to perform before or during a usage exercise. This is, actions a subject must take before or while it holds a right.

- **Conditions.** Conditions are environmental or system-oriented decision factors.

Apart from these three types of rights, UCON$_{ABC}$ defines the concept of mutability, which denotes decisions based on previous usage$^2$. Besides the model in itself, UCON$_{ABC}$ defines an algebra that enables it to formalize usage policies. In this way, UCON$_{ABC}$ formally encompasses access control, since MAC, DAC, ACLs, capabilities, etc. can be expressed with UCON$_{ABC}$’s algebra. Actual examples can be found in [221].

UCON$_{ABC}$ is powerful enough to define complex usage policies that go beyond independent objects. Indeed, it can describe complete information flow frameworks born in the context of social sciences such as Helen Nissenbaum’s Contextual Integrity [215]. However, there is, to the best of our knowledge, no actual implementation that complies with the security and trust assumptions in which UCON$_{ABC}$ is based. Park and Sandhu explicitly express their concerns with regards to an architecture that can support UCON$_{ABC}$: but for them [...] keeping the model (UCON$_{ABC}$) separate from implementation is critical to separating concerns and reaching fundamental understanding of disparate issues [246]. [...] It is important to understand that the motivation behind UCON$_{ABC}$ is to improve access control, which at

$^2$In the example we used above, this would represent denying a process access to file C, if files A and B had been accessed before. Mutability is what enables usage control to have a larger scope when enforcing usage policies.
that moment was (and still is today) the main model enabling security in computer science. This means that the assumption is that there is something to protect against; if the model is not protected then security is by no means enhanced. Since UCON\textsubscript{ABC} is broader in scope than access control (i.e., it contemplates several access control policies at higher frequency involving more objects) the attack model is also broader. Implementations of UCON\textsubscript{ABC} that are directly implemented in the same environment as user applications, or even in the operating system fail to comply with the conception of a broader protection scope.

### 3.2 Data Protection

We now focus on the state of the art in data protection. With data protection, we refer to the work done in trusted storage, secure storage, and other protection techniques for user data. Since there is no widely accepted terms for denoting data protection mechanisms, we prefer to refer to them in general term when describing the state of the art. Some researchers might prefer their work to be considered under specific terms (e.g., secure storage), and we want to respect that. When we present our data protection proposal in Section 8.2.1 we will use the term \textit{Trusted Storage} to refer to it, since we believe that the adjective \textit{trusted} suits better the actual decision making behind the use of TEEs; remembering that the trusted area only provides isolation, not correction.

Probably the most relevant work in data protection in the systems community is VPFS [285]. Here, Weinhold et al. propose an encryption wrapper that, reusing the paravirtualized untrusted I/O stack of L4Linux\textsuperscript{3}, can provide data confidentiality, integrity, and recoverability to trusted applications. They do this in order to build a data protection mechanism with untrusted components while maintaining a low TCB. Their solution is to store file system metadata in the trusted area. The assumption is that their virtual private file system is exclusively used by trusted applications. While untrusted applications share a physical disk with trusted applications, they cannot make use of the trusted storage capabilities. Any new trusted application (e.g., a DBMS) increases the size of the TCB, thus increasing the attack surface. Moreover, the fact that new applications need to be tailored to execute inside of L4Linux limits the scope of innovative services. In this line, but in the context of networked file systems (NFS) approaches like SUNDR [186], SiRiUs [126], and Plutus [169] define the state of the art in securing block and file-level storage in an untrusted environment.

Indeed, building data protection mechanisms reusing untrusted components is not a novel idea. In the database community, the Trusted Database System (TDB) [197] was one of its precursors. Here, Maheshwari et al. propose to leverage a small amount of trusted storage to protect a scalable amount of untrusted storage in the context of a database system. They define their trusted storage as a different disk from the one where the untrusted database system executes. While they understood the necessity of counting on a trusted area, separated by hardware from the database system they intend to protect, they fail to acknowledge that the communication interface between the two disks represents indeed a large attack surface. Still, the ideas they present apply today to cloud storage, where the trusted storage part could be maintained locally, while the untrusted storage part would be the cloud in

\textsuperscript{3}http://os.inf.tu-dresden.de/L4/LinuxOnL4/
itself. The attack surface would in this case be larger since their approach would be exposed to remote attacks over the network. Another interesting approach proposed simultaneously (in fact, in the same conference) is [119], where Fu et al. propose a read-only file system that can be used as a root of trust in untrusted servers, which would again respond to cloud providers today.

Another relevant work is done by Overshadow [62]. Here, Chen et al. propose a method to provide confidentiality and integrity of an application address space by protecting data pages in a virtualized environment. The use cloaking to provide cleartext pages to cloaked applications, and encrypted pages to the kernel. This allows to reuse kernel resource arbitration, as well as the page cache. While they assume the commodity OS is untrusted, they rely on a full-featured hypervisor to provide memory isolation (VMware VMM using binary translation for guest kernel code [3]) on top of x86. In their evaluation they mention that they add 6400 LOC to the VMM original code base, and 13100 LOC to support page protection in a component they refer to as shim. While they can guarantee protection of sensitive data, they cannot guarantee availability or durability since they rely on system calls in the untrusted kernel. In fact, using system calls makes Overshadow vulnerable against side-channel [178, 168] and the more recently introduced Iago [60] attacks. Still, the value of Overshadow to the systems and security communities is immense given that their work is a proof that virtualization can be used to force memory isolation even in an untrusted kernel.

In the operating system community we find approaches like Proxos [267], where Ta-Min et al. propose redirecting system calls generated in the (equivalent to the) untrusted area to the trusted one, where a private file system is implemented. A policy engine that generates a usage decision could eventually be implemented here. While we believe that making decisions based on system calls is a very powerful technique, assuming that they can be redirected from an untrusted area is a leap of faith. Since the untrusted area can be compromised, an attacker could inject kernel code via a loadable kernel module (LKM), or access kernel memory via /etc/kmem to replace the system call, prevent that it reaches the trusted area, or modify its parameters. Other approaches such as Trusted Database System (TDB) [197], or DroidVault [188] suffer from the same attack vectors, all relying on untrusted modules that act as a bridge between the trusted and untrusted areas. If this module is compromised, all communication within the trusted area is compromised.\footnote{Note that this bridge has nothing to do with TrustZone’s secure monitor, which runs in secure privilege mode in order to load TrustZone’s secure stack.}

If we focus exclusively on file systems providing encryption, we find different alternatives implemented at all levels of the software stack. In one end of the design space we have examples such as EncFS [136], a user space cryptographic file system available for a variety of commodity OSs. From a security perspective EncFS is grounded on the assumption that an attacker cannot gain root access to the system. In this case, an attacker could impersonate any user to access a mounted EncFS partition, installing a rootkit to steal user passwords and mount encrypted partitions, or injecting kernel code to steal data while it resides decrypted in memory. Another example of a user space file system is Aerie [281], which defines a virtual file system interface to storage class memories for Linux systems. While Aerie does not approach directly encryption, it refers to a trusted file system service (TFS) in which it delegates in order to implement protection capabilities. If Aerie were to
implement cryptographic operations, it would be here they would be implemented. What we find interesting about Aerie is that it moves most of the file system logic to user space, only relying on the kernel to provide allocation, protection, and addressing through libfs [74]. More specifically, we are interested in its attack model. While it is argued that hardware protection guarantees memory partitioning among applications, from a security perspective Aerie is founded on the assumption that the kernel, and at least the libfs client library are trusted. Here, the encryption scheme would be compromised if considering an attack model where the attacker gains root access to the machine\(^5\). In general, user space security fails when presented to this attack model.

Moving down in the software stack we find file systems such as eCryptfs [139], which implements encryption at a page level; and NCryptfs [296], which takes a similar approach in the form of a stackable file system. While attacks become more complicated, an adversary with root access could inject kernel code to bypass the encryption mechanisms, use internal kernel operations in the I/O stack to decrypt random pages, or simply read kernel and physical memory to steal sensitive data in motion. Note that pages are decrypted while in the page cache\(^6\). Using other file systems supporting encryption such as CephFS [99] have the same issues. In general a compromised kernel cannot be trusted to perform encryption, or even delegate this task to a trusted area.

At the end of the software stack we find encryption implemented directly in hardware, at the time that physical blocks are being written. An example of this paradigm are flash memories such as Solid State Drives (SSDs), which normally make use of in-build cryptoprocessors to ensure that data is better distributed throughout flash memory. Using these devices for protecting data would reduce latency and overhead of performing cryptographic operations with respect to CPU-based encryption. However, there is to the best of our knowledge, no published work on hardware-assisted data protection similar to the ones presented in the software stack.

Finally, existing commercially available storage security solutions such as NetApp’s SafeNet\(^7\) require dedicated hardware. Also, McAfee’s DeepSafe\(^8\), which relies on TPM, is restricted to a specific hardware (Intel-based processor equipped with TPM) and software (Windows) combination. The same applies for BitLocker [78]. This form of storage security is effective, but rigid and it restricts users’ ability to configure their computers [95]. We cannot analyze with certainty the attack model that would apply to these commercial solutions since we cannot freely access the code. However, based on our experience with the TPM driver in the Linux Kernel, all communication is still mediated by a component in the untrusted kernel, therefore being susceptible to a malicious root.

---

\(^5\) TFS runs as any other process.

\(^6\) To be more precise, EcryptFS uses its own page cache, but the pages are still decrypted. NCryptfs uses the kernel page cache, where pages are in cleartext

\(^7\) http://www.netapp.com/us/products/storage-security-systems/storagesecure-encryption/

3.3 Reference Monitors

We dedicate the last part of the state of the art in run-time security to reference monitors. In computer science, reference monitors are defined as components that mediate the access to sensitive assets based on a given policy. Traditionally, they have been used in the context of operating systems to protect kernel objects (e.g., memory, files, network) from illegitimate access [12, 166]. Indeed, reference monitors been mainly used for access control, but they can be extended for other purposes [294].

We identify three classes of reference monitors that are interesting for our work: those used to enforce a given policy, those used for intrusion detection, and finally those that aim at protecting the integrity of OS and applications. We explore them separately.

3.3.1 Policy Enforcement

We start by presenting Multics [251], where back in 1975 Schroeder already discussed that usage enforcement was only possible if the execution environment contained a trusted area that could control the rest of the system. Schroeder was referring at that point to the Multics kernel. The argument was that the kernel could be trusted if it was small enough so that an expert could manually audit it.

More recently, Ligatti et al. [190] propose mandatory results automata (MRAs) as a way to enforce run-time usage policies. In their vision, a security model sits between an untrusted application and the executing environment, altering their communication in order to meet a set of policies. Other work has targeted specific run-time environments such as Java JRE [4] and CLR (.NET) [88, 4], or the Android platform in a similar fashion. In Android specifically, there has been remarkable contributions with TaintDroid [108], the Saint Framework [218], and RV-Droid [113]. While using different techniques TaintDroid, Saint, RV-Droid, and many others [35, 32, 148] carry out a dynamic analysis of the run-time behavior of untrusted applications, generally relying on Android sandboxing to provide isolation.

While all of these approaches propose interesting frameworks to enforce usage policies - some of them with a very strong formal verification behind them -, they all lack a realistic attack model that responds to today’s run-time attacks. By placing their policy engine in the same untrusted environment as the applications they intend to monitor, they all make the underlying assumption that the commodity OS (kernel) is trusted. In an attack model where the attacker gains root privileges, the policy engine could be directly tampered with, bypassed, or its output modified.

3.3.2 Intrusion Detection

In [226], Ganger et al. proposed host-based intrusion detection systems (HIDS). The goal was to detect intrusions in a system by observing sequences of system calls [144], patterns [210] or storage activity [226]. The main issue for host intrusion detection is that a smart attacker could feed the HIDS component with false information about the system and therefore bridge
its security. Approaches such as [226] where the storage activity is monitored by looking at system primitives allow to decouple the OS processes from the processes running on the storage device. Illegitimate accesses can be detected even when the OS is compromised. This approach assumes however that the storage system is separated from the OS and cannot be compromised.

In [297] Wurster et al. take this approach further, monitoring the file system while storage and OS run in the same physical device. While they present an interesting modification of the Linux’s VFS to mark monitored files, the integrity mechanisms run in a demon in user space. Thus, they assume that the the user of the system is trusted not to be malicious. All these assumptions are a leap of faith; attackers can use widely spread rootkits to obtain root control of a system. If devices do not offer a hardware supported security perimeter, these attacks can be leveraged remotely without the user’s knowledge, or published on the Internet as device class attacks.

3.3.3 Code Integrity Protection

Another specific use for reference monitors is providing code integrity. This has been an active area of research in the context of hypervisors and virtualization, mainly because the hypervisor executes in its own address space, which allows to define a trusted area where the reference monitor can be implemented. In fact, most architectures today enable CPU privilege modes specific for the hypervisor, thus providing hardware-assisted isolation. We investigate the state of the art in code integrity with the intention of understanding how main memory can be protected at run-time. We focus on those approaches that could support the enforcement of usage policies. As we will see in Chapter 8, this will be a fundamental part to guarantee the protection of sensitive data at run-time.

Since the early days of virtualization, using the hypervisor to isolate different execution environments that run simultaneously in the same hardware has been a popular topic of research. How isolation relates to security was first studied by Madrick & Donovan [196], Rushby [239], and Kelem & Feiertag [172]. More contemporary work such as Terra [121] provided a proof that virtualization could successfully be used to make several OSs with different security requirements coexist in the same environment. Isolation is now a topic of research in itself. For us, this line of work is interesting in order to understand how software is used to achieve isolation. This is an extreme when designing the trusted and untrusted areas, similar to that of secure hardware that defines a completely separated trusted environment, with the difference that virtualization cannot offer the same guarantees as hardware separation.

Moving away from isolation, towards monitoring, in Lares [223], Payne et al. present an approach for providing run-time monitoring of a commodity OS from the hypervisor. They place hooks in the commodity OS’ kernel before a sensitive asset is used, and execute a monitoring routine in the hypervisor address space to mediate the access to the assets that are considered sensitive. While their contribution is significant both in terms of the mechanisms implemented within Xen [33] and the low performance impact of their implementation, they in the end make the assumption that the hooks that they insert in the commodity OS
(untrusted area) are immutable. An attack model where the kernel is untrusted cannot hold this assumption.

In SecVisor [255], Seshadri et al. propose a small hypervisor to verify the integrity of a host kernel at run-time. They make use of AMD SVM [7] virtualization extensions to allow SecVisor to run at a higher privilege mode than the kernel. Using SVM, SecVisor can mediate access to the memory management unit (MMU), IOMMU, and physical memory by intercepting events coming from the OS and applications. They also use instructions similar to the ones found in Intel TXT (Section 2.3.1), to lock physical pages. Combining this techniques, they can verify the integrity of kernel code. While they introduce two hypercalls in the kernel, they maintain the attack surface to a minimum thanks to a well-defined, minimal interface. Still, they are vulnerable to attacks against the control flow (e.g., return-to-libc [213]), and direct modifications of kernel data in order to indirectly control the kernel’s control flow. Also, even if these attacks were addressed, user data would still be exposed if an attacker gains root privileges and accesses kernel and physical memory in a conventional way (/etc/kmem and etc/mem respectively). While in [117] Franklin & Chaki expose these limitations, together with some implementation bugs, and provide a formal verification for SecVisor, it is not clear to us how attacks against kernel data are addressed. User data protection is not addressed either in this revision. A very similar approach is proposed in TrustVisor [200], where AMD SVM and the same techniques are used to implement a reference monitor to enforce MMU protection, in this case for both kernel and applications. While here, McCune et al. succeed creating a safe memory region that they can attest, they fail to provide the mechanisms that can verify the correct operation of an application (or the OS) based on the resources they use. Put differently, they have the framework to implement usage policies that govern I/O operations, but they do not use it for this purpose.

In HyperSafe [282], Wang et al. look at the problem of protecting a Type 1 hypervisor\(^9\) at run-time by implementing a CFI [1] technique. Here, they consider memory attacks such as return oriented programming (ROP) [256, 51, 149] and return-to-libc. The cornerstone for their hypervisor integrity protection is a technique to protect memory pages that they denote non-bypassable memory lockdown. Here, they use (i) x86 memory protection mechanisms, more specifically paging-based memory protection (paging in x86 terminology) in combination with (ii) the Write Protect (WP) in the control register CR0 [164], which controls how the supervisor code interacts with the write protection bits in page tables: if WP is turned off, supervisor code has access to any virtual memory page, independently of the protection bits present in the page. Enabling write-protection in the page table and turning on WP, no code can modify the page table. By atomically escorting all page table modifications and verifying that no hypervisor code or data, nor double mapping is introduced, they guarantee that the hypervisor’s code-flow integrity (CFI) is protected. Inside of the atomic operation they also propose use of policies to verify the page modification but they do not implement it. All in all, HyperSafe succeeds to provide memory protection in the x86 architecture, being its only limitation the fact that they implement CFI, which has known conceptual vulnerabilities [82, 127].

The most comprehensive approach that we have found in this area is Code-Pointer In-
Here, Kuznetsov et al. propose a safe region in which they store pointer metadata. They use this metadata to track memory operations and guarantee the integrity of code pointers in a program (e.g., function pointers, saved return addresses). Their work means a turning point in memory integrity verification, since it addresses memory attacks that until this moment surpass the state of the art in memory protection (e.g., DEP, ASLR [271], CFI [1]). Examples of these attacks include return-to-libc [213, 256], return oriented programming (ROP) [256, 51, 149], side channel attacks [150], just-in-time code reuse attacks [264], and other buffer overflow techniques affecting specially the C language. CPI addresses these issues by guaranteeing the integrity of a concrete memory region. While they do not implement such safe region in their prototype, they express their intentions to use Intel MPX [160], as a set of hardware memory protection extensions that could support the safe region.

### 3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have covered the state of the art in run-time security. We started presenting access and usage control, and focused on UCON$_{ABC}$, formal usage control model that is the reference in the field. We then explore two concrete areas of research that relate to run-time security: data protection mechanisms (e.g., trusted storage), and reference monitors.

Before we present a discussion on how these techniques relate to the trusted and untrusted areas presented in Chapter 2, let us introduce boot protection mechanisms in next chapter. We take this discussion in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4

Boot Protection

Until this moment we have covered the state of the art with regards to the hardware, software frameworks, and formal models that directly relate to run-time security mechanisms. Indeed, the main focus of this thesis is in providing operating system support for run-time security. However, in order to guarantee that the components giving that support have not been compromised at boot-time, we need to understand how to protect the boot process so that we can guarantee a chain of trust. In this Chapter we (i) present the different approaches that have been explored to protect the boot process; (ii) we revise some of the terminology that over time has been either misused, lost, or overseen; and (iii) point to the most relevant related work in the field.

4.1 Boot Protection Mechanisms

The first boot protection mechanism was proposed by Arbaugh et al. in [17]. They referred to it as a secure boot process and named it AEGIS. They describe a way to verify the integrity of a system by constructing a chain of integrity checks. Every stage in the boot process has to verify the integrity of the next stage. In formal terms, if we sequentially number the stages that take place in the boot process \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), then the integrity chain can be expressed as:

\[
I_0 = true, \\
I_{i+1} = \{I_i \land V_i(S_{i+1}) \} \quad \text{for} \quad 0 < i < sizeof(S)
\]

where \( V_i \) is the verification function that checks the integrity of the next stage. This is done by using a cryptographic hash function and comparing the result with a previously stored signature value. The result of the verification function is then combined with \( I_i \), a boolean value indicating the validity of the current stage, using the conjunction operator \( \land \).

Since Arbaugh’s work a number of different approaches have been proposed. Outside of security specialized circles, protecting the boot sequence is usually referred to indistinctly
as *secure boot* or *trusted boot*. Other terms such as *verified boot*, *authenticated boot*, *certified boot*, or *measured boot* are also found in commercial products and some research articles, all with different connotations. As a result, different, contradictory definitions have been used over time. We will now define the terms according to their acceptance, and the relevance of the work referring to them. We will also present common discrepancies and overlaps both in the academia and the industry. The goal is to define the terms that we will refer to in Chapter 9 when we introduce *Certainty Boot*.

- **Secure Boot** is described in the UEFI specifications since version 2.2 [277]. UEFI secure boot verifies the integrity of each stage of the boot process by computing a hash and comparing the result with a cryptographic signature. Secure boot begins with the execution of immutable code from a fixed, read-only memory location. A key database of trustworthy public keys needs to be accessible during boot time so that the signature can be verified. In secure boot, if any integrity check fails, the boot will be aborted. If the boot process succeeds the system is expected to be running in a *trusted state*. However, secure boot does not store evidence of the integrity checks. Thus, attestation of the device at run-time is not possible. In its original form not even the user can verify that the integrity checks have taken place. This definition of secure boot is widely accepted in the security community [201, 243, 91, 277, 18, 222]. Additional information on UEFI secure boot can be found here [217].

- **Trusted Boot** is defined by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) as part of the same set of standards [274] where they define the TPM. In this case, the TCG targets boot protection with trusted boot. The TCG describes a process to take integrity measurements of a system and store the result in a TPM (Section 2.2) so that they cannot be compromised by a malicious host system. In trusted boot, integrity measurements are stored for run-time attestation, but the boot process is not aborted in case of an integrity check failure. In other words, integrity checks are not enforced. At boot-time the hash of each following stage in the boot sequence is sent to the TPM where it is appended to the previous hash. This creates a hash chain, called Platform Configuration Register (PCR), that can be used for various purposes. For example, it can be used to decrypt data only when the machine reaches a specific stage in the boot sequence (*sealing*) or to verify that the system is in a state that is trusted (*Remote Attestation*). Even when in the TCG specification, a TPM - or any other tamper-resistant co-processor - is not required, it is normally accepted that such co-processor is used. In mobile devices, where TPMs are not available, the TCG and others are working on materializing a TPM-like hardware component called Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) [206, 275]. As mentioned in (Section 2.2), they are not being very successful in this effort due to the lack of tamper-resistance in TrustZone, which is the most widespread secure hardware in mobile devices.

Since this definition of trusted boot, originally introduced by Gasser et al. as part of their digital distributed system security architecture [122], is backed by the TCG,
its acceptance is also widely spread. Also, most of the community has adhere to it [243, 222, 200, 171].

Popular trusted boot implementations include OSLO [171], TCG’s Software Stack (TrouSerS)\(^2\), and tboot\(^3\).

- **Certified Boot** has been used in [201, 105]\(^4\) as a term to combine *secure boot* and *trusted boot* in such a way that integrity checks are both stored and enforced. Since the introduction of *authorizations* in TCG’s TPM 2.0 [270], certified boot is also defined as secure boot with TCG authorizations, with the latter referring to trusted boot.

- **Measured Boot** is a mechanism to verify that core platform software components have not been compromised. Measured boot starts after *certified boot*. Typically, measured boot is supported by a TPM’s PCR registers [270]. Conceptually, it relies on the idea that each core code component is measured before it is executed. Measurements are stored in immutable locations for later attestation (as it is done with boot stages in *trusted boot*). Several works adhere to this definition when using a TPM for storing the measurements in the PCR registers [301, 224, 289, 201].

- **Verified Boot** is a term coined by Google in Chrome OS for verifying that the firmware and the filesystem that holds the operating system are in a known, un tampered state. Conceptually, verified boot is very similar to trusted boot. However, instead of using hash values to perform integrity checks, they use only digital signatures. Work targeting Chrome OS have already adopted this term [42, 125, 151]. Also, given Google products’ popularity, at least two independent efforts are driving its development: one by Google’s Chromium OS team\(^5\), and another inside of U-Boot [125, 124]\(^6\). The fact that verified boot is directly supported in U-Boot guarantees it reaching a large proportion of the available target platforms.

- **Authenticated Boot** is sometimes used to designate *trusted boot* in some work [192, 16, 224]. The logic behind this is that *trusted boot* can then be used to define the combination of *secure boot* and *authenticated boot*, in such a way that integrity checks are both stored and enforced. This is what we referred to before as *certified boot*.

Besides the academic work, a number of patents [83, 84, 252, 19] have targeted protecting the integrity of the boot process. One patent worth mentioning is [257], where Shah et al. propose a firmware verified boot.

### 4.2 Discussion

Approaches implementing secure boot are often criticized for not giving users the freedom to install the OS of their choice. This is specially true for mobile devices, which today are

\(^2\)http://trousers.sourceforge.net/grub.html
\(^3\)http://tboot.sourceforge.net/
\(^4\)Note that Ekberg et al. did not directly address terminology in [105], but in their presentation at ACM CCS http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/secures/CCS-tutorial/tutorial-slides.pdf
\(^5\)http://www.chromium.org/chromium-os/chromiumos-design-docs/verified-boot
\(^6\)http://www.denx.de/wiki/U-Boot
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designed to run a single Operating System (OS). Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) lock their devices to a bootloader and OS that cannot be substituted without invalidating the device’s warranty. This practice is supported by a wide range of service providers, such as telecommunication companies, on the grounds that untested software interacting with their systems represents a security threat\(^7\). In the few cases where the OEM allows users to modify the bootloader, the process is time consuming, requires a computer, and involves all user data being erased\(^8\). This leads to OEMs indirectly deciding on the functionalities reaching the mainstream. As a consequence, users seeking the freedom of running the software that satisfies their needs, tend to root their devices. However, bypassing the security of a device means that these users lose the capacity to certify the software running on it. This represents a risk for all parties and services interacting with such a device[189, 237].

Moreover, even though TPM and UEFI are widely spread on desktop computers, again, they still did not reach the mobile platform: the efforts to port UEFI to ARM devices - mainly driven by Linaro - have been publicly restricted to ARMv8 servers, not considering mobile or embedded platforms\(^9\). Also the MTM, though especially designed for mobile devices, has not been integrated into current device hardware (except for the Nokia N900 in 2009). This leads to the necessity for different solutions in current off-the-shelf mobile devices.

In Chapter 9 we will present a novel mechanism to protect the boot process that addresses these shortcomings. The main goal is to provide users with the freedom to choose the software running in their devices, while giving them the certainty that this software comes from a source they trust. We denote this mechanism \textit{Certainty Boot}.

\(^7\)http://news.cnet.com/8301-17938_105-57388555-1/verizon-officially-supports-locked-bootloaders/
\(^8\)http://source.android.com/devices/tech/security/
\(^9\)http://www.linaro.org/blog/when-will-uefi-and-acpi-be-ready-on-arm/
Chapter 5

Discussion

In Part I we have covered the state of the art in the three core areas that define run-time security: (i) secure hardware that can provide a TEE (Chapter 2), (ii) formal and practical approaches to protect sensitive assets managed by a device at run-time (Chapter 3), and (iii) mechanisms to provide a root of trust at boot-time (Chapter 4). If we concentrate on the run-time parts - (i) and (ii) -, which are the focus of this thesis, it is easy to observe that there is a mutual mismatch between the formal mechanisms that could enable run-time security in a wide range of devices, the techniques that have been the focus of research in the security and systems community, and most of the secure hardware produced by the industry. Indeed, this mismatch has prevented the implementation of complete formal models such as UCON$_{ABC}$.

As we briefly mentioned when we presented usage control, there has been remarkable advances in social sciences in terms of information flow. Here, we gave Helen Nissenbaum’s work in Contextual Integrity [215] as an example. If we come back to it, Contextual Integrity (CI) defines a framework to reason about the norms that apply, in a given social context, to the flows of personal data (i.e., information norms) based on two main points:

- Exchange/sharing of personal data is at the core of any social interaction - privacy is not about “not sharing” personal data, but about controlling the flow of information.
- Any social context (work, education, health, ...) defines - more or less explicitly - a social norm, i.e., an appropriate behavior that is to be expected.

If we move CI from a social to a computer science context in such a way that (A) a given social context is represented by a running environment, (B) social norms are represented by usage policies, and (C) information flow control is represented by the enforcement of such usage policies, we are then describing a complete usage control model. In fact, a model conceived for information flow in a social context, which is at least as complex as it is in a computational one. Note that we are not arguing for the direct applicability of CI to run-time security, but to the fact that a usage control model such as UCON$_{ABC}$ is able to represent it. Here, while (A) and (B) are part of the model (however complex the usage
policies materializing them are), (C) is a technological issue: the enforcement of the usage policies defined in UCON\textsubscript{ABC} depends (i) on the hardware and software platform, and more importantly (ii) on the attack model to which such platform is exposed. Note that, as we have already mentioned, access and usage control models only make sense under the assumption that there is something to protect against. Depending on how intricate these attacks are (i.e., attack model), the hardware and software platform should exhibit different security properties in order to be able to resist them.

If we assume that UCON\textsubscript{ABC} can be implemented using current programming languages, the remaining problem is then (C), i.e., enforcing the usage control model. When we mentioned above that there was a mismatch between run-time security, current security approaches, and secure hardware, it was indeed referring to the enforcement part; many have implemented usage engines, but without enforcement the implementation is either incomplete, or responds to a limited attack model. If we can define an architecture that allows to enforce usage control policies, it is then a natural step to define Trusted Services, which is our approach to support innovative services while protecting the sensitive assets used to provide these services. How to enforce usage policies to provide trusted services is one of the core problems that we address in this thesis. Note that enforcing usage control policies is a necessary measure to protect sensitive data (e.g., archived mails, encryption keys), secure communication with sensitive peripherals (e.g., camera, microphone), or mediate sensitive operations (e.g., log into a remote service).

Now, we are in a position to better understand the discussion at the end of Chapter 2; the scope of a trusted service is in part defined by the secure hardware that leverages the trusted and untrusted areas (the other part is the software leveraging the TEE). In one extreme of the design space we have smart cards, where the complete physical isolation of the co-processor (trusted area) permits to focus its design on reducing its size and therefore providing high tamper-resistance. This comes at the cost of having (i) reduced RAM - thus, limiting the amount computation -; and (ii) a narrow communication interface - thus, limiting the collaboration between trusted services and untrusted applications. This design can be used to implement trusted services that are very limited in scope due to the environment restrictions (i.e., not innovative services), but on the other hand, these trusted services are protected against a wide range of intricate software and hardware attacks. Usage policies are then very limited in this type of secure hardware; the low integration between the trusted and the untrusted areas gives high tamper-resistance at the cost of a low scope (Figure 2.7).

In the other extreme we have TrustZone, where the trusted area integrates across the system bus, being no separate physical co-processor. Tamper-resistant requirements can therefore not be integrated in the trusted area design. On the other hand, the trusted area can extend to CPU computation, main memory, and peripherals - thus, increasing the computational power of the trusted area, as well as allowing for high integration between trusted services and untrusted applications. In this case, a variety of usage policies that extend to the whole device can be implemented (and enforced); a high scope in trusted services is leveraged at the cost of a lower tamper-resistance (Figure 2.7). We now move to Part II, where we present our work on bridging the gap between tamper-resistance and the scope of trusted services.
Part II

Contribution
In Part II, we present our contributions. We divide these contributions into four chapters. In Chapter 6 we introduce the conceptual contribution of this thesis. Here, we present our hypothesis, discuss the design space, and finally argue for a concrete design path. In Chapter 7, we report on the design and implementation of our operating system support proposal for a TEE based on the ARM TrustZone security extensions: a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel. In Chapter 8, we use this operating system support to provide Trusted Services. Here, we present the architecture for a Trusted Cell, and describe how the Trusted Modules we implement can provide these trusted services. We also have a discussion about the limitations of the platform we have used, and the lessons learned in the process. We expect this discussion to be useful for future iterations of our work. In Chapter 9, we present a novel boot protection mechanism that leverages the framework formed by a TEE, operating system support, and trusted services. These four chapter are the core contribution of this thesis.

A glossary is available at the end of this thesis. We invite the reader to consult it at any time. We point to the terms we are using persistently throughout the whole thesis in order to help the reader understanding our explanations. If in doubt, please consult it.\footnote{Note that if this thesis is read in PDF format, all terms link to its entry in the Glossary (12.2.3).}
Chapter 6

Split Enforcement

As we discussed at the beginning of this thesis, software is one of the main drivers of innovation. Quoting Marc Andreessen again, "[...] world-changing innovation is entirely in the code [...]". However, such innovation comes at a high price: complexity. This complexity facilitates the introduction of software bugs [146, 280, 170], and makes it easier for malicious developers to hide unspecified software in commercial products [299, 142, 260]. As we asked ourselves in the beginning of this thesis, the question is then: How do we handle software complexity, which to the date has inevitably lead to unspecified behavior, without killing innovation? Is it reasonable to trust third party applications without necessarily trusting the parts involved in its creation (e.g., independent developers, organizations, governments)? If not, can we do something else to protect our sensitive data in a digital context?

One way to answer these questions is to provide the device with a set of primitives to (i) monitor the behavior of the software executing on it, and (ii) enforce a set of usage control policies (Section 3.1) to remain in (or come back to) a known, trusted state. In the end, these primitives define a mechanism for a device to control how system resources are being used, and actuate over that use. Allowing users to define their own usage policies helps them protecting their sensitive data. We refer to these primitives as Run-Time Security Primitives.

In order to support run-time security primitives, we propose a state machine abstraction that captures the utilization of system resources as state transitions. As long as these state transitions adequately match actual system resource utilization, by controlling the transitions, it is then possible to enforce how system resources are accessed and used. Since usage control can be expressed as policies [221], it is possible to define a set of policies that manage (and enforce) resource utilization. A device that supports run-time security primitives can then define its own set of Trusted Services. In fact, usage control is a necessary component to support trusted services such as trusted storage, user identification, or boot image verification.

There are three problems that we need to solve to support such trusted services: (i) we need to define the states and transitions that allow to represent the utilization of system resources based on actions (triggered by an application or the OS); (ii) we need a Reference Monitor,
as the ones in Section 3.3, that can interpret these actions and generate a usage decision, and (iii) we need to enforce the generated usage decision.

Using this state machine abstraction as our central hypothesis, we present in this Chapter the main conceptual contribution of this thesis: a two-phase enforcement mechanism that addresses the three problems presented above. By this mechanism we propose to enforce that applications cannot access system resources unless they are enabled to do so by the reference monitor, which implements usage control policies. We denote this mechanism *Split-Enforcement*. Our contribution relaxes the trust assumptions made in all previous work on run-time security. Code that executes in the untrusted area remains untrusted; this includes applications, the OS, and all the peripherals associated with it (Chapter 3). This defines our attack model.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we present our hypothesis. Second, we explore the design space. Here we will cover different approaches, including split-enforcement, and argue for the benefits and inconveniences in each of them. Finally, we present the approach that we will develop in the rest of the thesis, and argue our decision in terms of technology and use cases. We invite the reader to refer to the Glossary (12.2.3) to get familiar with the concepts that we are referring to throughout this chapter. Before we continue with our hypothesis, we provide a background description of our approach, using the same terminology as we will use in the rest of this thesis.

6.1 Background

We assume an architecture that supports the hardware separation between a *Trusted Area* and an *Untrusted Area*, as described in Chapter 2. Thus, we also assume two execution environments: a *Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)* that leverages a software stack using resources from the trusted area, and a counterpart for the untrusted area that we denote *Rich Execution Environment (REE)*. The software stack in the untrusted area (i.e., REE) is composed by a *Commodity OS* and applications that execute on top of it. Since all applications in the untrusted area are by definition untrusted, we sometimes refer to them as *Untrusted Applications* in order to emphasize this fact. We reserve the right to also denote them as *Untrusted Services*, specially when we refer to applications running as services (e.g., cloud services). The software stack in the trusted area defines the *Secure Area*; namely, the execution environment in the trusted area. The secure area is synonymous with a TEE. In some hardware platforms, the trusted area and the secure area might be the same, but this is not the general case. The secure area can then be composed by a *Secure OS* and *Secure Tasks*, which execute as applications on top of the secure OS.

Since not all system resources are sensitive, and in order to not introduce unnecessary overhead, we define the subset of system resources that are sensitive as *Sensitive Assets*. Note that system resources also include data stored in secondary storage. In this way, sensitive assets gather any component of the system that is sensitive: sensitive information (e.g., contact list, archived mails, passwords), software resources (i.e., libraries, interfaces), and

\[\text{Note that if this thesis is read in PDF format, all terms link to its entry in the Glossary (12.2.3).}\]
peripherals (e.g., microphone, secondary storage, network interface). The next step is informing the device about such sensitive assets. For this purpose we define the Device Usage Policy. Here, a set of policies orchestrate the behavior the device as a whole with regards to its sensitive assets.

In order for untrusted applications to explicitly state which sensitive assets they intend to use at run-time, we define the Application Contract. In platforms such as Android, this is already done within the application manifest\(^2\). In [97], Dragoni et al. also propose the use of contracts that are shipped with applications. It is important to mention that the application contract is not enforcing, but a statement of "good will". As we will see, it can help the reference monitor to classify untrusted applications when they violate the device usage policy.

Finally, we have referred before to the Reference Monitor as a component that enforces a set of usage policies. These usage policies include the application contract and the device usage policy. A core component of the reference monitor is the Usage Engine, which generates the usage decision as a function of (i) the state of the application using sensitive assets, (ii) past use of sensitive assets (mutability in Section 3.1), (iii) the actions carried out by the application, and (iv) contextual information of the device. We will describe in detail how the reference monitor generates and enforces these usage decision in our hypothesis.

### 6.2 Hypothesis

In order to enforce usage control, every application should embed an application contract. When an application is installed, its contract is evaluated against the device usage policy governing the device. If the application contract satisfies the device usage policy the application is installed, and the application contract is associated with the application; if not, the installation is aborted\(^3\). Note that we assume all applications and services to be untrusted. This means that the evaluation of the application usage contract is just a pre-agreement where an application states what it intends to do when it executes; the actual enforcement of the contract occurs when the application actually executes.

At run-time, application access to system sensitive assets depends on its application contract. Every time that an application requests a sensitive asset, the request is evaluated against its usage contract. If the materialization of the request is consistent with the contract, the request is served; otherwise the request is denied. Here, it is the application’s responsibility to deal with a denied request. The same applies for the OS, which is governed by the device usage policy. In general terms, every component conforming the typical software stack (i.e., applications, libraries, kernel, and drivers) is untrusted, and therefore any use of sensitive assets must comply with the device usage policy. Note that this assumption alone differentiates our attack model from the rest of the state of the art on run-time security (Chapter 3), where in one way or another assumptions are made regarding the scope of

\(^2\)http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html

\(^3\)Actually, the decision of aborting the installation or triggering a prompt window to let the user decide is, in itself, a policy in the device usage policy.
environment where applications execute, the attacks against the OS, the immutability of the
kernel, or the resilience of the calls from the (equivalent to the) untrusted to the trusted
area.

From a user perspective, it is important to understand how the enforcement of usage policies
affects the usability of the device. From the expectations that users might have of the
applications running on their devices (e.g., use of sensitive assets, compliance with the policies
the user has defined), to the user interface (UI) through which policies are accessed. Indeed,
how the user interacts with devices implementing usage policies [266], and trusted areas in
general [187, 273, 236], is a central question for interaction designers. Here, how to educate
users to perceive their devices as potential targets of cyberattacks, and pick security over
dancing pigs [203] is also a relevant problem for the security community, as well as for the
educational community in general. Also in this context, we believe that the role of the
default setting will become more relevant. Research in this area is active in the context of
privacy settings [2, 185], electronic commerce [41], or retirement portfolios [272, 44]. As these
services get materialized in applications, default settings will gain more and more importance.
In our proposal, default setting would naturally extend to (i) application contracts, where
applications not embedding their own could be assigned a Default Application Contract,
restricting the application capabilities to a minimum; and specially to (ii) the device usage
contract, where the default setting prevents leakage of sensitive data. We acknowledge that
the adoption of our proposal relies in part on these issues being resolved, but they are out of
the scope of this thesis. We consider them however as an interesting topic for future research.

6.2.1 Application State

A key issue is to devise an efficient way to represent the usage of sensitive assets. This
representation will shape the mechanisms provided by the commodity OS to enforce usage
control. Conceptually, we want untrusted applications to be able to directly manipulate
sensitive assets, dealing with the enforcement of usage policies as a separate problem. We
propose a state machine for representing the use of sensitive assets. In this way, an untrusted
application oscillates between untrusted state, when using non-sensitive assets, and sensitive
state, when using sensitive assets. Untrusted applications should also be able to offload
specific tasks to the TEE. Hence, we define a third state - outsource state -, in which the
application’s control flow is passed to a secure task in the TEE. Figure 6.1 represents the
states and transitions for an untrusted application.

Untrusted State: The untrusted application has no access to sensitive assets. The un-
ttrusted application reaches this state either because it has not made use of any sensitive
assets, or because it has released them.

Sensitive State: The untrusted application has access to sensitive assets. The untrusted
application reaches this state if and only if the reference monitor has allowed it. This decision
is based on a usage request, accessibility to other sensitive assets, and the device’s context.

Outsourced State: The untrusted application outsources a specific task to the secure area
(i.e., executes a secure task). The secure task takes the control flow, executes, and returns
it to the untrusted application when it finishes. This corresponds to traditional secure co-
processor’s use cases where sensitive assets are only accessible from within the TEE.
An untrusted application starts and finishes its execution in untrusted state. This is a way to enforce that any sensitive asset used by the untrusted application has been properly released. Thus, during its execution an untrusted application can move between untrusted, sensitive, and outsource state based on the assets it is using. The state in which it executes is transparent to the untrusted application itself; the state is only used by the reference monitor as application metadata to generate a usage decision. Since the state machine impacts the actions that an untrusted application is able to perform, it must reside in the trusted area, and only be accessible to the reference monitor (which executes in the secure area).

### 6.2.2 Application Monitoring

While the state machine in Figure 6.1 is fairly simple, it allows to create a general execution context to verify and enforce application contracts at run-time. Still, when an application is in sensitive state, further accesses to sensitive assets cannot be captured. The missing part is a usage engine that maintains a historical record of sensitive assets in use for each untrusted application in sensitive state (i.e., mutability in Section 3.1). The reference monitor would then have enough information to generate a usage decision based on the application contract and the device usage policy. Figure 6.2 depicts such a usage engine.

Every untrusted application executes in the untrusted area. While no access is attempted to sensitive assets, the application’s control flow is never given to the trusted area. When an action involving a sensitive asset takes place, the reference monitor captures it and feeds it to the policy decision point, where the historical record is maintained. The policy decision point then generates a usage decision based on the current request, past actions, and the device’s context (i.e., the state of other applications, and the device’s internal state). The usage decision is returned to the reference monitor, which can then evaluate it and either allow, or abort the action. Depending on the usage decision, the reference monitor triggers a corresponding transition in the application’s state machine. When the untrusted application regains the control flow, it is expected to interpret the usage decision given by the reference monitor. Afterwards it continues its execution. This flow is repeated until the untrusted
Figure 6.2: Untrusted application execution monitoring. Untrusted Application state corresponds to the states depicted in Figure 6.1. The decision \( d \) made by Policy Decision Point responds to
\[
d = f(App_S, Int_S, Act, Assets, C, P)
\]
where \( App_S = \) Application State (Figure 6.1), \( Int_S = \) Internal State, \( Act = \) Requested Action, \( Assets = \) Assets Involved, \( C = \) Service Usage Contract, \( P = \) Device Usage Policy.

application finishes its execution.

Together, the application state machine (Figure 6.1) and the usage engine (Figure 6.2) define the mechanism to generate a usage decision based on an application’s use of sensitive assets. The remaining question is how to define an architecture that (i) prevents that untrusted applications bypass the reference monitor, and (ii) enforces the generated usage decision.

6.3 Design Space

In Chapter 3 we covered the state of the art in reference monitors and trusted storage. While all of the approaches discussed propose interesting frameworks to (i) enforce usage policies in the case of reference monitors, and (ii) guarantee the integrity, confidentiality, availability, and durability of sensitive data in the case of trusted storage - some of them with a very strong formal verification behind them - , they either restrict the scope of innovative services, or lack a realistic attack model that responds to today’s run-time attacks. By placing their core protection engines (e.g., usage engine, encryption engine, integrity engine) in the same untrusted environment as the applications they intend to protect, the latter make the underlying assumption that the commodity OS (including its kernel) is trusted. In an attack model where the attacker gains root privileges, a protection engine located in the (equivalent to the) untrusted area could be directly tampered with, bypassed, or its output modified.

By using the secure hardware presented in Chapter 2, a protection engine placed in the trusted area would be resilient against different types of attacks; depending on the technology

\(^4\)We name all the properties that a storage solution should guarantee, even when most of the approaches presented for trusted storage only covered a subset of these properties.
used, the trusted area would exhibit different degrees of tamper-resistance. However, attack vectors where the protection engine is either completely bypassed, or its output is modified remain the same. Even if we assume that the trusted area hosting the protection engine is tamper-proof, we would need to face these attack vectors. We articulate them in two concrete problems: If the untrusted area can be fully compromised, how can we prevent that an untrusted application bypasses the calls to the protection engine in the trusted area completely? And more importantly, if the protection engine gets to generate a legitimate output (e.g., usage decision, ciphertext) how can it be enforced in an environment that is untrusted by definition?

This problem is represented in Figure 6.3 by the continuous, red line. Here, a component - usage driver - is added to the commodity OS with the responsibility of communicating with the reference monitor in the secure area. While the usage decision is legitimately generated, the enforcement takes place in the untrusted area (in the usage driver). In this scenario, if sensitive assets are accessible to the untrusted area (it cannot be otherwise), the policy engine could be either completely bypassed, or its output modified. Indeed, since attacks could target any component in the untrusted area, the commodity OS could be tampered with in such a way that applications are tricked into believing that the sensitive assets they are using are governed by the reference monitor, when in reality they are not. From a security perspective, approaches following this design either (i) consider that the kernel is immutable, and therefore discard a malicious root, or (ii) make the underlying assumption that specifically targeting the usage driver entails an intricate attack, and therefore the attack can be ignored. Today, either assumption is a leap of faith.

Assuming that the protection engine executes in a trusted area separated by hardware, we are able to define two main design options for run-time security that do not make these assumptions:

1. **Sensitive assets are only processed in the secure area.** Sensitive assets belong in the trusted area, and are not exposed to the untrusted area. Any use of a sensitive asset must be done within the secure area. In this way, the intervention of reference monitor for accessing a sensitive asset is guaranteed. (Figure 6.3 - green, dashed line).

2. **Protected sensitive assets are processed in the untrusted area.** Sensitive assets are directly available to the untrusted area, but protected by the trusted one. Any use of a sensitive asset is mediated by the reference monitor, however the actual access to the sensitive asset is done from within the untrusted area (Figure 6.3 - blue, dash-dot line).

### 6.3.1 Secure Drivers

In this model, sensitive assets are only processed in the secure area. This is, sensitive assets belong in the trusted area, and are not exposed to the untrusted area. Any use of a sensitive asset is mediated through the reference monitor in the secure area. Put differently, an untrusted application is forced to go through the reference monitor in order to access a
sensitive asset. In this way, the reference monitor can generate a usage decision and enforce it with the guarantee that the untrusted application cannot bypass the usage control point; the sensitive asset is not available if the control does not go through the secure area. An advantage of this approach is that the software path simply switches over from the untrusted area to the trusted area whenever a sensitive asset (data or peripheral) is accessed. This minimizes coupling between the trusted and the untrusted areas, and simplifies communication. On the down side, this approach entails a dramatic increase of the TCB; each system primitive interacting with a sensitive asset must be replicated in the trusted area.

Let us take trusted storage as an example to see the consequences of this approach. If sensitive data is stored on tamper-resistant storage, then it can be stored in clear. Indeed, tamper-resistant storage is not exposed to the untrusted area, and it can resist large classes of hardware attacks in case the device gets stolen or physically compromised. In this way, the secure area writes sensitive data on the tamper-resistant storage while the reference monitor is guaranteed to mediate all accesses to it. The secure area must thus contain the entire IO stack. This involves at least replicating: the appropriate disk device driver (e.g., MTD), a block device interface, and a secure version of a file system (e.g., ext4). For a flexible solution, several disk drivers, files systems, and an equivalent to the Linux virtual file system (VFS) layer would also be necessary. Only considering the ext4 file system and the VFS layer we are in the order of several tens of thousands of LOC, not counting the buffer cache
and cryptographic algorithms\footnote{Even when storing plaintext, calculating a hash of what is stored (e.g., page, key-value, object) is necessary to provide integrity.}. The number of LOC gets only higher if we start considering more complex file systems (e.g., btrfs). If a usable trusted storage solution is to be provided, the trusted area should probably also include a database system. As a consequence, the TCB in the trusted area becomes complex and large.

This approach represents the green, dashed path in Figure 6.3. Here, the usage decision is generated when the call to the secure stack occurs ($U$), and the enforcement ($X$) takes place immediately after. In this example, targeting storage primitives, at least an implementation of the ext4 file system, and the appropriate disk driver must be provided in the trusted area. The same applies for any other sensitive assets. If a network peripheral (e.g., Ethernet card) is identified as a sensitive asset, then the whole network stack needs to be replicated in the trusted area. This includes at least: a device driver, an Ethernet interface, an implementation of the IP and TCP/UDP protocols, and a socket interface. Again, we are in the order of several tens of thousands of LOC.

Such an increase of the TCB without a formal verification of the secure area is not an option; the potential number of bugs in the secure area would counteract any benefit added by the hardware security extensions isolating it \cite{146}. Verifiable OSs such as seL4 \cite{176, 211} or MirageOS \cite{194} are interesting candidates to support this approach. Here, it is important to emphasize that current verification techniques however, set the limit on 10K LOC \cite{176} to handle proper verification. Even if we assume that techniques in the near future can handle one order of magnitude more of LOC (i.e., 100K LOC), general purpose OSs are in the orders of millions of LOC (e.g., the Linux kernel only is over 15M LOC). In this way, most “secure” software stack approaches rely on non-verified microkernels, which are considered trusted merely because they are isolated. Here, we do not consider certified microkernels as a good solution since we do not believe that run-time security should rely on simply placing trust in third party entities, who might have other interests. Certification is a good way to maintain a clean codebase, in the sense that it can be conceived as a code peer-review process, but it does not provide a solution to the problems we address in this thesis. In other words, we define trust based on policy enforcement at run-time, not on the possibility to sue a bad certification post-mortem. Another major problem with this approach is the cost and storage capabilities \cite{107} of tamper-resistant units with respect to normal storage hardware. In a world where data is measured in zettabytes\footnote{http://techterms.com/definition/zettabyte} \cite{107}, a solution that does not scale both technically and economically is simply not good enough. Here, it can be argued that an encryption scheme can be used so that encrypted data is stored in normal storage hardware, while encryption keys are stored in a tamper-resistant unit. Still, the problem concerning the increase of the TCB to support the I/O stack remains.

### 6.3.2 Split Enforcement

In this scenario, protected sensitive assets are processed in the untrusted area. Here, while sensitive assets are still protected by the trusted area, they are processed directly in the...
untrusted area. In order to prevent the attacks against the reference monitor that we have discussed above (bypass and output modification), we propose a solution based on a two phase enforcement, where sensitive assets are locked at boot-time in a first phase, and unlocked on demand at run-time on a second phase, always assuming that the reference monitor allows it. Ultimately, the idea is to force untrusted applications to make use of the trusted area in order to operate correctly; even when accessible, locked assets are unusable. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, we denote this technique **Split-Enforcement**.

Let us take the same trusted storage example as before to illustrate how split-enforcement works. In this case, external storage devices are not secure. Sensitive data must thus be encrypted before it is stored there; encryption keys are stored in tamper-resistant hardware (e.g., secure element), only accessible to the trusted area. The secure area is in charge of encryption/decryption, but not of reading from or writing to the storage device; the untrusted area has access to the storage device and can directly issue IO requests to it. An advantage of this approach is that there is no IO stack in the trusted area. Another advantage is that the TCB is limited; all components around the I/O stack need not be replicated in the trusted area (e.g., the Linux VFS). Here, we trust the encryption scheme, there is thus no need to control how encrypted data is accessed from the untrusted area. The untrusted area stores encrypted data; there is thus no guarantee that data is actually stored. This can be a problem in terms of availability, but not in terms of integrity or confidentiality (we discuss this in detail in Section 8.2.1).

While encryption and decryption must take place in the trusted area, it is possible to let untrusted components process decrypted data, under a set of conditions:

1. Decrypted data should, by default, never leave the trusted area.
2. When authorized to reference decrypted data, untrusted components should not be able to transmit it (via memory copy, storage on the local file system, or via the network) unless they are authorized to do so.

Split-enforcement is depicted in Figure 6.3 by the blue, dash-dot line. The first phase is numbered with 1. Here, a trusted component locks down all sensitive assets (e.g., decrypted data, peripherals). The first phase always takes place for sensitive assets, it is the default setting, and changing it entails that an asset is not sensitive anymore. The locking of sensitive assets is represented by \(X\). In the second phase (2), before the sensitive asset is unlocked in the trusted area, a usage decision \((U)\) is generated by the reference monitor. If the usage decision complies with the application contract, the locked sensitive asset is unlocked \((-X)\).

The second phase is triggered by untrusted applications on demand. If the component in the trusted area that unlocks the sensitive asset is not called, then the sensitive asset remains locked and therefore cannot be used. The applicability of split-enforcement relies thus on the specific mechanisms used to lock sensitive assets. Before the sensitive asset is unlocked, the usage engine generates a usage decision and evaluates it (Section 6.2.2). If positive, the sensitive asset is unlocked. A permission error is returned otherwise. This way, all attack vectors aiming to bypass the reference monitor are eliminated. In Section 10.1 we provide an

---

7 Storing cryptographic keys to tamper-resistant storage requires a simple driver, not an IO stack.
extensive analysis of other attack vectors such as DoS, return oriented programming (ROP), or secure path hijacking.

Since the actual processing of sensitive assets takes place in the untrusted area, such an approach maintains a low TCB, and maximizes the reuse of existing components (in the untrusted area). There are two additional advantages. First, there is no need to replicate sensitive, complex pieces of code that are both time-tested and community maintained (e.g., lock-less synchronization algorithms such as RCU, or the slab allocator in the Linux Kernel), which can lead to bugs and errors that have already been resolved. Second, this approach does not impose any specific software stack to be used in the trusted area. That is, formally verifiable OSs as the ones mentioned above. An additional benefit is that this solution can scale as storage hardware evolves; a small portion of tamper-resistant storage can maintain the encryption keys that protect petabytes of data stored in normal storage hardware.

The remaining question is how to lock different types of sensitive assets in the trusted area in order to fulfill the second condition. This should be done without interferences from untrusted components. While the concept of split-enforcement is generic, some the actual locking primitives are platform-specific, since they are supported by concrete hardware extensions. In the next section we present the approach that we use to implement split-enforcement. In Chapter 8 we describe in detail the specific mechanisms to lock and unlock sensitive assets, and report on our prototype implementation.

6.3.3 Approach

We choose to explore the second alternative, where sensitive assets are directly available to the untrusted area, but protected by the trusted one. In other words, we pursue an implementation for split-enforcement. We believe that formal verification is an interesting path for research. However, we do not think that it alone can protect against all attack vectors\(^8\). Besides, it introduces, by design, strong limitations in terms of the software stack that can be used in the trusted area, as well as in the process of producing new drivers - all the components need to be verified, first independently, and then as a whole. As a consequence, it constrains the scope of trusted services. Also, we are interested in investigating the problem of providing run-time security from a systems perspective, not from a formal one. Finally, we would like our research to be applied widely in widely used operating systems such as Linux, and impact its future design to improve security.

We choose ARM TrustZone for our prototype implementation of split-enforcement. The main argument is that TrustZone, unlike traditional secure co-processors, allows to define a dynamic security perimeter defined by CPU, memory, and peripherals, that can change at run-time (Section 2.4). From our perspective, this is a move away from security by isolation and obscurity, and towards a better synergy between trusted and untrusted areas.

\(^8\) In [240], an interesting discussion regarding the scope of formal verification is presented. The main argument is that without IOMMU to guarantee the isolation of device drivers, formal verification that only targets software components, and ignores the hardware, is useless. While the discussion leads to exalting the Qubes OS architecture [241], the argument for IOMMU is very valid, and represents a limitation for current formally verified OSs.
6.4 Target Devices

The fact that TrustZone is only supported in ARM processors limits the scope of our implementation (though not of split-enforcement as a concept). Still, there are three types of devices featuring ARM processors that are of interest to our research, and that have backed our decision of implementing split-enforcement using TrustZone:

1. **Mobile devices.** Specially after the adoption of BYOD, mobile devices have become a niche for data-centered attacks; one single device stores personal and enterprise data, executes a combination of enterprise-oriented apps (e.g., mail, VPN) and personal apps (e.g., social networks, games) that have access to all (sensitive) data simultaneously, and connects to private and public networks indifferently. Hence, maximizing the device’s exposure to software attacks. Also, mobile devices are by nature more subject to being stolen. Hence, maximizing the device’s exposure to hardware attacks. Even when companies apply limits to BYOD as a way to prevent their services being compromised, research shows that employees force their devices into their enterprise services [87]. This is a scenario where usage control based run-time security can be used to protect sensitive data and other sensitive assets from being leaked or misused (e.g., connecting a rooted device to the company’s VPN, accessing sensitive enterprise data from a public network, or unwillingly synchronizing personal pictures to the company’s cloud). Since most mobile devices today feature one (or several) TrustZone-enabled ARM processor(s) (e.g., Cortex-9), they represent the perfect context for usage control experimentation using split-enforcement. Note that at the time of this writing Android and iOS devices combined have a market share of 96%\(^9\). Most Android devices are powered by Cortex-A processors; Apple devices are powered by Cortex-A9 processor in older models, and ARMv8 processors in newer ones\(^10\). All are TrustZone-enabled processors. From the software perspective, Android is powered by a Linux-based kernel, iOS is powered by a UNIX-based one.

2. **I/O devices** Next generation converged enterprise I/O devices will share responsibilities with the host in order to improve performance [220, 48, 49, 50]. A class of storage devices run a full-featured OS to manage them (e.g., Linux). Examples of this type of peripherals include enterprise storage devices (e.g., high-end PCIe cards) and rack-scale storage components. We can see this trend in hardware that became recently available: the Samsung 840 EVO SSD is powered by a Samsung 3-core (ARM Cortex-R4) MEX Controller [245], the Memblaze PBlaze4 is powered by the PMC’s Flashtec NVM Express (NVMe) multicore controller\(^11\); their previous model, PBlaze3, was powered by a full-featured Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA\(^12\). Here, ARM processors are expected to be more frequent, given their compromise between performance and power consumption. Powerful ARM-based processors such as ARMADA 300\(^13\) or Spansion Traveo\(^14\) that market themselves as solutions to power high-end media servers, storage,
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\(^9\)http://www.idc.com/prodserv/smartphone-os-market-share.jsp
\(^10\)http://www.devespecificiations.com/en/model-cpu/5d342ce2
\(^11\)http://pmcs.com/products/storage/flashtec_nvme_controllers/pm8604/
\(^12\)http://solution.zdnet.com.cn/2014/0303/3012962.shtml
\(^13\)\unskip\penalty\@M\vrulewidth\z@height\z@depth\dpf
\(^14\)http://www.spansion.com/Products/microcontrollers/32-bit-ARM-Core/Traveo
and networking, together with the expansion of SoCs combining ARM processors and a FPGA (e.g., Xilinx Zynq\(^{15,16}\)) are good examples that this trend is gaining momentum. There are two reasons why these upcoming devices are of interest from a security point of view.

i) Hardware security extensions are by definition part of the root of trust, the CPU is expected to execute the instructions given to it, and I/O devices are assumed to work as expected (i.e., when reading from a logical address, we expect to receive data from the correct physical address; when receiving a write completion, we expect the write to have completed). The question is: do these assumptions hold when I/O devices maintain their own software stack? We believe that the answer is no. We believe that these devices are going to be the target for elaborated attacks with the objective to leak sensitive data, without the host’s OS having any chance to detect them. As a result, the attack model for systems incorporating these new devices will have to change. In general, we believe that local trusted I/O devices will become untrusted as they grow in complexity.

ii) Cloud service providers are becoming less and less trusted. From the Snowden revelations about mass surveillance [142], to repeated attacks to cloud services\(^{17,18,19,20}\), the general conception is that the cloud is not secure, and therefore untrusted. As a consequence, the infrastructure - which includes the hardware - is also untrusted. In this way, research in secure cloud has focused on implementing security-critical operations locally (e.g., encryption), and using the cloud for storing and sharing encrypted sensitive data. However, the fact that cloud services might be running on top of hardware leveraging security extensions opens the possibility for enabling secure processing in the cloud. A good example is Haven [39], a framework to remotely upload secure tasks using Intel SGX’s enclaves (Section 2.3.2) as a TEE. If I/O devices in the cloud enable a trusted area, we can expect more research moving towards this direction, i.e., defining remote trusted services (e.g., trusted storage) in an untrusted infrastructure. In general, we believe that cloud untrusted I/O devices will become trusted as they grow in complexity.

We envision that a solution that is able to mitigate attacks for this new generation of I/O devices will revolutionize the area of run-time security, specially in the context of the secure cloud. Therefore, we consider this new generation of I/O devices as the perfect context for usage control experimentation using split-enforcement. Here, we will narrow our work to investigating a trusted storage solution in software-defined storage supported by new generation SSDs (Section 8.2.1).

3. ARM-powered servers The advent of ARMv8 will open the possibility for server-side ARM-powered machines. The two known ARMv8 cores at the time of this writing

\(^{15}\)http://www.xilinx.com/products/technology/ultrascale-mpsoc.html
\(^{17}\)http://www.securityweek.com/apple-sees-icloud-attacks-china-hack-reported
\(^{19}\)http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/14/dropbox-pastebin/
- Cortex-A53, and -A57 - include the TrustZone security extensions [27, 28]. Here, we expect to experience a combination of the problems described for the former two types of devices. From the server’s point of view, we would have a system powered by one (or several) ARM processor(s) with access to a trusted area supported by TrustZone where its peripherals also feature a corresponding trusted area, being accessed by untrusted clients. From the client’s point of view, we would have a device that also has access to a TrustZone-enabled trusted area, executing trusted services in the trusted area of an untrusted cloud. How the trusted areas will interact together to verify each other, leverage trust, and divide workloads will be, in our view, an interesting topic for future research. This case serves more as a motivation than as an actual experimentation context. However, since the problems we have been dealing with are equivalent to the ones in a future ARMv8-powered cloud, we expect our contribution to be directly applicable.

Since TrustZone is not tamper-resistant, we need external hardware to implement tamper-resistant storage. This is necessary to store encryption keys and certificates in cleartext from the secure area, and leverage this to store encrypted sensitive data in the untrusted area. Counting on such a tamper-resistant unit is a requirement for split-enforcement; otherwise physical attacks would be out of scope. Since ARM-power devices do not necessarily feature a default tamper-resistant unit, we incorporate a secure element (SE) to the trusted area. As described in Section 2.1.1, a secure element is a special variant of a smart card, which is usually shipped as an embedded integrated circuit in mobile devices, and can also be added to any device equipped with Near Field Communication (NFC), a microSD, or a Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC). This allows secure elements to be easily added to laptops, set-top boxes, or servers. As a reminder, a secure element provides data protection against unauthorized access and tampering. It supports the execution of program code in the form of small applications (applets) directly on the chip, as well as the execution of cryptographic-operations (e.g., RSA, AES, SHA, etc.) for encryption, decryption and hashing of data without significant run-time overhead [147].

The combination of TrustZone and an SE allows us to define a security architecture under an attack model that we consider realistic for mobile devices, new generation of I/O devices, and upcoming ARMv8 servers. This is, an attack model where all untrusted components (i.e., untrusted area) remain untrusted, and do not implement any security-critical operations. TrustZone allows for the implementation of split-enforcement. The SE provides tamper-resistant storage for critical assets (e.g., encryption keys). At this point, we have defined our vision, the motivation behind it (i.e., target devices), and the hardware to support it. In the following chapters (7, 8, 9)) we focus on the software part, and present our design and implementation.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented the main conceptual contribution of this thesis: Split-Enforcement: A two-phase enforcement mechanism that allows to enforce usage policies without increasing the TCB in the secure area with replicated functionality (e.g., I/O stack).
In the first phase, \textit{Sensitive Assets} are locked at boot-time. In the second phase, these sensitive assets are unlocked on demand at run-time. Since the locking and unlocking mechanisms reside in the secure area, untrusted applications are forced to go through the reference monitor in the secure area, thus being subject to the usage decision generated by it.

We start by presenting our hypothesis: A state machine abstraction where (i) states are represented by the resources available to an untrusted application, and (ii) state transitions represent the utilization of system resources. As long as these state transitions adequately match actual system resource utilization, by controlling the transitions, it is then possible to enforce how system resources are accessed and used. While the state machine can represent all system resources, we are specially interested in sensitive assets.

Based on this hypothesis we cover the design space in terms of usage policy enforcement. Here, we present the deficiencies of the state of the art in reference monitors and usage control implementations and propose two alternatives: one where sensitive assets are only processed in the secure area; and one where sensitive assets are protected by the secure area, but available to the untrusted area. We argue for the benefits of the latter, which represents in fact split-enforcement. Finally, we present an approach for implementing split-enforcement based on the ARM TrustZone security extensions, where we argue for the benefits of using this secure hardware in terms of (i) the integrity of the trusted and untrusted areas, (ii) the scope that we envision for trusted services, and finally (iii) the devices that we intend to target with our contribution.
Chapter 7

TrustZone TEE Linux Support

In this Chapter we present the components that give OS support for a TrustZone TEE. We can divide these components into two parts: (i) a framework that can leverage a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) using TrustZone to support it; and (ii) the driver that allows to use it from within the Linux Kernel. Since all our implementation is done in Linux, all technical descriptions and terminology is restricted to Linux systems. Also, since we use git\(^1\) for development, we use some git-specific terms to describe the process of implementing these components. A good introduction to git, its terms, and scope can be found here [59]. Finally, also with regards to terminology, when describing device driver support in the Linux kernel we use the terms device and peripheral indistinctly. Note that here a device (peripheral) is a component attached to Device. We apologize for using confusing terms, but since this chapter is entirely about Linux kernel development, we want to respect the terminology used in this community. When describing target platforms, we define them in terms of the configuration files (\texttt{defconfig}) for compiling the Linux kernel, and the device tree describing the device in itself; a target platform denotes the architecture, the peripherals attached to the specific device, and the properties of these peripherals.

7.1 TrustZone TEE Framework

TrustZone introduces a new privilege mode in the processor that is orthogonal to the existing processor modes for user space, kernel space, and hypervisor. This allows to define the secure world and the non-secure world that serve as a base to provide the run-time security primitives we reason about in this thesis (Section 2.4). However, TrustZone does not define what is placed in the secure world; not a specification, nor a list of secure primitives. While Global Platform has defined a set of TEE specifications [66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 69, 72, 65] primarily targeting use cases in the mobile community (e.g., banking, DRM), this vagueness allows TrustZone to be used in many different contexts: from a secure environment designed to execute specific Run-Time Security Primitives (e.g., trusted storage, secure keyring), to a thin hypervisor designed to meet real-time constrains, as is the case in the automotive &

\(^1\)http://git-scm.com
aerospace industry. Today, an increasing number of companies and frameworks covering all of these different use cases are appearing as run-time security gains popularity. Examples of companies and organizations include Mentor Graphics\(^2\), Sysgo\(^3\), Wind River\(^4\), Sierraware\(^5\), Linaro\(^6\), and the Nicta - Open Kernel Labs collaboration\(^7:8\). The most relevant TrustZone TEE frameworks (covered in Section 2.4) include Open Virtualization, TOPPERS SafeG, Genode, Linaro OP-TEE, T6, and Nvidia TLK.

Choosing a TrustZone TEE framework depends then on the use cases defined for the trusted area. Frameworks such as Nvidia TLK or Open Virtualization cover traditional Global Platform use cases targeting short duty cycle offload of secure tasks to the trusted area, while others such as TOPPERS SafeG target a secure area that runs largely independent (not as a slave) executing at high duty cycle, and probably under real-time constrains. While the latter covers more general use cases, it comes at a price; typically in order to meet real-time requirements, a processor is dedicated to the trusted area. Put differently, the choice of the TEE framework has an implication on the hardware platform itself. Another important aspect to consider when choosing the TrustZone TEE framework is the license under which it is released. Here, given the systems, experimental nature of our research, and considering that we do it in an academic context, counting on an open source TEE framework is a strong requirement for us.

In order to meet the requirements defined in Chapter 6 for implementing split-enforcement, we would need a TEE supporting a largely independent trusted area so that the reference monitor could generate and enforce usage policies, while the commodity OS is still properly attended by the untrusted area. In this way, processes ruled by complex usage decisions could be put to sleep while other processes - governed by simpler usage policies - would still execute in a multi-process, preemptive fashion. TOPPERS SafeG provides such a TrustZone TEE. However, at the time we were making design decisions regarding the framework that could support split-enforcement\(^9\), SafeG was still under development at Nagoya University in Japan\(^10\). In fact, most of the open source frameworks that are becoming available today - which we have analyzed and gathered in this thesis - were not available back then. At that point, the only open source framework we could find was Open Virtualization\(^11\). Open Virtualization was developed by Sierraware, an embedded virtualization company based in India. To the best of our knowledge, Open Virtualization was the first open source alternative leveraging ARM TrustZone security extensions. Open Virtualization is composed of (i) SierraVisor, a hypervisor for ARM-based systems, and (ii) SierraTEE, a TEE for ARM TrustZone hardware security extensions. While the hypervisor is an interesting contribution, it is the TEE open source implementation that represented a turning point in the TEE community, since it opened the door for developers and researchers to experiment with

\(^2\)http://http://www.mentor.com
\(^3\)http://www.sysgo.com
\(^4\)http://www.windriver.com
\(^5\)http://www.sierraware.com
\(^6\)https://www.linaro.org/blog/core-dump/op-tee-open-source-security-mass-market/
\(^8\)http://l4hq.org
\(^9\)The idea of split-enforcement that we had at that time; mainly focused on enforcing usage control policies.
\(^11\)http://www.openvirtualization.org
7.1.1 Open Virtualization Analysis

Sierraware designed and implemented Open Virtualization targeting traditional TEE use cases for mobile devices: mobile banking, DRM, and secure communications as defined by Global Platform’s TEE specification. As we have mentioned, in this type of TEE the secure world is designed to be a slave of the non-secure world, where secure tasks are executed on demand in a low duty cycled environment. This represents the offload state in Figure 6.1, where an untrusted application offloads a specific task to the TEE. Let us analyze in detail Open Virtualization. We will scrutinize the framework at all levels, from the design, to the interfaces, and the actual implementation (i.e., code quality). The idea is to find the strengths and deficiencies of Open Virtualization. As a matter of fact, this is a crucial task, since it will help us understand the environment in which we will implement our trusted services.

7.1.1.1 TEE Communication Interface

Open Virtualization provides two interfaces to communicate with the secure area (TrustZone’s secure world): a custom made user space interface called OTZ (otz_main_client); and a subset of Global Platforms TEE Client API [66]. Global Platform’s specification is only partially implemented; however this is a normal practice in the TEE community, since the specification is very large, and its functionality can easily be decoupled. Both interfaces are implemented in a library-like format accessible to untrusted applications. In order to support these interfaces in Linux, Sierraware provides a Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) that acts as a TEE driver. This driver requires at the same time that the commodity OS kernel is patched in order to introduce support for calls to TrustZone’s secure monitor (SMC call). Both interfaces use the same LKM support. We will cover Linux TEE support in detail in Section 7.2.

In general terms, applications in user space use an equivalent to system calls to make a SMC call and execute the secure monitor. The secure monitor captures the call and evaluates a flag that associates the call with a secure task, which resides in the secure area’s address space. This design achieves a separation between untrusted and trusted code; untrusted applications use secure tasks as services in a client - server fashion. As long as a well defined communication interface is defined for secure tasks, untrusted applications are not aware of how the service is performed, moving the responsibility entirely to the secure area. This creates low coupling between the two worlds. Moreover, since secure tasks reside in secure memory and do not depend on any untrusted resource, it is possible to authenticate the caller or evaluate the system before executing. This enables secure tasks to increase the security of the monitor, not relying entirely on the SMC call to execute secure tasks. By using asymmetric authentication, it is possible for untrusted applications to verify that the service is being provided by a specific secure task.

12The untrusted application is the client (master) and the secure task is the server (slave)
While the non-secure side of the communication interface in Open Virtualization is simple and well defined, the secure side is complex and error-prone. Once the secure monitor call (SMC) is issued to the secure world and captured by the secure dispatcher, the call is forwarded to the correspondent secure task. Here, the parameters sent to the secure task need to be manually obtained from a shared stack which is implemented as a piece of shared memory between the two worlds. This same stack is also used to return values to untrusted applications. Pointers need also to be handled manually from each secure task. This mechanism is error-prone and makes it hard to verify and certify code executing in Open Virtualization’s TEE. Moreover, it creates high coupling between the definition of secure tasks and the framework itself; adding a new parameter to a secure task requires code refactoring, as well as additional pointer and stack manipulation. An extra layer implementing stack operations and parameter verification is needed so that TEE developers can pass parameters between untrusted applications and secure tasks transparently, without worrying about the underlying mechanisms supporting it. We have not prioritized implementing this since it does not add any value to our research, and once the secure stack is familiar it is possible to replicate code at the cost of occasional debugging. Improving Open Virtualization in this area is future work.

7.1.1.2 Clocks, Timers, and Interrupts

In TrustZone TEE terms, a consequence of Open Virtualization’s secure world being a slave of the non-secure world is that the secure world does not maintain a global state, only a per-session state, which is defined by (and depends on) non-secure world applications. Here, a particular problem of Open Virtualization is that the secure monitor does not adjust software clocks (nor timers) in the non-secure world when the secure world executes. As a consequence, the commodity OS executing in the non-secure world does not account for CPU time when secure tasks execute, thus causing software clocks in the commodity OS kernel drift with respect to the device’s hardware clock. This comes as a product of requirements established for the TEE. One of the TEE design principles is that secure world has always higher priority than kernel space in the non-secure world. Open Virtualization implement this - erroneously - by making the secure world non-preemptable (i.e., disabling interrupts when the secure world controls the CPU). On ARMv7 there are two types of interrupts: external interrupts with normal priority (IRQ), and fast external interrupts with high priority (FIQ) [21]. In TrustZone, FIQs are normally associated with secure space, and IRQs with kernel space [29]. Open Virtualization disables IRQs when entering the secure world. As a result, long-running secure tasks are not scheduled out of execution, not even by a secure scheduler. While this indeed guarantees that the secure area has priority over the commodity OS, it also prevents the commodity OS from operating correctly due to clock inaccuracies; clock drift is a known issue, particularly in real-time systems. Put another way, Open Virtualization does not support executing a process in the secure world in parallel to a process in the non-secure world. This will be a deficiency we will have to deal with when designing trusted services in the trusted area (Chapter 8).
7.1.1.3 OpenSSL Support

Open Virtualization offers support for OpenSSL\textsuperscript{13}. OpenSSL is a toolkit implementing Secure Sockets Layer (SSL v2/v3) and Transport Layer Security (TLS v1) protocols, as well as a full-strength general purpose cryptography library. Facebook, Google, or Yahoo are examples of enterprises relying on OpenSSL to secure their communications and data.

In our experience, Open Virtualization’s integration with OpenSSL is very good. OpenSSL libraries are the default for both Global Platform’s TEE and OTZ interfaces, which not only allows for code reutilization, but moves security critical operations to one place. However, there are two aspects of the OpenSSL support that called our attention. The first one is the use of EVP deprecated operations for encryption and decryption. The second one is that Open Virtualization is configured to support openssl-1.0.1c released in May, 2010. This version of OpenSSL is affected by the \textit{Heartbleed Bug}\textsuperscript{14}, which was made public on April 7th, 2014. Last Open Virtualization release (September, 2014) still uses this OpenSSL version. We cannot however, evaluate Sierraware’s commercial TEE.

Since all security critical algorithms rely on OpenSSL, we have updated the OpenSSL version integrated in Open Virtualization to a newer one where Heartbleed is fixed. At the time of this writing we are using openssl-1.0.1j, which was last updated in October, 2014. We have also modified some of Global Platform’s TEE and OTZ encryption procedures to avoid the use of deprecated operations. We also use these non-deprecated operations when implementing trusted services.

7.1.1.4 Debuggability and Testing

Open Virtualization does not provide a debugging or testing framework. For our development we ported CuTest\textsuperscript{15}, i.e., a simple unittest framework with a small footprint, inside Open Virtualization. However this framework can only be used to test results in the launching application (which is located in the untrusted area). This means that it can be used for testing the behavior and correctness of untrusted applications. However, even when a bad result produced by a secure task would be exposed, such an unittest framework cannot help pointing at the specific bug, as it could be located in the secure task, the communication interface, or in the TEE framework.

In order to test and debug the secure area (i.e., secure world), we had to use traditional, low-level mechanisms and tools such as the \textit{JTAG}, leds, or a logic analyzer. Most of the debugging mechanisms we have used were provided by the Zynq-7000 ZC702; Xilinx provides a very complete debugging framework which we could take advantage of in order to confirm the good operation of the secure area. In a few cases we had to resort to a logic analyzer in order to verify that the secure area was still executing. An example in which such a technique was necessary was during the implementation of the reference monitor in the secure area. A bad memory allocation in the secure area resulted in part of the TEE being overwritten,

\textsuperscript{13}https://www.openssl.org
\textsuperscript{14}http://heartbleed.com
\textsuperscript{15}http://cutest.sourceforge.net
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thus causing the TEE to hang. This prevented the control flow from being returned to the commodity OS; as described above, interrupts are disabled when the secure area controls the CPU. In this case, we debugged the TEE with a combined used of the logic analyzer and leds, in order to create a map of the specific operations executing in the secure area.

Debugging the untrusted area is as simple (or intricate) as is debugging in a normal embedded environment. Again, using Xilinx’s debugging framework made the task much more bearable. Also, the development process became much simpler and more agile thanks to the work done by Dave Beal and Sumanranjan Mitra’s team in India (all Xilinx employees) in identifying and solving the issues that the ZC702 had in relation to the Ethernet interface when Open Virtualization was used as a TEE and L2 cache was enabled. Counting on remote access to the board made things much easier.

7.1.1.5 Compilation and Execution Workflow

Open Virtualization TEE is compiled as a unique binary where the commodity OS, the hypervisor and the secure microkernel are wrapped. While this is a good method to deploy the environment in the end product, it slows down development. Indeed, each time that the TEE component is modified, the whole TEE needs to be recompiled, and the binary regenerated. The process requires to (i) compile the kernel in commodity OS and Open Virtualization’s TEE, (ii) create the binary, (iii) copy it to the SD card, (iv) move it physically to the ZC702, (v) start the board and stop the boot sequence, and (vi) boot the binary at the address where the secure world starts. By default this address is 0x3c000000\(^{16}\).

Note that some of these steps can be shortened: it is possible to load the binary using JTAG, and it is possible to script u-boot so that the boot sequence is stopped and the right address loaded in memory. We have also created a set of scripts to speed up the compilation process. Some of the most relevant shortcuts include avoiding re-compiling unnecessary parts of the commodity OS, compiling only the necessary parts of Open Virtualization (e.g., compiling OpenSSL only one time, unless changes to OpenSSL are made), and the mentioned u-boot scripts to directly boot to the secure world. However, the fact that there is no support for fast image burning on specific parts of the Open Virtualization software at a lower granularity slows the development process down. We have tried to implement a solution for this problem, but the dependencies between the TEE and the drivers supporting it in the compilation process makes the decoupling difficult. Indeed, it would entail a whole redesign of the components, which we have not prioritized given that it did not have an impact neither in our research and implementation of split-enforcement, nor for the community, given the contribution impediments that we are about to describe.

\(^{16}\)This address depends on the amount of RAM assigned to the secure world. By default, Open Virtualizations allocates 64MB of secure RAM. The ZC702 has 1GB of RAM memory (0x40000000). If 64MB (0x04000000) are assigned to the secure world, then 960MB (0x40000000) are assigned to the non-secure world. Non-secure world’s RAM starts at 0x00000000, thus 0x40000000 - 0x04000000 = 0x3c000000, where secure world RAM starts. Secure world RAM ends at 0x40000000.
7.1.1.6 Licensing

Open Virtualization was first released under GPL v2.0 between 2011 and 2012. Since then, Sierraware has maintained an open source distribution of it\textsuperscript{17}. However, their focus has been in their commercial distribution. The main issue with this approach is the risk of contaminating one of the versions with the other. This is specially significant when it comes to IP blocks and other licensed parts of their software (e.g., TrustZone secure registers). As a consequence, releasing code for the open source version creates a big overhead since it has to be audited by different OEMs, making the process tough and slow, and preventing code distribution via repositories. Also, maintaining a commercial product implies inevitably that publicly available documentation is limited and incomplete. This has also affected the maintenance of the open source codebase, which is slow and incomplete.

For a period we invested time working on improving Open Virtualization. Our contributions were both in the code plane, where we identified and fixed several bugs including a number of memory leaks that we will detail later in this chapter, and in the documentation and dissemination plane, where we (i) worked with Xilinx on improving Open Virtualization’s documentation for Xilinx Zynq-7000 ZC702, (ii) showed how it could be used to enforce usage control policies [131, 53], and finally (iii) refactored most of their code and organized it in git-friendly patches that we made available via a public git repository, practicing Open Virtualization’s GPL license and maintaining Sierraware’s copyright. The git repository containing Open Virtualization was available in github and could be directly compiled for the Xilinx ZC702 board\textsuperscript{18} for some time. However, Sierraware failed to comply with their GPLv2.0 license and filed a DMCA takedown\textsuperscript{19} against us on the grounds that the code was not GPL. Given our academic position, we did not respond to the DMCA, and took the repository down. At the time of this writing the repository is still not available, but Open Virtualization can still be downloaded from \url{www.openvirtualization.com} under an apparent GPLv2.0 license. After filing the DMCA however, target platform drivers, including the ones for the Zynq ZC702, have been removed from the available codebase.

7.1.2 Summary

All in all, Open Virtualization has helped us experimenting with TrustZone, and most importantly, understanding how a TrustZone TEE can be used to support run-time security primitives (e.g., usage control). The improvements that we have made to Open Virtualization have also allowed us to understand the ARM instructions supporting TrustZone, the SMC calls, and ARM assembler in general. This has given us the knowledge to reason about how TrustZone use cases can be stretched, and cover much more than the ones defined by Global Platform. Moreover, it has allowed us to abstract the functionality of a TEE and come up with a proposal for a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel, which we will describe in the next section.

Had it been today, we would have most probably chosen TOPPERS SafeG to provide the

\textsuperscript{17}\url{http://openvirtualization.org/download.html}
\textsuperscript{18}\url{https://github.com/javigon/OpenVirtualization}
\textsuperscript{19}\url{http://www.dmca.com}
TEE supporting the trusted area. The overall design and the use cases that it covers align much better with the ones required to implement split-enforcement than Open Virtualization does. If we had to use a framework to support traditional Global Platform use cases we would most probably use Nvidia TLK or Linaro’s OP-TEE. Both are very well organized code-wise, present clean user-space interfaces, and address the deficiencies that we have pointed out in Open Virtualization. The time that we have employed analyzing different TrustZone TEEs allowed us to define a generic TrustZone interface that does not introduce policy in terms of TEE use cases. In the next section we present a proposal for a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel. Its goal is to support the different TrustZone TEEs, so that both kernel submodules and untrusted (user space) applications can use them without requiring an LKM nor TEE-specific kernel patches. In this way, developers could move to a different TEE that better suits their use cases, minimizing the engineering overhead of porting their code to a new framework.

7.2 Generic TrustZone Driver for Linux Kernel

In TrustZone, the TEE supporting the trusted area executes in a different memory space than the untrusted area. As a result we need a way for the two areas to communicate. This communication is necessary to support Global Platform’s API specification. In fact, it is necessary to support any framework using TrustZone. One example is Open Asymmetric Multi Processing (OpenAMP)\(^{20}\), which provides OS support for Asymmetric Multiprocessing (AMP) systems [137]. OpenAMP targets different environments such as commodity OSs (e.g., Linux, FreeBSD), RTOSs (e.g., FreeRTOS, Nucleus), and bare-metal environments; and supports the two main approaches to leverage AMP: supervised AMP by means of a hypervisor, and unsupervised AMP by means of modification in each environment. To achieve this, OpenAMP requires an initial piece of share memory that is used for communication. In an environment where TrustZone is used to support such a framework - probably as a thin hypervisor -, the creation of this shared memory region has to be supported by TrustZone primitives.

Although the communication between the secure and the non-secure areas can be implemented in different ways, TrustZone’s design requires that calls to the secure monitor (SMC) from the non-secure world stem at least from the privilege mode that answers to kernel space. This corresponds to Privilege Level 1 (PL1) in ARMv7 [25], and Exception Level 1 (EL1) in ARMv8 [26] (Figure 2.6). In other words, this means that switching to TrustZone’s secure world requires support from the kernel.

7.2.1 Design Space

In Linux-based OSs there are two ways of implementing this support: through a loadable kernel module (LKM), or through a Linux kernel submodule that is compiled within the kernel binary image. From a security perspective, these two approaches are equivalent; an

\(^{20}\)https://github.com/OpenAMP/open-amp
LKM executes in kernel space with full kernel privileges and has access to all kernel APIs. This means that an LKM can provide the same functionality as a kernel submodule, with a minimal performance penalty\textsuperscript{21}. This also means that a malicious LKM installed at run-time can damage a running system, as much as if it had been compiled in the main kernel binary.

From a design perspective however, there is a fundamental difference: LKMs are not part of the mainline kernel\textsuperscript{22}, which prevents them from defining standard kernel APIs. While this is not an issue for user space applications using an LKM, since they can access it through the interface that the LKM itself exposes to them, it hinders access from kernel space. A non-upstreamed kernel API is unknown to other kernel components - be it LKMs, submodules, or core routines - , and even if known, LKMs are optionally loaded at run-time, which means that the kernel should be compiled with support for a potentially large number of LKMs. Since hardware security extensions such as TrustZone are hardware-specific, such an LKM would be used to implement platform-specific drivers.

A solution here would be the systematic use of \textit{ifdef} as a design pattern to support the different platform-specific LKM TrustZone drivers. However, such programming constructs are strongly discouraged in the kernel community\textsuperscript{77, 193}, because the use of \textit{ifdef} does not provide platform-independent code. In general, the use of the preprocessor is best kept to a bare minimum, since it complicates the code, thus making it more difficult to understand, maintain, and debug. Also, note that this practice cannot scale, and would make the Linux kernel larger and unsustainable. LKMs are normally used as attachable kernel components\textsuperscript{23} (e.g., device drivers, filesystems, system calls) that implement a concrete task using a specific part of the kernel; as a norm, a LKM uses kernel functions, not viceversa. A security kernel component on the other hand is by definition orthogonal to the kernel, extending to the different parts using it. Thus, even when designed as an optional modular component, its API needs to be well known and standard, so that it can be used by mainline kernel submodules.

On the contrary, if the driver that allows communication with the TrustZone TEE is implemented as a kernel submodule, it opens the possibility to upstream it, i.e., incorporate it to the mainline Linux kernel. In this case, kernel submodules would be more likely to use it to implement secure kernel internal operations. When upstreamed, a kernel submodule defines a kernel internal API that is prone to becoming a standard in the community. Besides, since this interface is only exposed to the kernel, it can change with time without breaking user space applications; user space APIs, such as Global Platform’s client API\textsuperscript{66} for TrustZone, can then be implemented using this internal kernel interface.

Examples of kernel submodules that would benefit from a TrustZone interface in the kernel include the kernel’s integrity subsystem (IMA/EVM)\textsuperscript{24} [75, 104], and the kernel key man-

\textsuperscript{21}There is one performance disadvantage of using LKMs that is commonly referred to as fragmentation penalty. The base kernel is typically unpacked into contiguous real memory by the setup routines which avoids fragmenting the base kernel code in memory. Once the system is in a state where LKMs may be inserted, it is probable that any new kernel code insertion will cause the kernel to become fragmented, thereby introducing a performance penalty [110]. There is however no conclusive analytical or experimental study showing the real performance impact due to kernel memory fragmentation when loading an LKM.

\textsuperscript{22}https://github.com/torvalds/linux

\textsuperscript{23}http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/Module-HOWTO/x73.html

\textsuperscript{24}http://linux-ima.sourceforge.net
agement subsystem [98, 101] (also known as kernel keyring). These two kernel subsystems already make use of the TPM kernel interface in order to implement security-critical operations when a TPM is available to the device. Using TrustZone in ARM-powered devices would be a natural extension for them. Other obvious candidate submodules that would benefit from hardware security extensions such as TrustZone include the crypto API [209], the kernel permissions subsystem (i.e., kernel capabilities) [174], and the linux security module (LSM) framework [294, 295].

There are two extra advantages if support for TrustZone-based TEEs is implemented as a kernel submodule, and accepted into the mainline kernel. First, in terms of correctness, any driver accepted into the mainline kernel goes through a strict code review process [26] [193] by submodule maintainers, experts in the field, and anybody that follows the patch submissions through the Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML) [27], the LKML archive [28], or LWN.net [29]. While peer-reviewed open source is not at all a synonym of bug-free code [146], we can argue that a mainline driver gets more attention - hence, more feedback - than one designed, implemented, and used by a single organization [30]. Here, formal verification would be a better solution to prevent indeterministic behavior caused by programming errors (though not algorithmic ones). However, as we discussed in Section 6.3.3, commodity OSs such as Linux, as well as the development process driving them, are far from being formally verifiable.

Second, in terms of adoption, a patch accepted in the mainline Linux kernel automatically reaches millions of devices. Note that Linux-powered server demand has increased year after year, reaching 28.5% of all server revenue in 2014 [31]. It is estimated that between 60% and 80% of all public servers are powered by Linux [32, 33]. Large data centers such as the ones used by Facebook, Amazon, or Google are also powered by Linux. We expect these large data-centers to move progressively towards ARMv8 (at least partially) in order to be more power efficient. In the area of mobile devices, as mentioned before (Section 6.3.3), Android is powered by a Linux-based kernel, and iOS by a UNIX-based one. Together, they have a market share of 96% [34].

Today, all frameworks leveraging a TrustZone TEE implement their own complete driver to switch worlds. The main consequence is that the development of TEEs enabled by TrustZone has become very fragmented, forcing service providers using TrustZone to either depend on LKMs to add support for these TEEs, or patch their kernels with specific interfaces for the TEE framework(s) they want to support. While applications can still move among different TEE frameworks - providing that they implement Global Platform’s APIs - , this has prevented kernel submodules from enabling hardware-supported secure services (e.g., trusted storage, key management, attestation) in ARM processors. More importantly, this

---

26 https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/SubmittingPatches
27 http://vger.kernel.org/vger-lists.html
28 https://lkml.org
29 https://lwn.net/Kernel/
30 Big companies, such as Apple, Microsoft, or Amazon are in the end one organization, with more limited resources than a distributed community.
31 http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS24704714
32 https://secure1.securityspace.com/s_survey/data/201410/index.html
33 https://secure1.securityspace.com/s_survey/data/man.201311/apacheos.html
34 http://www.idc.com/prodserv/smartphone-os-market-share.jsp
has prevented the adoption of TrustZone in the open source community. A proof of this is the lack of TrustZone support in the mainline Linux kernel. As a means to give OS support for run-time security, part of our contribution has focused on providing a generic TrustZone solution for the Linux kernel. We report now on the design and implementation of our submitted proposal for a *Generic TrustZone Driver* to the Linux kernel community\(^\text{35-36}\).

### 7.2.2 Design and Implementation

The main challenge when designing a generic TrustZone interface for the Linux kernel is not introducing policy for TrustZone use cases. In Chapter 2, we presented TrustZone as a technology (Section 2.4), and discussed traditional use cases (e.g., banking, DRM). Since then, and specially in Chapter 6 where we presented split-enforcement, we have introduced new use cases that depend on a tighter collaboration between the trusted and the untrusted areas. One extreme use case that is the base for split-enforcement is enforcing usage control policies. Our design goal for the generic TrustZone driver is to cover all of these use cases, giving developers the flexibility to freely design their specific drivers and libraries, and introduce policy there if necessary. In order to satisfy this requirement, we propose that the TrustZone driver is composed of two parts: one generic part defining the interface, and different specific parts that implement this interface for specific TEE frameworks, targeting each of their different use cases. This design pattern is widely used in the Linux kernel. Examples include several device drivers such as I2C or TPM, the VFS layer, or the LSM framework. Figure 7.1 depicts the architecture for the generic TrustZone driver.

**Figure 7.1:** Generic TrustZone Driver Architecture. Boot-time information is included to depict the concept of the *Secure Device Tree* which corresponds to Device Tree (trusted area).

\(^{35}\)http://lwn.net/Articles/623380/  
\(^{36}\)http://lkml.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/1411.3/04305.html
The generic part is in charge of three important tasks: (i) it defines a common kernel internal interface so that other kernel components can use it, (ii) it exposes a management layer to user space through `sysfs`\textsuperscript{37}, and finally (iii) it connects to the different specific TEE drivers. In order not to introduce policy, we propose a simple `open/close`, `read/write` interface. As we have already mentioned, it is important to understand that a TrustZone TEE only provides the secure world abstraction; it does not implement a specification for the secure tasks, as it is the case in TCG’s TPM. In this way, a kernel submodule, or a user space library making use of the generic TrustZone driver needs to know which specification is implemented in the secure area. In the case of user space applications, Global Platform’s APIs cover the traditional TrustZone use cases, and will most probably be the ones demanded by service providers in the short term. If a new specification appears, such a generic interface would most probably allow to implement it. If not, since internal kernel interfaces are not tied to legacy code, the interface can change, and in-kernel use of it can be adapted. From the kernel point of view, such a generic interface allows to define run-time security primitives to support TrustZone-enabled trusted services. We will discuss this in detail in next Chapter (Chapter 8).

The specific parts are vendor-specific, and they implement the generic TrustZone interface with the concrete mechanisms to communicate with the TEE they represent. While conceptually, these specific drivers would only need to implement different parametrized calls to the secure monitor, our experience porting Open Virtualization’s driver to work with the proposed generic interface exposed two engineering challenges:

1. **Give peripherals the correct base address.** In TrustZone, any device can potentially be mapped to the secure world at boot time. More importantly, this mapping can be dynamic, meaning that it might be changed at run-time. The set of devices that can be assigned to the secure world, as well as the set of mechanisms to do so at boot-time are platform-specific. The possibility to re-map peripherals to a different world at run-time is also platform-specific. From the kernel perspective, this means that the memory for each device needs to be mapped to a different address space depending on the world the device is assigned to. Typically, the kernel maps devices to an I/O memory region and manages this mapping without the intervention of the device. The kernel knows the base address for each device, and the offsets to communicate with it are implemented according to the device’s specification. In TrustZone, this is the case for devices assigned to the non-secure world. However, when a device is assigned to the secure world, the kernel is not the one mapping it to an I/O memory region. Indeed, the kernel cannot access the device since accesses to ARM’s Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) (Section 2.4) bus stem from the non-secure world. This causes the access to be rejected; the AXI-to-APB bridge guarantees that secure peripherals cannot be accessed from the non-secure world, which includes the kernel in the untrusted area. Still, the kernel is the one orchestrating the communication with the secure world, and therefore it needs to know the base address for all peripherals - including secure peripherals -, in order to (i) access non-secure peripherals directly, and (ii) forward accesses to the right secure peripheral in the secure world.

\textsuperscript{37}Note that this is an implementation decision. Other alternatives such as `debugfs`, or `ioctl` can be easily implemented - each for its different purpose -, if necessary.
Generalizing how base addresses are assigned to secure peripherals is a challenge. Not only does each TEE framework implement its own address space (including I/O memory) in a different manner, but also each target platform defines its own set of registers to access secure peripherals. These registers are normally not publicly available, and it requires a NDA to access them. Thus, hard-coding these secure registers in a per-platform basis in the kernel is not a viable solution. A good way of approaching this problem is assigning the base address of a secure peripheral to its physical address. The TEE maintains then a mapping table storing physical addresses and secure registers. In this way, when the kernel gets an I/O request to a secure peripheral, it forwards the request to the secure world. Since the base address is the physical address of the device, the secure world can obtain the secure address (using the mapping table) and serve the request. Note that since physical addresses are unique, there is no need to maintain an extra identifier for the devices. The remaining question is then, how to dynamically assign the base address depending on the world the peripheral is assigned to? This defines the next engineering challenge:

The TEE frameworks that we know of (Section 2.4) approach the problem of assigning base addresses by directly hard-coding these to physical addresses (or equivalent unique ID) for secure peripherals. This is done by patching the kernel. Note that this patch is independent from the actual TrustZone driver, and it is a necessary step even if the driver is implemented as a kernel submodule. After applying the patch, the kernel is TEE-enabled, meaning that the TrustZone driver is operational\textsuperscript{38}. There are three problems with this approach: First, from an operational perspective, this solution forces a static assignment of peripherals to the trusted and untrusted areas. Since the kernel is patched to hard-code base addresses in the case of secure peripherals, these are not properly initialized (probed in kernel terms) at boot-time; among other things, an I/O memory region is not assigned to the device. What is more, this prevents peripherals from being initialized at any other time, and from being re-assigned to the non-secure world at run-time. As a consequence, peripherals are statically assigned to the trusted and untrusted areas. This introduces policy in terms of secure peripheral usage, and prevents us from satisfying one of the split-enforcement requirements: dynamic locking/unlocking of peripherals by assigning them to the secure and non-secure worlds.

Second, from an engineering perspective, hard-coding addresses normally signals a bad design. In this specific case, it prevents use of a kernel with several TEEs; the kernel is patched with a hard-coded set of registers that are platform- and TEE-specific. It can be argued that each target platform can hard-code its own set of registers in target-specific files when TEE support is enabled. However, if the TEE changes, the patches enabling the previous TEE would need to be rolled-back, and the new TEE-enabling patches applied. This process requires the kernel to be recompiled. In this way, we end up with a per-TEE and -platform kernel combination, where TEE-enabling code is pushed down to target drivers, thus increasing driver complexity (and forcing the massive use of \texttt{ifdef}). It is easy to see that this creates a big overhead in terms of

\textsuperscript{38}Note that if the patch is not applied, the kernel will try to assign I/O memory to secure peripherals at boot-time. Since all accesses to the APB bus stem from the non-secure world, this will cause the AXI-to-APB bridge to reject them, which results in a kernel panic.
engineering for service providers supporting different TEEs and platforms.

Third, an extra negative consequence of this design is that new versions of the kernel need to be rebased on top of all of these local patches, which also creates a significant engineering overhead. This is specially true for major kernel revisions.

To mitigate these issues we propose extending the device tree with TrustZone information. More specifically, we propose a new property for devices in the device tree that contains the TrustZone world to which they should be assigned to at boot-time. We denote this property \texttt{arm-world}. The Device Tree is a data structure for describing hardware defined by OpenFirmware (IEEE1275-1994). It allows to define nodes and properties to describe a whole hardware platform in such a way that it can be easily extended with new nodes and properties. In this way, rather than hard-coding every detail of a device into the operating system, many aspects of the hardware can be described in the device tree, which can then be passed on to the operating system at boot-time. Device trees are supported in a number of architectures (e.g., ARC, ARM(64), x86, PowerPC), and have recently become mandatory in ARM architectures in all new SoCs [227]. Therefore, this extension for describing TrustZone-enabled devices is in line with our current design.

In order to support peripheral remapping at run-time, we also propose decoupling device initialization and termination routines from specific system events - boot and halt processes respectively\(^{39}\) -, so that a device can be initialized and terminated at any time at run-time. This permits the kernel to manage I/O memory correctly, while peripherals can be dynamically assigned to the trusted and untrusted areas at run-time. Since physical addresses are already present in the device tree, no extra information is necessary. In the case that a TEE requires the use of a different identifier, then the device tree can easily be extended with this identifier.

In this way, base addresses are not hard-coded in the kernel. It is thus possible to dynamically assign peripherals to the trusted and untrusted areas at run-time. Since base addresses are loaded from the device tree, kernel device drivers supporting TrustZone become simpler and more portable. This design also makes it simpler to maintain an updated version of the kernel, as the hardware information in the device tree is orthogonal to the kernel version. Additional local patches for TEE support are not necessary\(^ {40}\). With this design, we tackle all the issues pointed out with regards to secure peripherals and base addresses.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{Introduce secure read/write.} Once base addresses are generalized, the kernel still needs to know how to forward I/O requests to secure peripherals via the secure world. This is typically done by introducing two new instructions: \texttt{secure_read} and \texttt{secure_write}, which are the secure equivalents to the different kernel versions of \texttt{read/write} (e.g., \texttt{ioread32/iowrite32}, \texttt{readl/writel}). However, since the interpretation of \texttt{secure_read / secure_write} is framework-specific\(^ {41}\), existing TrustZone TEE frame-
\end{enumerate}

\(^{39}\)Note that some drivers already do this as a way to better organize their code.

\(^{40}\)Note that support for reading TrustZone properties needs to be added to all device drivers supporting TrustZone. However, this is a one time patch to be added to the mainline kernel, not an evolving patch that needs to be rebased for every kernel revision.

\(^{41}\)These instructions are implemented as commands sent to the secure monitor, and interpreted within the TEE.
works have also implemented this as part of the patches enabling their TEE for a given kernel. This is an inconvenience for designing a hardware-agnostic TrustZone driver; if TEE frameworks do not have support for these instructions directly in the kernel, a common interface is not possible.

The solution follows the same design as the one presented for generalizing base addresses: adding this information to the device tree. Since a TEE is in the end a framework enabling a hardware feature (TrustZone), it makes sense to describe its characteristics in the device tree. Representing the TEE as a device tree node enables making a device TrustZone-aware. Such a TEE node can contain information about which peripherals can be secured in a specific target platform, which run-time security primitives are implemented in the TEE (i.e., secure_read and secure_write), or which TEE specifications it supports (e.g., Global Platform). What is included in the TEE node is decided by each specific TEE framework. Here, one idea that we have explored (but not yet fully implemented) is allowing the device tree to be modified by the TEE before it is passed to the kernel at boot-time. In this way, the TEE would have control over the TEE node in the device tree, thus over the information shared with the kernel.

One of the security requirements for the definition of a TEE is that it always boots up before the untrusted software stack; this is the case for TrustZone's secure world in relation to the non-secure world. We think about this as a Secure Device Tree. It is however not clear for us whether the secure device tree should be implemented as a TEE node, or as an independent device tree also passed to the commodity OS at boot-time. This is part of our ongoing research. In fact, in the process of writing this thesis, Greg Bellows from Linaro started this same discussion in the Linux kernel device tree mailing list. Our current intuition is that having two separated device trees is more difficult to manage, even when we already have two software stacks. One way to handle this would be to define a TEE node in the original device tree that is interpreted at boot-time by the secure world. Here, the TEE framework could use this information to generate (and complete) a secure device tree. This would be useful if an unmodified Linux kernel is used in the secure world. In this way, specific secure world information would not be leaked to the non-secure world. The non-secure world could still use the TEE node in the original device tree to configure the appropriate base addresses for secure peripherals, be aware of the available run-time security primitives, implemented specification(s), etc. We are at the time of this writing defining which is the best way to collaborate with Linaro in order to find an adequate solution for this issue.

Even if such a secure device tree becomes a standard practice, we believe that secure_read/secure_write should become a standard instructions in the Linux kernel (i.e., be given a magic number), and a standard commands among TEE frameworks. This would be a step towards a TEE standardization. The fact that other architectures besides ARM are both beginning to offer their own set of security extensions (e.g., Intel

42http://www.spinics.net/lists/devicetree-spec/msg00074.html
43This is not a use case we contemplate given our requirement of having a small TCB, but it is a possibility for others.
44https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/magic-number.txt
SGX) enabling a TEE, and making use of the device tree to describe their hardware characteristics\textsuperscript{45-46} add straight to our argument.

Our proposal for adding TEE support requires minimal changes to the kernel. These changes are necessary for each device that can be mapped to the trusted area, but the functions implementing this support can be abstracted and generalized. In this way, adding support for new devices becomes a simple task. Based on our experience porting devices for the Zynq ZC702 (e.g., clocks, timers, AXI devices), the process of adding TrustZone support entails: reading the \textit{arm-world} property from the device when it is being initialized (probed), assigning the base address depending on this property, and finally forwarding the I/O request to the right function (i.e., \textit{read/write} or \textit{secure_read/secure_write}) also depending on this value. It is also necessary to decouple the functions for allocating, assigning and freeing I/O memory regions from the initialization and termination routines so that they can be managed on request at run-time. All of these modifications entail in average modifying less than 15 LOC per device.

It is important to highlight that our proposal solves the issues that we have described in the beginning of this chapter without introducing policy, which was one of our primary requirements. Now that we have explained in detail the specific mechanisms to add kernel support for TEEs, it is easy to see that the TEE supporting the trusted area can be switched without forcing changes into the kernel using it. Not only does this allow for service providers to support different TEEs and platforms, but it also gives the possibility to exchange the TEE at run-time, or even to support several TEEs running simultaneously. An example of the latter would be having TrustZone and a SE being accessed separately from the untrusted area to support different trusted services. Our solution would also support new revisions of hardware security extensions without requiring more modifications than the definition of a new TEE node in the device tree. We have seen this problem in the latest revisions to the Intel SGX specification [159, 162], or the porting from TPM 1.2 to 2.0. In ARM circles, a revision of the TrustZone security extensions has been discussed for years. When such a revision is introduced, TEE frameworks and their support in the Linux kernel (as well as in other OSs) should be ready for it.

7.2.3 Open Virtualization Driver

In order to test the viability of our generic TrustZone driver proposal, we have ported Open Virtualization to work with it. Sierraware implemented Open Virtualization support in the form of (A) a kernel patch to enable communication with their TEE, and (B) a LKM implementing the Open Virtualization TEE kernel driver (i.e., \textit{otz\_main\_client}). In order to integrate these two components in the generic TrustZone driver design we have just described, we replicate the functionality of the first patch (A) in the generic TrustZone support we have added in the kernel - moving the description of the specific TEE and platform to the device tree -, and we (ii) port Open Virtualization’s TEE LKM driver (B) as a TEE-specific subdriver that implements the generic TrustZone interface with Open Virtualizations

\textsuperscript{45}http://lwn.net/Articles/429318/
\textsuperscript{46}https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/devicetree/usage-model.txt
concrete SMC operations and routines.

We use Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 ZC702\textsuperscript{47} as our experimentation platform, and we use the ZC702’s device driver as a base to implement the dynamic TEE support described in previous section. Here, we only need to add a TEE node where we specify (i) the magic numbers for the commands corresponding to \texttt{secure\_read} and \texttt{secure\_write}, (ii) the world to which each device is assigned at boot-time through the \texttt{arm\_world} property, and (iii) the base address for secure peripherals, which in the case of Open Virtualization correspond to each device’s physical address.

In the process of porting Open Virtualization’s driver, we had to refactor most of its code so that core functionality could serve both user space applications and kernel submodules. In the original driver, the \texttt{ioctl} operations used to communicate with user space embedded part of the core logic regarding SMC calls. These were mixed with operations typically used for communicating with user space (e.g., \texttt{copy\_from\_user} / \texttt{copy\_to\_user}, which are used to translate addresses from user to kernel space and viceversa). As part of our re-design, we refactored the driver to decouple the interfaces (now user and kernel) from the core functionality. Note that ideally, all TEE drivers would implement user space specifications on top of the kernel internal interface. In this way, we provide a user space interface to allow user space applications to use the TrustZone driver through \texttt{ioctl}.\textsuperscript{48} We denote this interface \texttt{tz\_device}. Indeed, as a proof of concept we have ported part of Global Platform’s Client API using the \texttt{tz\_device}. However, since Open Virtualization also supports its own specification besides Global Platform’s APIs, we maintain their \texttt{ioctl} interface. As we have defended during this whole chapter, we do not want to introduce any form of policy in the generic TrustZone driver; TEE frameworks should be able to provide as many extra interfaces as they want, as long as they implement the common generic interface.

Finally, while measuring the performance of our driver implementation (we cover the evaluation part in detail in Part III), we uncovered two memory leaks in Sierraware’s implementation. Both memory leaks (of 4KB and 32KB) were due to bad memory management. The 32KB leak could be found using \texttt{kmemleak} \textsuperscript{[76]} since memory ended up being dereferenced; the leak was caused by freeing a structure that contained a memory pointer which had not been previously freed. The 4KB one, on the other hand, was a consequence of storing a bad memory reference, which prevented an internal list from being freed. This was in the end caused by bad type assignation. Since the amount of memory lost per call to the secure world was that small, the leak was very difficult to find and required a manual analysis of the code. Note that the leak did not leave any dereferenced memory, which prevented \texttt{kmemleak} to find it. In general, detecting such small leaks in production when the TEE driver is exposed to TEE typical use cases is almost impossible; the secure world is not used that intensively, and a few KB lost in kernel memory are not an issue in today’s devices. As we will see in Part III, the memory leak was exposed because the kernel ran out of memory when forwarding a secure I/O request to the trusted area per system call, while using a heavy workload

\textsuperscript{47}We will describe in detail our experimental setup using Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 ZC702, as well as the reasons behind this decision in Section 11.1.

\textsuperscript{48}Since in this case we use the user space interface to expose kernel operations, \texttt{ioctl} is a good design option. In general, if a device driver is used in the kernel \texttt{ioctl} is accepted, even though it is a highly overloaded interface. Note that the fact that it provides atomicity is a big plus when used in compiled user space applications.
(compiling the Linux Kernel). This is one example use case of how we have tested the limits of TrustZone. We have reported the issue to the interested parties, as well as a patch fixing it. The memory leak is now fixed for the open source and commercial version of Sierraware’s TEE framework.

7.3 Driver Status

At the time of this writing we have a working Generic TrustZone driver, where both the interface, and Open Virtualization’s driver are implemented, and we have submitted a first set of patches to the Linux Kernel\(^49\). We have received feedback from the Linux community and we are working on a revision of these patches to submit them again\(^50\). Apart from proposing the generic TrustZone driver, we propose a new subsystem for secure hardware (drivers/sechw\(^51\)). The idea is to have a subsystem that is only dedicated to secure hardware and hardware security extensions, and promote its support in the mainline Linux kernel. The TPM driver that today is implemented as a char device (drivers/char\(^52\)) would be a good candidate to be ported if the new subsystem is accepted.

Development is taking place in a public git repository located in github\(^53\). Here, we have two repositories. The first one is a fork of Xilinx’s official Linux Tree (linux-xlnx) where we implemented the first version of the driver for Xilinx’s Zynq Base Targeted Reference Design (TRD) v.14.5\(^54\), which uses Linux kernel 3.8. This implementation allowed us to identify and solve the problems we have discussed throughout this chapter. We maintain it as a legacy implementation of the driver. The second repository is a fork of Linus Torvalds mainline Linux tree (linux). We had to refactor most the code concerning base addresses in Zynq since the mechanisms to map physical memory for I/O devices has changed substantially from version 3.8 to 3.18 (current version at the time of this writing). We have moved the main development to this repository (linux) in order to continue the support for the generic TrustZone driver in future kernel releases. We encourage TrustZone developers to contribute to these repositories; we intend to continue using these repositories for primary development after the driver is accepted in the mainline Linux.

Since the submission of this patch we have received much positive feedback from part of the open source community. From developers and organizations that share the interest on counting on such a generic TrustZone driver in the mainline Linux, to technology reporters\(^55\), and in general people with an interest in this effort being made. We have presented our advances at several venues, including the current latest Linux Con Europe in Düsseldorf\(^56\)[129], and we are at the moment working on a publication dedicated to the generic TrustZone driver. We intend to continue bringing attention to the driver in form of presentations, LWN articles,\(^57\)

\(^{49}\)http://lwn.net/Articles/623380/
\(^{50}\)The process of writing this thesis has overlapped with this effort, but we will come back to it as soon as this thesis is submitted.
\(^{51}\)https://github.com/TrustZoneGenericDriver
\(^{52}\)http://www.wiki.xilinx.com/Zynq+Base+TRD+14.5
\(^{53}\)http://cloc.sourceforge.net
\(^{54}\)http://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=news_item&px=MTg1MDU
\(^{55}\)http://www.linuxplumbersconf.org/2014/ocw/users/2781
Table 7.1: Lines of coded (LOC) modified in the current version of the generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel. Since Open Virtualization integration with the TrustZone driver is based on Sierraware’s original kernel driver, we only count the modifications made to it. These include both code re-factorization and bug fixes. The size of the driver including Open Virtualization’s driver is 4030 LOC. Open Virtualization alone is then 3511 LOC (4030 - 519) LOC. Note that the LOC include header files. We use cloc\textsuperscript{53} to count LOC, and we omit comments or blank lines in our numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Lines of Code Modified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic TrustZone Driver</td>
<td>+ 519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierraware OTZ driver</td>
<td>+ 1511, - 423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>+ 2030, - 423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and research publications. We also intend to present advances in the drivers in future Linux events, as well as in other security conferences. Ideally, we would like to drive the TrustZone subsystem, as well as to bring more attention to security in the Linux community. Also, the fact that organizations such as Linaro, which have a big voice in the Linux community, have expressed their interest in our work\textsuperscript{56} motivates us to continue working and contributing with our efforts.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented two contributions that enable operating system support for a TrustZone TEE in Linux-based systems: the contribution to an existing TEE framework, and the design and implementation of a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel.

In terms of the TEE framework, we have first presented different types of TEEs and compared them. We have then presented the TEE that we have used for our experimentation: Open Virtualization. Here, we have provided a full analysis of it in terms of its design, interfaces, and code quality. Moreover, we have presented our contributions to it in each of these areas. The most relevant contributions to Open Virtualization include: (i) updating OpenSSL to a version not containing heartbleed, and changing the used set of operations to avoid deprecated interfaces; (ii) refactoring and cleaning code to allow for a decoupling between user and kernel space support; (iii) creating a set of scripts to allow for a better compilation and execution workflow; (iv) organizing and documenting patches to make them understandable and git-friendly; and (v) uncovering and fixing two memory leaks in Open Virtualization’s kernel driver. Apart from this, we have also ported an unitest framework, pointed to bad design for passing secure parameters, identified synchronization problems caused by interrupt disabling, and documented the framework at different levels, specially that which refers to its use in the Xilinx Zynq-7000 ZC702. Despite the impediments caused by Sierraware, that have prevented us from publicly sharing these contributions in a git repository under GPL v2.0, we hope that reporting them here can help other researchers and developers to overcome similar problems.

\textsuperscript{56}As mentioned before, Linaro is behind OP-TEE, and is collaborating with us in developing the new patch submission to the mainline Linux kernel.
In terms of support for Linux-based systems, we have reported on the design and implementation of a generic TrustZone driver for the Linux kernel. First, we argue for the need of TrustZone support in the Linux kernel in the form of a mainline kernel submodule. Then we present our design for a generic open/close, read/write interface that allows user and kernel space objects to make use of a TEE without introducing policy. In order to test it, we port Open Virtualization’s driver to work with it. In the process of doing so, we identify two engineering challenges that we needed to overcome: assigning base addresses for secure peripherals, and generalizing secure_read and secure_write operations in the Linux kernel. In order to solve them, we propose the use of a TEE node in the device tree that can generate a Secure Device Tree in the secure area. The complete design for how such secure device tree should be supported by the device tree community is still being discussed with other kernel developers that have encountered the same issues. Development can be followed in github\textsuperscript{57}.

This generic TrustZone driver will be the base to enable run-time security primitives in the untrusted area. In this way, this driver is a necessary component for untrusted applications to make use of trusted services.

\textsuperscript{57}https://github.com/TrustZoneGenericDriver
Chapter 8

Trusted Cell

Now that we have a TrustZone TEE framework that enables the Trusted Area, and a driver to communicate with it from the Untrusted Area, we can focus on (i) the actual implementation of Split-Enforcement, and (ii) the Run-Time Security Primitives that it can leverage. The ultimate goal is to utilize these primitives to enable Trusted Services in Commodity OSs.

It is relevant to mention that as we began to understand the technical barriers to implement usage control policies (which was our first attempt to define what we now conceive as run-time security primitives), our research moved towards hardware security extensions and TEEs. As we understood the problems associated with using a TEE, our research moved towards providing OS support for a TEE.

In this section, we close the loop around our early research ideas on run-time security, and present the design and implementation of a Trusted Cell, i.e., a distributed framework that leverages the capabilities of a given TEE to provide trusted services. A Trusted Cell is formed by two main sub-frameworks: a trusted sub-framework to support trusted modules in the secure area (i.e., TEE Trusted Cell), and an untrusted sub-framework that allows the use of trusted services from within the commodity OS (i.e., REE Trusted Cell), which includes untrusted applications and kernel components. Trusted services at the OS level (kernel) are leveraged by the mentioned run-time security primitives.

We use a Trusted Cell to implement split-enforcement, introduced in Chapter 6. Here, we implement two trusted services that we consider to be pivotal for run-time security: a Reference Monitor to support usage control, and a Trusted Storage solution. Our Trusted Cell is the first design and implementation of the Trusted Cells [10] vision.

While we will describe in detail how we implement a reference monitor and a trusted storage solution, the core contribution in this chapter is at the architectural level. The central question we want to answer is: How can we design and implement trusted services using run-time security primitives enabled by a TEE, in such a way that they comply with split-enforcement? What is more, how do we integrate these trusted services into commodity OSs that have traditionally being founded on strong trust assumptions? Most of the work done in reference monitors (Section 3.3) has focused on the policy engine: inputs, scope, usage
decision generation, etc. Most of the work done in trusted storage (Section 3.2) has focused on concrete use cases: encryption scheme, reutilization of an untrusted infrastructure, enabling trusted storage services, etc. With Trusted Cell, we focus on providing an architecture that supports run-time security primitives to enable trusted services. Such an architecture was in a way already envisioned in formal usage control models such as UCON\textsubscript{ABC} [221]; we provide the first design and implementation.

8.1 Architecture

The architecture for the Trusted Cell is common to all trusted services. Our design follows the idea that these trusted services can be leveraged by a set of \textit{Trusted Modules}, each implementing a specific behavior. One trusted service can make use of several trusted modules; a trusted module can be used by several trusted services. A central design decision here is that the Trusted Cell is modular in such a way that new modules can be added at any time to provide new trusted services. While the process of loading and attesting trusted modules in a TrustZone TEE is out of the scope of this thesis, the Trusted Cell supports it by design. Note that this design decision extends to the TEE OS support; the generic TrustZone driver proposed in Section 7.2 does not introduce usage policy, and moves the responsibility of knowing the specific secure task to be executed out of the driver, into the component using the TEE.

A Trusted Cell is a layer that sits on top of the generic TrustZone driver in the untrusted area, and on top of secure tasks in the trusted area in order to define trusted services and make them available to the commodity OS. Put differently, it allows the secure area to expose different communication interfaces (e.g., specifications, protocols) to the commodity OS. Thus, we introduce a division between TEE Trusted Cell and REE Trusted Cell: the TEE Trusted Cell provides the framework for executing the trusted modules leveraging trusted services in the secure area, while the REE Trusted Cell uses the generic TrustZone driver to add OS support for these trusted services.

Apart from the flexibility that this design provides in terms of not imposing a fixed specification\textsuperscript{1}, it allows service providers to easily port their applications to execute on a TEE so that they can leverage the hardware security extensions present in a given device (Chapter 2), while reusing their communication protocols - which might be proprietary. Making our attack model explicit, the TEE Trusted Cell is located in the secure area, thus it is trusted; the REE Trusted Cell is located in the untrusted area, thus it is untrusted. The challenge is then to implement split-enforcement to guarantee the integrity and protection of \textit{Sensitive Assets} (Section 6.2).

Since TrustZone is not tamper-resistant, we complement the trusted area with a Secure Element (SE) as stated in our hypothesis (Section 6.2). The SE is configured as a trusted peripheral and therefore only accessible from within the trusted area. Note that while the SE is not a peripheral in itself, it is connected via the APB (e.g., I2C, etc.), and therefore

\textsuperscript{1}Refer to Section 2.2 to find an example on how imposing algorithms in the TPM 1.2 specification has forced the TCG to define TPM 2.0, which does not impose specific algorithms.
treated as such. In this way, untrusted applications make use of secure tasks to access the
SE. They do so by using a run-time security primitive that exposes the SE in the secure area.
Such a primitive would resemble a system call to the secure area. As a consequence, if the
TEE becomes unavailable, untrusted applications would be unable to communicate with the
SE. What is more, since the SE is used to store encryption keys and other the secure data
in the secure area, if the SE becomes unavailable, the trusted services relying on it would
stop operating correctly. The TEE becoming unavailable could be a product of a failure, but
also a defense mechanism against unverified software. In general, both at the SE and secure
area level, we give up on availability in order to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity
of the sensitive assets that are manipulated in the trusted area. This will be an important
discussion when we present *Certainty Boot* in Chapter 9, since it depends strongly on the
SE functionality.

In the process of designing the Trusted Cell to implement split-enforcement, we identify three
problems: (i) we need an efficient way to integrate the REE Trusted Cell in the commodity
OS; (ii) we need to do that in such a way that both kernel submodules and applications
can make use of trusted services; and (iii) we need to identify and implement the locking
mechanisms that enable split-enforcement. Problems (i) and (ii) belong in the REE Trusted
Cell; problem (iii) in the TEE Trusted Cell. We describe the locking mechanisms to enable
split-enforcement when we present our reference monitor prototype (Section 8.2.2), since we
consider them a part of this trusted service. We now focus on the Trusted Cell architecture,
which is depicted in Figure 8.1. Note that in this Figure we introduce all the components of
the Trusted Cell. We will describe them throughout the rest of the chapter.

![Figure 8.1: Trusted Cell Architecture: TEE Trusted Cell in the secure area (right, blue); REE
Trusted Cell in the untrusted area (left, yellow).](image-url)
8.1.1 REE Trusted Cell

The primary responsibility of the REE Trusted Cell (Figure 8.1) is to allow components in the untrusted area to use trusted services. This includes kernel submodules, and user space applications. Given their disparate run-time properties - user space is intrinsically more dynamic than kernel space -, support for them is necessarily different. One extreme in the design space is directly using the generic TrustZone driver to execute secure tasks (providing that untrusted applications know which secure tasks are available in the secure area), the other is that the Trusted Cell (in both areas) hides TrustZone logic and exposes a number of interfaces. We explore kernel and user space support for trusted services separately. Figure 8.2 depicts the REE Trusted Cell in detail.

Support for Kernel Submodules. Before we discuss specific mechanisms, it is important to understand that kernel mainline components (e.g., core kernel objects, kernel submodules) are static at run-time. The kernel main binary is compiled once and cannot be modified while it is executing. Since we want to support mainline kernel components, adding new interfaces as LKMs makes poor sense; kernel submodules have already been compiled to use a fixed number of interfaces\(^2\). We have already discussed LKMs use cases in depth in Section 6.3, when arguing for the implementation of TrustZone kernel support as a mainline submodule. In this context, we seek a mainline module in the Linux kernel that is accessible from the rest of the kernel, so that the different kernel submodules can use it to execute trusted services. In this way, changes to the interface, or support to new interfaces would require changes in only one place.

The Linux Security Module (LSM) [294, 295] is the perfect place to implement the REE Trusted Cell in the Linux kernel. LSM is a framework that mediates access to kernel space objects in Linux. The framework consists of a set of software hooks placed inside the kernel that enable a security function to be executed before a kernel object is actually accessed. The idea is that when a security module subscribes to the LSM interface, it implements the functions linked to the hooks, and thus allows or denies access to kernel objects based on its internal state and on pre-defined policies. LSM is primarily used today in the Linux kernel for (i) extending the default Linux permissions to implement mandatory access control (MAC). The five current frameworks implementing different paradigms for MAC are: SELinux [263], AppArmor [216, 37, 107], Tomoyo [140], Smack [250], and Yama [73]. Also, the LSM framework is used to support the already mentioned (ii) Linux integrity subsystem (IMA/EVM) [75, 104], and (iii) the kernel keyring subsystem [98, 101]. Adding support to stack different LSM modules to work simultaneously has been proposed in the research community [233], and repeatedly discussed in the Linux kernel community, where up to three LSM stacking proposals by Kees Cook [100], David Howells [102], and Casey Schaufler [103] have been submitted to the LKML. However, at the time of this writing, none of these proposals (or any other) have been accepted in the mainline Linux kernel (v3.18). This affects the adoption of our solution, since most OSs built around the Linux kernel use one of the

\(^2\)Note that we discuss standard LKM procedures and developing techniques. It is possible to implement a LKM that “hijacks” a system call and implements a different operation by finding the address of the syscall table and overwriting specific system calls. This is however not a realistic (nor recommended) way of implementing new interfaces in the kernel.
mentioned systems using a LSM for MAC. As an example, AppArmor is enabled by default in Ubuntu [38] and SUSE [36], and it is available in most Linux distributions; SELinux is used by default in Android [262]. Note that for this same reason IMA/EVM [75, 104] does not currently use LSM hooks for its implementation; it adds its own hooks throughout the whole kernel in order to be compatible with the use of LSMs implementing MAC. This design is only possible because IMA/EVM is the only integrity submodule in the Linux kernel. We believe that a LSM stacking solution should be accepted in the mainline, and IMA/EVM ported to use LSM standard hooks. Since we are implementing a prototype for REE Trusted Cell, which at this point we do not consider submitting to the LKML, we have prioritized good design over adoption. Exploring how to implement LSM stacking is future work.

We developed a new LSM submodule that we call **LSM Trusted Cell**, which uses the LSM framework to provide the kernel with run-time security primitives. While the LSM framework is designed to support access control, not auditing [295], this is enough when implementing split-enforcement; before a sensitive asset is used, the request is captured by the appropriate LSM hook and sent to the reference monitor in the TEE Trusted Cell. If the request is accepted by the reference monitor, the sensitive asset is unlocked; the request is denied otherwise. The reference monitor in the secure area gathers historical accesses and post-actions, therefore implementing auditing. Note that, since all sensitive assets are locked, an attacks targeting LSM hooks to bypass them bring no benefit to the attacker. We use the LSM framework because it is an established mode in the Linux kernel to add security checks before allowing access to kernel objects. It is easier to implement new hooks to the LSM framework than coming up with a new solution that might adapt better to split-enforcement. Add-ons to the LSM framework are also more likely to be accepted in the mainline kernel than a whole new framework. An extreme here would be to trigger the reference monitor for each single action being carried out by the kernel. This can be done by directly altering the system call table to issue a SMC call prior executing the corresponding kernel operation. In the ARM architecture the system call table is located at `arch/arm/kernel/entry-common.S`. We take this approach to carry out part of our experimental evaluation in Chapter 11 since it represents the worst case in terms of performance. However, identifying which assets are sensitive, and using the LSM hooks that safeguard them in order to execute the secure tasks that unlocks them not only is a better solution, with higher possibilities to becoming a standard practice, but also entails lower performance overhead.\(^3\)

Since LSM hooks extend to the whole kernel (e.g., I/O stack, network stack, capabilities subsystem), the LSM Trusted Cell represent a powerful tool to give secure hardware support to current system primitives. Security-critical operations that are typically executed by the different LSM submodules in the same address space as the rest of the untrusted kernel, would execute in the secure area only after the reference monitor approves it. What is more, having this framework in place it is possible to define security-critical system primitives that can execute in its entirety in the secure area. Both cases are part of what we denote run-time security primitives. These run-time security primitives could be exposed to user space applications in form of secure system calls. Examples of kernel operations that would naturally make use of (and define new) run-time security primitives include the Crypto

\(^3\)In the worse case, which is that all assets are sensitive, the overhead would be the same than triggering the reference monitor each time that the kernel carries out an action.
API [209], the kernel capability subsystem [174], and the different LSM submodules\(^4\). As a matter of fact, the boot protection mechanism that we propose in Chapter 9 (Certainty Boot), makes use of various run-time security primitives in order to, for example, validate the integrity of the kernel image at boot-time, or verify the running OS at run-time. Also, \texttt{secure\_read} and \texttt{secure\_write}, as proposed in Section 7.2.2, are run-time security primitives. We define the run-time security primitives that we use to implement the reference monitor and trusted storage later in this chapter, when we describe them.

Finally, in order to allow users with administrator privileges to have control over the Trusted Cell and configure it, we provide a simple Trusted Cell manager in user space, which we consider part of the REE Trusted Cell. Here, a user that can configure the Trusted Cell is validated in the secure area, where traditional authentication mechanisms such as passwords or pin-codes, or biometric sensors configured as secure peripherals can be used. Configuring the Trusted Cell is done through run-time security primitives, and as such the configuration is subject to the device usage policy (Section 6.2). Any change of the Trusted Cell configuration goes trough the reference monitor, which controls which properties of the Trusted Cell can be accessed (read and write). In order to implement the communication between the Trusted Cell Manager and the Trusted Cell\(^5\), we use \texttt{sysfs} since it is a non-overloaded interface (such as \texttt{ioctl}) that allows easy scripting, representing the ideal interface for a management user space interface\(^6\). Note that this setup (\texttt{sysfs} + kernel submodule) is also used in popular Linux tools such as AppArmor\(^7\). Support for kernel space is represented in the lower part of Figure 8.2.

**Support for User Applications.** Providing support to user space is much less constrained. This is largely due to the fact that we already rely on the \texttt{tz\_device} user space library that connects to the TrustZone driver submodule. In this way, the REE Trusted Cell in user space can implement different interfaces that use \texttt{tz\_device} and expose them to different user applications. Since Global Platform specification is widely used in the mobile community, we implement a subset of their Client API on top of \texttt{tz\_device} as a proof of concept. Implementing the full Client API in the Rich Trusted Cell would give application developers the same functionality they have at the moment, without needing to install a LKM. Indeed, we successfully execute all Global Platform TEE test applications provided with Open Virtualization using our approach. In fact, all our experimentation in Chapter 11 is driven from user space by triggering LSM hooks, using REE Trusted Cell interfaces, and directly using \texttt{tz\_device}. If our proposal for the generic TrustZone interface is accepted in the mainline Linux kernel, this support would be directly available to user space applications without having to modify the kernel whatsoever.

\(^4\)These are the same submodules that we mentioned in Section 7.2 as components that would benefit from the existence of TrustZone support in the mainline Linux kernel.

\(^5\)Strictly speaking, the Trusted Cell Manager only communicates with the LSM Trusted Cell, which orchestrates the communication with the TEE Trusted Cell using the generic TrustZone driver.

\(^6\)Note that \texttt{sysfs} has become the preferred way of communicating user and kernel space in Linux, when device drivers are not involved. Even though \texttt{sysfs} does not yet support atomicity, this is not an issue for a management module in user space; each file in the \texttt{sysfs} file system can encapsulate all the necessary kernel logic for each command.

\(^7\)https://wiki.ubuntu.com/LxcSecurity
The general design of the Trusted Cell allows for a flexible way to implement communication with the TEE. Assuming that `tz_device` exposes a standard interface, service providers could implement their own (proprietary) TEE interfaces. Also, system developers would count on a number of secure system calls they could use, where the actual TEE implementation would be transparent to them; the kernel would implement the communication with the TEE, be it TrustZone, Intel SGX, or a Secure Element. What is more, system developers would have the possibility to create their own ad-hoc secure system calls, supported by run-time security primitives. Here, the use of Loadable Kernel Modules (LKM)s using standard kernel interfaces would be needed. Note that in this case, the LKM does know the interface of the TrustZone driver, since it is a kernel submodule. In this way, the LKMs would define and expose secure system calls to user space, and implement them in the LKM by directly using the generic TrustZone interface, or the LSM framework. This kind of support is reserved for platforms that enable the use of LKMs. Still, this approach surpasses the current alternative, which requires recompiling the kernel. All the proposed alternatives are represented in the upper part of Figure 8.2.

The missing part is loading and attesting a trusted module at run-time, so that it can provide TEE support to the added user space interfaces. This is in itself a large problem that has been partially addressed in the academia and the industry in the context of other secure hardware [39, 276]. Still, a general solution is yet to arrive for ARM-processors using TrustZone. We discuss this further when we get to future work (Section 12.2).
8.1.2 TEE Trusted Cell

Presenting a general overview of the REE Trusted Cell was important in order to clarify the interfaces that we defined for the Trusted Cell, as well as its modular design. For the TEE Trusted Cell however, we will focus on the actual trusted modules that we have implemented, their functionality, and scope. These trusted modules are the base to implement the reference monitor and the trusted storage solution that we present later in this chapter.

Our TEE Trusted Cell prototype is composed by four trusted modules: (i) Trusted Security Module (TSM), which implements cryptographic operations; (ii) Trusted Integrity Module (TIM), which is in charge of hashing and logs to provide integrity; (iii) Trusted Usage Module (TUM), which represents the Usage Engine as we have presented it in Section 6.2; and (iv) Trusted System Primitive Module (TSPM), which acts as a TEE Trusted Cell manager. Our prototype is implemented in the secure area, which is leveraged by Open Virtualization’s TEE (Section 7.1). We invite the reader to refer to this section (and Chapter 7 in general) to understand Open Virtualization’s strengths and limitations, since they shape the actual implementation of the TEE Trusted Cell prototype.

8.1.2.1 TSM

Trusted Security Module (TSM) is the trusted module in charge of cryptographic operations. One of TSM’s responsibilities is to abstract these cryptographic operations into functionality that is available to the rest of the TEE Trusted Cell. An example is implementing cryptographic operations over files, where the algorithms to do so can be optimized as a function of the size of the file, the type of file, or the usage of the file. Other examples include encrypting specific payloads or metadata. In general, TSM provides an encryption abstraction. Since cryptography is abstracted, we can choose the encryption algorithms used by TSM. For encryption we use AES-128 since there is no known attack which is faster than the $2^{128}$ complexity of exhaustive search [46]. AES-192 and AES-256 have shown more vulnerabilities even when they use longer keys [47, 46]. For hash calculations we use SHA-3, which uses the Keccak scheme [43] since, even when collision attacks against it are possible [93, 94], the algorithm still remains stronger than the best attacks targeting it. As new attacks appear, and new algorithms address them, these algorithms can be changed transparently to the components using TSM. Note that while we choose these default algorithms, others are also supported and available to the secure area. TSM makes direct use of the Secure Element (SE) to store encryption keys in cleartext.

For the actual algorithm implementation we rely on OpenSSL. As mentioned in Section 7.1.1, Open Virtualization exhibits a good integration with OpenSSL. In fact, Open Virtualization delegates the implementation of Global Platform’s cryptographic operations to OpenSSL. Since the scope of OpenSSL is much larger than TSM, we do not limit the use of OpenSSL

\footnote{The encryption of a log file that only grows and should not get modified is optimized differently than a configuration file that is encrypted to be stored in untrusted storage.}

\footnote{Keccak became the SHA-3 standard after winning the NIST hash function competition in October, 2013 \textit{(http://www.nist.gov/itl/csd/sha-100212.cfm)}.}

\footnote{http://gcn.com/Articles/2013/03/04/Attacks-dont-break-SHA-3-candidate.aspx}
in the TEE Trusted Cell; any new trusted module can make use of OpenSSL functions directly. In our TEE Trusted Cell prototype however, only TSM uses the OpenSSL library, and the other trusted modules (i.e., TIM, TUM, and TSPM) use TSM operations instead. The reasons behind this decision is to (i) limit the impact of library changes to trusted modules using TSM, and (ii) streamline the adoption of security critical updates. Changes to OpenSSL can be triggered by the apparition of faster algorithms, stronger algorithms, or the deprecation of certain functions. Critical updates are normally triggered by the apparition of new attacks or the discovery of bugs in the implementation. Abstracting cryptographic operations allows to deploy changes more rapidly without propagating these changes to other parts of the Trusted Cell. The Heartbleed Bug, as mentioned in Section 7.1.1 is a good example of a critical update. Also, maintaining a low coupling between the current encryption library (OpenSSL) and the rest of the Trusted Cell makes it simpler to switch encryption libraries in the future\textsuperscript{11}.

Future work in the TSM focuses on making cryptographic operations library-agnostic, borrowing the design of the Linux kernel Crypto API \cite{209}, where specific algorithms are parameters in a set of standard cryptographic operations. We envision TSM supporting different cryptographic libraries, where these are parametrized, just as cryptographic algorithms are. In this way, TSM would be the one supporting both higher level operations (e.g., encrypting a file), and the direct use of cryptographic operations, instead of exposing library-specific interfaces to the rest of the Trusted Cell.

8.1.2.2 TIM

**Trusteed Integrity Module (TIM)** can be seen as a trusted counterpart of IMA \cite{75} implemented in the secure area. In fact, most of the functionality implemented in TIM is equivalent to the ones provided by IMA. There is however one fundamental difference: IMA executes in the same address space as the rest of the kernel, thus in IMA’s attack model, the kernel is trusted. Even when IMA/EVP uses the TPM to implement security-critical operations (e.g., storing integrity measures), calls to the TPM are made from an untrusted environment; if the kernel is compromised those calls could be bypassed. TIM, on the other hand, implements integrity operations entirely in the secure area address space.

TIM stores cryptographic hashes of the assets whose integrity is to be guaranteed. These assets can be anything (e.g., data, keys, files), as long as they belong to the secure area. TIM uses the cryptographic operations provided by TSM to calculate these hashes (i.e., OpenSSL). In case of entire files, TIM stores a cryptographic hash of the file and of its metadata (i.e., inode and dentry) \cite{193}. In general, we refer to any data that TIM stores as a TIM entry. Any operations affecting a TIM entry are logged. Such a log contains the metadata about the TIM entry, the id of the process modifying it, and the time. Logs and hashes are stored using TSM. Any TIM entry can then be checked for integrity \cite{175}: if the hash of a TIM

\textsuperscript{11} After the appearance of Heartbleed, Google forked OpenSSL (http://www.pcworld.com/article/2366440/google-develops-own-boring-version-of-openssl.html) and started working on their own encryption library, i.e., BoringSSL (https://boringssl.googlesource.com/boringssl/). Supporting a design that allows for the rapid integration of safer encryption libraries is paramount to guarantee confidentiality and integrity in the Trusted Cell.
entry does not correspond with the hash stored in TSM it means that either the TIM entry has been corrupted or that the integrity functions in TIM have been bypassed, which can be considered as an attack. Simple usage control emerges from this mechanism, since a device can define policies based on regular integrity checks. In case of an integrity failure the device can inform the user immediately, log the anomaly and continue the operation for later audit, or lock the device down for later inspection. Extensions to MAC policies are also simple to implement, in such a way that access to a sensitive asset depends on its integrity being verified. These all are examples of integrity-centered usage policies that could be modeled by TUM (Section 8.1.2.3), and enforced by the reference monitor 8.2.2.

One of the most relevant improvements we have done to the IMA functionality is the way we calculate the hash of files, which is one of the TIM entries we want to support. At the time of this writing, IMA (re)calculates the hash of the entire file each time the file is modified. This approach presents two issues:

1. **Performance.** From a performance perspective, calculating the hash of a whole file introduces an unnecessary overhead; a modification that only affects a portion of the file requires recalculating the hash for the entire file. If these modifications are frequent, most of the cryptographic calculations (which tend to be expensive without a dedicated cryptoprocessor [13]) are redundant and unnecessary. Logs files are examples of such a scenario. One solution is using a Merkle hash-tree [205] to calculate the hash of the file. In this way, the file is logically partitioned in blocks, where the hash for each block is calculated. Then a group of hashed blocks is taken as a new block entry and hashed again. If this process is continued recursively, one unique hash value representing the whole file is produced. Note that actual data is only present in leaf nodes in such a hash-tree; internal nodes are exclusively hashes. The process of calculating the hash for a new file is more expensive than just reading the file and calculating one unique hash. However, in the case described above, if only a portion of the file is modified, then only the hashes concerning that portion of the file have to be recalculated. The effectiveness of hash-trees has been demonstrated in the Trusted Database System [197] and in VPFS [285]. In VPFS two extra beneficial properties that emerge from the use of hash-trees are discussed: (i) correctness and freshness, and (ii) completeness. Since chain of hash sums represent each leaf node, the attacker cannot modify leaf nodes (data), or replace it by an older version undetected. This guarantees correctness and freshness of data. Since the hash-tree is built recursively, forming a tree structure, data blocks cannot be moved, added, or removed undetected. This guarantees correctness of data.

2. **Adoption.** In order to calculate the hash of a file, the whole file must be read in advance. If calculating the integrity of a hash to which the process using the file only has privileges to write (not to read) the kernel would reject the integrity check due to lack of enough permissions. IMA solves this by introducing an internal kernel read operation in IMA (ima_kernel_read()) which checks the rights that the calling process has over the file, and forces read rights (FMODE_READ) if necessary. This way, internal file system checks would be satisfied. While this practice does not introduce
a security breach, given IMA’s attack model\textsuperscript{12}, this approach would not work on a
network file system (NFS) since file privileges are managed by the server, as pointed
out by Alexander Viro in the LKML\textsuperscript{13}. Here, if the size of the hash-tree leaf nodes
matches the page size (block size in disk), the kernel would take care of bringing the
necessary pages to memory (page cache). In this way, those pages could be checked
for integrity without needing to re-read them from secondary storage, thus avoiding
the permission issue discussed here. This approach would also work on NFS since no
privileges would be enforced by the host.

Improving our Merkle tree implementation and porting it to IMA is part of our future plans.

In our TEE Trusted Cell prototype we only use TIM to guarantee the integrity of assets
entirely handled in the secure area. Examples include: metadata produced by other trusted
modules, the file system stored in tamper-resistant storage, or Trusted Cell logs. When we
first implemented TIM and TSM \cite{133}, we envisioned them as a way to create secure files
by extending the Virtual File System (VFS), thus protecting file descriptors \cite{193} in the
commodity OS. We implemented this by storing the hashes of these files as TIM entries.
The goal was to (i) provide an intrusion detection mechanism to guarantee the integrity of
a device, and (ii) guarantee the integrity of critical system files. Examples of the files we
targeted include: system commands that can help administrators to detect an attacker (e.g.,
ps, ls, wc), initialization scripts (e.g., init, rc), and system libraries (e.g., libc, libssh, libssl).
However, we realized that in an attack model where the kernel is untrusted, such a use of
TIM could be neutralized by an attack to the VFS extensions that made calls to the secure
area. The problem here is the same as that we want to solve for split-enforcement; forcing
untrusted applications to go through the secure area before using sensitive assets. Note that
the sensitive assets described here require different treatment in the secure area than the
ones described until this moment; the goal is not to restrict their usage in the untrusted
area, but to guarantee their integrity before untrusted applications use them. For some time
we thought that such sensitive assets could not be locked, thus impeding the use of split-
enforcement. In the process of writing this thesis we reconsidered the problem and came up
with some new fresh ideas that we discuss in Section 12.2 as part of our future work.

\textsuperscript{12}We expressed our concerns regarding this practice to Dmitry Kasatkin and Mimi Zohar, the IMA ker-
nel maintainers. Dmitry kindly addressed our questions and clarified that hash calculations indeed occur
at open-phase, where the process still does not have the file handle, thus cannot access the file. If a sec-
ond process tries to open the the same file descriptor, a mutex would block it and make it wait until the
hash calculation is completed. IMA’s assumption, as mentioned above, is that the kernel is trusted. The
fact that a process is given extra rights before having access to a file is only represented in the page cache,
which is only accessible to the kernel. User space has no access to it. Therefore, if the kernel is trusted,
this approach does not entail an extra risk. Our concerns were founded on the incorrect assumption that a
second process could potentially get a handle of the same file description due to arbitration. The introduc-
tion of \texttt{ima\_kernel\_read()} prevents this (http://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.

git/commit/?id=0430e49b6e7c6b5e076be8fedee089958c9adad).

\textsuperscript{13}https://lkml.org/lkml/2014/5/6/523
8.1.2.3 TUM

**Trusted Usage Module (TUM)** represents the policy decision point in Figure 6.2. As any other policy engine, TUM receives a set of inputs and generates an output, which in this case is a usage decision. TUM generates the usage decision based on 7 inputs: untrusted application (pid), requested action, sensitive asset involved in that action, sensitive assets to which the untrusted application already has access too, historical actions on sensitive assets, application contract, and device usage policy. Based on these inputs TUM generates one usage decision.

In our TEE Trusted Cell prototype, TUM implements a simple usage control model, where the usage decision is generated by a rule-based, deterministic policy engine. We implement this policy engine through a Finite State Machine (FSM) in the C language, where states are defined in an enumerated type, and transitions are implemented by C functions. The states and transitions resemble the ones in Figure 6.1. In order to allow the FSM to generate a usage decision based on past usage of sensitive assets, the **Sensitive State** stores a list of all the sensitive assets that are accessible to the untrusted application. This list needs to be cleared before the untrusted application can come back to **Untrusted State**, and finish its execution. Since Open Virtualization permits maintenance of the internal state of different secure tasks in a per-session basis, FSMs capturing the state of different untrusted applications can be maintained in main (secure) memory simultaneously. By maintaining the state of all untrusted applications in the same session, TUM can generate usage decisions satisfying both each individual application contract, and the device usage policy (which governs the device as a whole).

Our TUM implementation allows us to generate usage decisions based on the inputs stated above. However, it is not a complete usage control model such as UCON$_{ABC}$ [221], which implements a formal model through an algebra, and provides a language to define usage policies. In this way, our implementation of TUM is more a proof of concept for testing the Trusted Cell framework than an actual usage control solution. Here, we want to emphasize that the focus of this thesis is to provide support for run-time security in general. Usage control enters into the definition of run-time security and therefore we seek to provide support for the generation, and specially the enforcement, of usage decision, but our research is not on usage control models.

This said, TUM is designed to support a complete usage control model such as UCON$_{ABC}$; where a policy engine receives a number of inputs and produces an output. If generating the output entails complex computations, the computational requirements might increase, which will require more engineering. However, from the architecture perspective changes are minimal. Also, TUM meets the strong security requirements made in UCON$_{ABC}$ in terms of isolation, availability, and usage policy enforcement established in the UCON$_{ABC}$ specification [221]. In this way, switching TUM’s policy engine to a UCON$_{ABC}$ implementation not only would be simple in terms of the architecture, as the inputs and outputs of any policy engine are very similar, but to the best of our knowledge, it would represent the first UCON$_{ABC}$ implementation that meets the required security assumptions. Note that we are not saying that implementing UCON$_{ABC}$ is simple, but that porting an implementation of UCON$_{ABC}$ (or any other usage control model) to TUM would be.
Finally, TUM delegates the confidentiality and integrity of its data to TSM and TIM respectively. By making use of other trusted modules, the TEE Trusted Cell follows the modular design described in its architecture (Section 8.1).

8.1.2.4 TSPM

**Trusted System Primitive Module (TSPM)** is the TEE Trusted Cell manager. It has two responsibilities: (i) it defines the run-time security primitives that the TEE Trusted Cell implements, and (ii) acts as a dispatcher to forward run-time security primitives to the trusted module implementing them. Note that TSPM is a trusted module in itself, therefore run-time security primitives related to TEE management are directly implemented in the TSPM.

In Open Virtualization, each secure task is given a global identifier. These are organized in a per-session basis, in such a way that sessions define the identifiers for the secure tasks they implement. A secure task can be assigned to different sessions. In this way, secure tasks are called in a command fashion; untrusted applications open a session and issue commands to the secure world, which Open Virtualization’s dispatcher forwards to the correct secure task. TSPM sits on top of Open Virtualization’s dispatcher and abstracts the identifier definition; TSPM assigns a unique identifier to each secure task, since this simplifies how secure tasks are mapped to trusted modules. The assumption is that secure tasks will be heavily reused in order to minimize the TCB. Then, TSPM maps each secure task to run-time security primitives. Since TSPM is the general TEE manager, it also exposes the specifications that are implemented by the TEE Trusted Cell. In our prototype, where Global Platform’s API is supported, TSPM also takes care of mapping the operations in Global Platform’s specification to actual secure tasks. Note that Sierraware had already implemented in Open Virtualization most of Global Platform’s specification; we added some missing functionality and improved some parts, specially regarding OpenSSL integration for cryptographic operations.

One of the main design goals for TSPM is that it serves as a hub for the interfaces supported by the TEE Trusted Cell. The reason behind this design decision is twofold: (i) if the TSPM knows all the interfaces (and specifications) supported by the Trusted Cell, then it can implement the **Secure Device Tree** we introduced in Section 7.2.2, when we discussed how the secure area shares information with the generic TrustZone driver at boot-time. Also, (ii) this would help a trusted module implementing the installation of trusted modules as introduced earlier in this chapter, to keep track of which trusted modules are already installed, and more importantly, which secure tasks are supported. If we envision such a trusted module, i.e., **Trusted Service Installer (TSI)**, connected to an online application market for trusted services, it would be of particular relevance to count on detailed information about the trusted services supported by a device. While in the untrusted area having several applications that overlap functionality (as is the norm in general purpose devices) does not have any downside other than the actual space they take in secondary storage, in the secure area maintaining a low TCB is paramount. As mentioned, TSI is out of the scope of this thesis. However, we have designed our TEE Trusted Cell manager (TSPM), to support it. We discuss this further in Section 12.2.
8.2 Trusted Services

In the beginning of this chapter we introduced the concept of Trusted Services, and described their materialization in the Trusted Cell in form of Trusted Modules. Now that we have described the four trusted modules implemented in our TEE Trusted Cell prototype, as well as the mechanisms to interface them from the REE Trusted Cell, we present two trusted services that we have implemented with this support: a trusted storage solution and a reference monitor. The trusted storage solution guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data at rest; the reference monitor mediates access to secure peripherals and sensitive data (at rest and in motion). We refer to secure peripherals and sensitive data as sensitive assets. Note that protecting sensitive data in motion is synonymous with guaranteeing integrity and confidentiality of main memory; at least of the memory regions containing sensitive data.

We present our trusted storage solution first, since the reference monitor makes use of it as its locking mechanism for sensitive data at rest.

8.2.1 Trusted Storage

A complete Trusted Storage solution should guarantee the integrity, confidentiality, availability, and durability of sensitive data. While availability and durability are desired properties, which are common to all storage solutions, it is integrity and confidentiality that are specific to trusted storage. Therefore, these are the properties that we focus on in the trusted storage solution based on our Trusted Cell. In Section 3.2 we presented the state of the art in trusted storage. Given our attack model, where the whole commodity OS is untrusted, all the presented solutions that are integrated in the commodity OS fail to provide confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data. Indeed, the only trusted storage solutions that, to the best of our knowledge, can guarantee integrity and confidentiality of sensitive data under our attack model are the ones based on secure drivers (Section 6.3.1). However, as already discussed in this section, solutions based on secure drivers entail a dramatic increase of the TCB, restrict use cases, and impose specific software stacks. One exception is VPFS [285], which successfully reuses untrusted legacy code by limiting the scope of user applications; applications execute in the (equivalent to the) trusted area, thus their actions are trusted. In fact, in VPFS usage policies could be directly enforced at the application level. We compare our solution with VPFS at the end of this chapter (Section 8.4).

Our trusted storage solution is based on split-enforcement. Thus, sensitive data is locked when stored in secondary storage and unlocked when used in the untrusted area. In other words, data is locked when at rest, and unlocked when in motion. Trusted storage, as a trusted service, only takes care of data at rest since it is in this state that it resides in secondary storage; data in motion resides in main memory, thus it is the responsibility of a different trusted service to protect it. The trusted service protecting data in motion in our Trusted Cell prototype is the reference monitor, which we introduce next (Section 8.2.2).

Locking data at rest relies on cryptographic operations. In order to adapt the encryption scheme to split-enforcement and in order to be able to lock data in secondary storage, we decouple encryption, which corresponds to the first phase, from decryption, which corresponds
to the second phase. By decoupling these operations and associating them to different components (probably in different software stacks) we make encryption the locking mechanism and decryption the necessary unlocking one. At this point, we have two possibilities: (i) sensitive data is generated by a component in the trusted area (e.g., secure peripheral, trusted module), and (ii) sensitive data is generated by a component in the untrusted area (e.g., untrusted application, kernel subsystem). In general, sensitive data should be generated in the trusted area whenever possible either by the use of run-time security primitives or secure peripherals. Otherwise, sensitive data should be assumed to be compromised on creation. Let us explore these two cases independently: the problems, the solutions we propose, and how we implement them.

8.2.1.1 Trusted Sensitive Data Generation

This is the most favorable scenario. If data is generated within the trusted area, there is no risk in that it remains in clear both in main (secure) memory and in secure secondary storage (Secure Element (SE)). Sensitive data in the trusted area can be generated by a software component executing in the secure area or by a hardware component assigned to the trusted area as a secure peripheral. Let us use encryption key generation as an example. When TSM generates a new encryption key, it is placed in secure memory and afterwards stored in the SE. Note that if the hardware platform counts on a Random Number Generator (RNG), this is configured as a secure peripheral before it assists the generation of the encryption key. Since all communication with the RNG is protected by the NS bit, the security of the operations is defined by TrustZone’s level of tamper-resistance (Chapter 10.1). In this case, since the RNG could in principle be used by an untrusted application, any sort of cache needs to be zeroized as part of the process of assigning the peripheral to the untrusted area. In either case, the encryption key would remain in the trusted area, preventing access from untrusted components. This would also be the scenario covering Global Platform use cases were sensitive user information is captured through secure peripherals (e.g., pin-entry-keyboard, touch screen) in the secure area.

Since tamper-resistant storage is a limited resource, TSM can make use of untrusted secondary storage\textsuperscript{14} to store encrypted sensitive data. The underlying assumption, as discussed in Section 6.3.2, is that we trust the encryption scheme (Section 8.1.2.1). In order to guarantee the confidentiality of the encrypted data, encryption keys never leave the trusted area in clear. Seeking to maximize the flexibility of our trusted storage solution we use TSM to create encrypted containers in the untrusted file system. This way, TSM can use the storage scheme that most suit the data being stored (e.g., block-based, key-value, object-oriented). We denote these encrypted containers \textit{Secure Containers}. Note that the use of encrypted containers to provide trusted storage has been used in popular academic and commercial solutions such as VPFS [285], DepSky [45], and TrueCrypt [30]. In the case of the Trusted Cell, and given its architecture, the remaining question is: How to create a secure container in untrusted storage without having access to it? As we discussed in Section 6.3.2, we chose

\textsuperscript{14}Note here we refer to the software stack (I/O stack in this case) that is untrusted. As discussed in Section 6.3.2, we assume that hardware is trusted and operates correctly. However, the fact that the software handling secondary storage is untrusted makes the storage layout (e.g., file system, inodes, metainformation) untrusted. Thus the operations over stored data are also untrusted.
to re-use the existing infrastructure in order to minimize the TCB. A consequence of this decision is that access to secondary storage has to necessarily be done through the untrusted I/O stack. In fact, the trusted area does not implement an I/O stack, hence it has no access to untrusted secondary storage.

In order to create secure containers in the secure area and store them in untrusted storage using the I/O stack in the commodity OS, we make use of secure shared memory. As described in Chapter 2, TrustZone supports the creation of shared memory. Our approach is formed by Open Virtualization TEE and our generic TrustZone driver implements it. The process of creating a secure container is depicted in Figure 8.3.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8.3:** Trusted Storage for Trusted Data Generation. Use of Secure Containers to provide a trusted storage solution for sensitive data generated in the trusted area using the untrusted I/O stack in the commodity OS.

The trusted storage service allocates a memory region in secure memory, which is not accessible to the untrusted area. It formats it to create the secure container, and then stores sensitive data in it. When the secure container is ready for storage, TIM calculates the hash of each stored component independently, places it in the container, and calculates the hash of the container. The hash is then stored in the SE. Afterwards, TSM generates an encryption key, encrypts the secure container, and stores the encryption key in the SE. At this point, a shared memory region is allocated in the untrusted area, and the memory region containing the secure container is copied to that newly allocated shared memory region, while secure memory is freed. The secure area then requests the commodity OS to store that piece of memory in secondary storage. We implement this by having a preallocated piece of memory that is used by the REE Trusted Cell and the TEE Trusted Cell to communicate. This technique is also used in frameworks such as OpenAMP [137] for communicating two different software stacks. After receiving the request, the REE Trusted Cell takes care of issuing the necessary I/Os and acknowledging completion to the TEE Trusted Cell when the secure container is completely stored in secondary storage. As part of the completion,
the REE Trusted Cell sends to the TEE Trusted Cell the necessary metadata to identify
the file representing the container (i.e., inode). Note that the secure container is a file for
the commodity OS. In order to retrieve the secure container, the TEE Trusted Cell issues a
request to the REE Trusted Cell, which reads the file in untrusted memory. The secure area
converts that piece of memory into shared memory and copies the secure container to the
secure memory space. Memory in the untrusted space is released. At this point, the TEE
Trusted Cell can decrypt the secure container and use its contents.

Since this solution relies on the correct operation of the REE Trusted Cell, which is untrusted,
the satisfaction of I/O requests is not guaranteed. In fact, an attacker could compromise
the REE Trusted Cell by injecting code in the kernel with the objective of misusing the
communication interface with the TEE Trusted Cell in different ways: from not attending
the storage request at all, to returning incorrect data (e.g., secure container, metadata,
acknowledgment), or even using it as an attack vector. Here, we provide a complete analysis
of the attacks that could be launched against this communication interface in Section 10.1.
While these attacks might affect the availability or durability of sensitive data in our trusted
storage solution, they do not affect integrity nor confidentiality. Secure containers
are always encrypted and neither hashes nor encryption keys ever leave the trusted area in
clear. Availability and durability could be improved by means of redundancy, distribution,
or recoverability mechanism based on periodic backup as in [285]. This is a topic for future
research.

One of the features that this design supports is intrusion detection. The fact that a class of
attacks does not compromise the proper operation of the secure area in itself, or the sensitive
data stored on it, but does compromise the services in the secure area, allows the secure area
to use secure containers as bait. This way, the TEE Trusted Cell could detect some attacks
launched against it. More specifically, those attacks targeting the REE Trusted Cell. We
explored this idea in the context of both intrusion detection, and self-recovery; if the Trusted
Cell detects an attack it could (a) inform the user, (b) lock itself down to prevent future
attacks and protect sensitive data, or (c) try to fix itself. In our current implementation, we
can detect when a secure container has been compromised and follow (a) or (b) based on the
device usage policy. We explore (c) in future work (12.2) in the context of antifragile [268]
themed storage and run-time security in general.

Finally, note that since data is generated in the trusted area, there is in reality no need
to store it in a secure container. We implement this functionality thinking on a scalable
way to store secure logs and metadata. In principle, the SE has enough space\footnote{Commercial Secure Elements feature different sizes. From some hundred KB to a few MB.} to store
several encryption keys, certificates, and signatures. In this way, we do not recommend that
encryption keys leave the trusted area. Still, if an advanced encryption scheme is used, where
different keys are used for different blocks (or other division of the physical storage device),
encryptions keys and other encryption metadata can be stored in secure containers.
8.2.1.2 Untrusted Sensitive Data Generation

Another possibility is that sensitive data is generated in the untrusted area. This is less favorable since in this case sensitive data would be, as mentioned above, compromised on creation. Interestingly, this is the typical case in commodity OSs: untrusted applications collect sensitive user data that they store, in the best case encrypted, on secondary storage. Here encryption keys are also generated and stored in the untrusted environment. While this might change in newer untrusted applications, which outsource sensitive data collection to secure tasks when secure hardware is available, this is the case for legacy applications. In this section, we present a trusted storage solution that, even when it assumes that sensitive data is compromised on creation, it stores it securely without compromising encryption keys. In this way, this technique provides better guarantees than the current state of the art. Still, we would always recommend generation of sensitive user data using the trusted area.

This exact scenario is the one we used to introduce split-enforcement in Section 6.3.2, represented by Figure 6.3. Here, encryption occurs directly in the hardware (i.e., physical storage device). If we look at flash memories, any Solid State Drive (SSD) nowadays comes with a dedicated cryptoprocessor so that data is better distributed throughout flash memory; this same cryptoprocessor can be used in principle to encrypt data blocks for our purpose. In fact, as we discussed in depth in Section 6.4, next generation I/O devices (e.g., SSD) will be driven by software defined storage (SDS) techniques. This will allow to move part of the TEE Trusted Cell down to the storage device, thus enabling more secure encryption schemes (e.g., use different keys that are stored in the SE, use of a RNG in the trusted area). In this case, encryption is transparent to the untrusted area. Moreover, since encryption occurs on hardware belonging to the trusted area, encryption keys are not compromised, which sets our proposal apart from existing trusted storage approaches integrated in commodity OSs (Section 3.2). Here, we require a management component in the storage device that allows communication with the secure area both at boot-time and run-time. This allows implementation of an asymmetric encryption scheme where encryption occurs on the hardware, but decryption on the secure area. Hence, giving the TEE Trusted Cell the possibility to enforce usage policies by means of split-enforcement. Such a management component is far from being an I/O stack; it provides a narrow communication interface to exchange storage meta-information, guaranteeing a low TCB.

Note that this configuration responds to an encrypt everything scheme, where every block is encrypted before being written to disk. Configurations exhibiting larger encryption granularity become viable when the TEE Trusted Cell can place a trusted module in the storage device. Current hardware does not support programming flash storage devices directly; they are black boxes implementing proprietary algorithms for data placement and garbage collection. The advent of Software Defined Storage (SDS) represents a huge possibility for trusted storage solutions implementing split-enforcement techniques. We consider this a fascinating topic for future work.

This approach in itself does not suppose a big contribution, since sensitive data can be directly leaked or manipulated, and the only protection comes from the assumption that

---

16This is normally implemented in flash devices inside of the Flash Translation Layer (FTL).
data reaches the storage device untampered. However, if we combine this technique with the memory protection mechanism we will introduce in Section 8.2.2.1, this technique becomes a novel approach to protect sensitive data directly generated by an untrusted component (e.g., untrusted application) without outsourcing sensitive data production to the secure area. In next section, we will extend this approach with memory protection techniques provided by the reference monitor in order to guarantee that sensitive data in the untrusted area is protected on creation.

8.2.2 Reference Monitor

A reference monitor is a component in a system that mediates access to sensitive assets based on a given policy. As mentioned in the state of the art (Section 3.3), reference monitors have been used to protect operating system assets from illegitimate access in the form of MAC [12, 166].

We implement a reference monitor that enforces access and usage control policies using split-enforcement. The reference monitor architecture corresponds to Figure 6.2, and follows the requirements that we defined before (Section 6.2). Usage policies are generated by TUM, which gets its inputs from the untrusted area through the REE Trusted Cell. As we discussed when we introduced split-enforcement (Chapter 6), the remaining question is: How do we lock sensitive assets in order to force the untrusted application’s workflow to go through the usage decision point in the secure area?

We have identified three assets for which locking primitives must be provided in order to implement a reference monitor: sensitive data in motion (i.e., in memory), sensitive data at rest (i.e., in secondary storage), and peripherals that either generate or manage sensitive data in any way. Combining these three locking primitives, the reference monitor can authorize a piece of unencrypted sensitive data to be referenced by untrusted applications in the commodity OS, and at the same time enforce that this data cannot be transmitted over a network peripheral, or even obfuscated using memory operations. In this way, service providers can use untrusted applications to implement innovative services on top of untrusted commodity OSs. Users can define usage policies that are actually enforced.

8.2.2.1 Memory Locking

In order to keep track of sensitive data used from the untrusted area in unencrypted form, it is necessary to monitor how untrusted memory regions are used. The goal is to mediate the memory operations involving these memory regions through the secure area, in such a way that they are subject to the usage policies in TUM. In this way, sensitive data can be manipulated in the untrusted area, without the risk of being leaked or compromised.

In TrustZone, the memory space is divided between the trusted and the untrusted area. In order to support tracking memory operations involving sensitive data, we need a mechanism that allows to lock regions of untrusted memory in such a way that memory accesses are forced to be forwarded to the secure area in order to unlock these regions. When a memory
operation reaches the secure area, the memory region is only unlocked if the operation satisfies the usage policies in TUM. We denote these memory regions \textit{Trusted Memory Enclaves}. As long as sensitive data is kept in trusted memory enclaves, the Trusted Cell can verify its integrity, and enforce that any operation affecting it will be mediated by the usage policies in TUM. In order to implement trusted memory enclaves, we need two mechanisms: (i) a way to represent and keep track of how a specific region of memory is used, and (ii) a way to mediate accesses to that region of untrusted memory from the secure area.

In order to keep track of regions of untrusted memory, we investigate Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI) \cite{182}. As described in Section 3.3.3, CPI provides the necessary mechanisms to guarantee the integrity of code pointers in a program (e.g., function pointers, saved return addresses), thus allowing verification of the integrity of a memory region. In order to prevent attacks against these mechanisms, CPI proposes a \textit{safe region, which is trusted}, where pointer metadata is stored. An implementation of CPI depends then on the resilience of such safe region. This design indeed suits the paradigm of an execution environment divided between a trusted and an untrusted area; the safe region naturally belongs to the trusted area, while the monitored memory region resides in the untrusted area.

Implementing CPI in TrustZone is not a simple task. While x86 does support memory protection instructions (e.g., Intel TXT \cite{219}, Intel SGX \cite{158}, AMD SVM \cite{7}), which are the base technology for all the work in memory integrity presented in Section 3.3.3, ARM does not. In fact, TrustZone-enabled processors such as Cortex-A9 or Cortex-A15 do no support a Memory Protection Unit (MPU), and it is only optionally available for the Cortex-M line \cite{23}. Moreover, TrustZone does not support full virtualization: TrustZone does not support trap-and-emulate primitives (Section 2.4). As a result, it is impossible to virtualize the non-secure MMU and arbitrate its use from TrustZone’s secure monitor (Section 2.4). While FIQ and IRQ interrupts can be configured to always be trapped by the secure monitor, the MMU is a special case. TrustZone enables a MMU per world, which means that each world can freely manage its address space without intervention from the secure monitor. As a consequence, memory operations cannot be trapped and forced to go through the secure area to enforce usage policies. This same problem appears when trying to emulate devices using TrustZone. The creators of Genode make a very good description of this issue in \cite{123}. Here, the Genode team argue how device emulation is not supported, imposing the necessity of patching the kernel with hypercalls in their TEE. Again, given our attack model, this is not an option.

The only solution we can devise using current ARM hardware is using ARM virtualization extensions to virtualize the MMU. Such extensions are mandatory in the ARMv8 architecture, and are present in ARMv7 processors such as the Cortex-A15 \cite{22}. Using these virtualization extensions, a thin hypervisor can be used to either (i) redirect memory operations to the secure world, or (ii) directly implement a TEE Trusted Cell module to enforce memory policies. This way, the untrusted area does not need to be modified, therefore invalidating the attack vector where an attacker bypasses calls to the secure area. While this solution allows implementation of trusted memory enclaves, it augments the size of the TCB; a hypervisor - even an extremely thin one, since we are not interested on virtualization capabilities such as multiguest support -, is needed. This solution makes the attack surface larger. However, it does allow reuse of the untrusted I/O stack to avoid code replication,
which was one of our primary goals. In any case, introducing a hypervisor in the TCB is always better than replicating complex, time-tested, and community maintained pieces of software such as the Linux I/O stack. Until a TrustZone revision is presented that supports trap-and-emulate, it is necessary to implement a hypervisor based on hardware virtualization (i.e., trap-and-emulate) to support trusted memory enclaves.

By defining trusted memory enclaves, we force memory operations involving sensitive assets in the untrusted area to go through the secure area and feed the policy engine. The performance overhead is the same that with any other context switch to the secure area. The overhead introduced by CPI in itself seems also minimal in the results presented in [182], but we need to implement CPI in our Trusted Cell prototype before drawing further conclusions. This is a necessary next step for future work.

At the moment of this writing memory locking is indeed a useful mechanism that can bring memory protection features similar to the ones present in Intel SGX to ARM-powered processors featuring virtualizations extensions. What is more, such memory protection mechanisms will be paramount when persistent memory becomes the norm. When this happens data at rest and in motion will be the same, and memory operations need to encapsulate data locking (i.e., encryption) as I/O operations do today. We expect trusted memory enclaves to become a general practice. In this section, we present a design for ARM architectures supporting full virtualization.

8.2.2.2 Data Locking

Locking data at rest relies on cryptographic operations, and it is supported by the mechanisms that we have already described for our trusted storage solution (Section 8.2.1). In fact, trusted storage is the locking mechanism for sensitive data at rest in our Trusted Cell prototype. As a short recapitulation, encryption and decryption are decoupled in split-enforcement’s first and second phase respectively, allowing placement of encryption and decryption primitives in different software stacks. In this way, encryption becomes the locking mechanism, and decryption the necessary unlocking one. Since data generation can take place in either the trusted or the untrusted area, two types of data locking emerge. In both cases, encryption is transparent to the untrusted area, making decryption a necessary step in order to make sensitive data usable. As in other examples of split-enforcement, before unlocking the sensitive asset (decryption), a usage decision is generated and evaluated.

**Data locking for sensitive data generated in trusted area.** In this case, data locking occurs directly on generation and encryption keys directly reside in the SE, which is only accessible to the secure area. Unlocking necessarily takes place in the secure area. Any attempt to bypass the secure area would result on the secure container in which sensitive data is being stored to be unavailable (Section 8.2.1.1). The underlying assumption is that we trust the encryption scheme. In this way, unlocking is forcibly mediated by the usage policy engine in the reference monitor, thus complying with split-enforcement.
Data locking for sensitive data generated in untrusted area  
In this case, encryption takes place in hardware in order to guarantee that encryption keys are not compromised (Section 8.2.1.2). I/O operations are mediated in hardware, which is unaccessible to the untrusted area. Thus, data locking is guaranteed. What is more, data unlocking can occur in different places depending on the trust assumptions specific to a device: (i) sensitive data is directly decrypted in hardware and usage decisions are mediated by a TEE Trusted Cell component in-built in the hardware; or (ii) sensitive data is not decrypted on hardware and decryption must necessarily take place in the secure area. In either case, we trust the encryption scheme. This possibility requires a key exchange between the secure area and the storage device, which takes place at boot-time when the trusted area is initialized, but the untrusted area is not. This exchange can be maintained at run-time using the same management component. As mentioned, managing keys requires a minimal increase of the TCB.
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**Figure 8.4:** Trusted Storage for Untrusted Data Generation using Trusted Memory Enclaves. An untrusted application can use a trusted memory enclave to produce sensitive data. Data pages in the trusted memory enclave are encrypted before leaving it and follow their path down the I/O stack to be stored. This guarantees confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data. If pages reach the SDS I/O component, it can guarantee data durability. The encryption scheme is decided between the different TEE Trusted Cell components.

If this data locking technique is combined with the memory locking mechanism we have just presented, based on trusted memory enclaves, data would no longer be compromised on creation. Indeed, trusted memory enclaves guarantee that memory operations are mediated through TUM, which allows guaranteeing integrity and confidentiality of pages containing sensitive data. Since in this case, data pages leave the trusted memory enclave to reach secondary storage, we encrypt them. Encryption is carried out by TSM, and integrity metadata...
collected by TIM, thus confidentiality and integrity are guaranteed. This technique is similar to the one used on Overshadow [62].

This allows for a new class of innovative services that do not rely on secure tasks to generate sensitive data; sensitive data can be directly generated in the untrusted area and protected by trusted memory enclaves provided by the trusted area. The motivation for this technique is to increase the security premises of legacy untrusted applications generating sensitive data. However, since memory protection requires more interaction with the untrusted commodity OS, the attack surface is larger. Also, even though confidentiality and integrity are still guaranteed (pages are encrypted when they reach the I/O stack), availability and durability are not; the untrusted I/O stack could still prevent data pages from reaching secondary storage. While it is true that durability can be guaranteed once data pages have reached the SDS I/O device (note that it mediates I/O requests through TUM), it is not a full solution. We discuss this in detail in our security analysis (Section 10.1.4.4).

This technique improves the security of sensitive data produced in the untrusted area significantly, however the premise is that trusted memory enclaves are not compromised. When possible, sensitive data should be generated in the trusted area. Figure 8.4 depicts this process.

8.2.2.3 Peripheral Locking

As described in Section 2.4, one of TrustZone’s most relevant security features is the possibility of securing peripherals at run-time. This is in essence the locking/unlocking mechanism that we propose. A peripheral can be configured to be accessible or non-accessible to the untrusted area by writing to a specific register (TrustZone Protection Controller (TZPC)) from the secure area. In our split-enforcement architecture the workflow would be as follows. At boot-time all the peripherals that are marked as sensitive assets in the device usage policy are mapped to the secure area, and are therefore not accessible to the untrusted area. This corresponds to an a priori enforcement in the first phase. From this moment, whenever the untrusted area makes use of a sensitive peripheral, a call to secure area using the REE Trusted Cell is issued. The call, which maps to a secure system call, feeds the policy engine (TUM), which produces a usage decision based on the sensitive asset, context, and internal state, as described in Section 8.1.2.3. If the usage decision is positive, the reference monitor assigns the peripheral in question to the untrusted area by writing to the TrustZone register that modifies the TZPC for that peripheral. Otherwise, a permission error is returned. In either case, the control flow is returned to the untrusted area. Note that the untrusted area can bypass the call to the secure area. In this case, access to the peripheral is rejected by the AXI-to-APB bridge (Section 2.4).

In order to preserve the locked status of a secure peripheral, it is mapped back to the secure area when the untrusted application that was authorized to make use of it is preempted. This is possible by capturing the IRQ interrupts (Section 7.1.1.2) in the secure monitor before the interrupt handler in the untrusted area processes them. In order to avoid having to maintain a state in the secure area with the peripherals that have been enabled in the secure area, IRQs reset all peripherals to their initial state. If a higher granularity is needed,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Lines of Code Modified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSM</td>
<td>+ 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIM</td>
<td>+ 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUM</td>
<td>+ 1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSPM</td>
<td>+ 580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM Framework</td>
<td>+ 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>+ 2895</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Lines of code (LOC) modified to implement the trusted storage solution and reference monitor in our Trusted Cell prototype. It is important to mention that some operations are delegated to libraries in the secure area, with the result that the number of LOC is reduced. For example, crypto operations are outsourced to the OpenSSL instance executing in Open Virtualization. Note that the LOC include header files. We use cloc\textsuperscript{18} to count LOC, and we omit comments or blank lines in our numbers.

state can be maintained in the secure monitor. An example use case is mapping a peripheral to the untrusted area until a specific interrupt occurs. Since the interrupt is captured in a component in the secure area, the chain of trust is maintained.

In our performance evaluation (Section 11.2), we will show the performance overhead of triggering a context switch to the secure area. In our experiments, where we issue a call to the secure area for every system call in the untrusted area, we show that the overhead is less than 16% in the worst case, when using different workloads. The cost of mapping a peripheral to the secure area is that of an average instruction, where a register in memory is set to a new value.

8.3 Prototype

We build a prototype for the Trusted Cell using Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 as a hardware platform, Open Virtualization as a TEE (Section 7.1.1), Linux Kernel with generic TrustZone support (Section 7.2) as kernel space, and a light command-based version of Ubuntu\textsuperscript{17} as user space.

We have implemented the REE Trusted Cell completely as described throughout this chapter. We implement the LSM Trusted Cell as a LSM module in the Linux kernel, a REE Trusted Cell manager in user space that communicates with the REE Trusted Cell kernel part through sysfs, and a portion of Global Platform’s Client API that communicates with the generic TrustZone kernel driver in kernel space using the tz_device. Our prototype implementation follows the modular design described at the beginning of this chapter, thus adding new TEE APIs to the REE Trusted Cell is significantly simplified if we compare to the state of the art in TrustZone TEEs (Section 7.2.1).

We have also implemented the TEE Trusted Cell in the secure area. Here, we implement TSM, TIM, TUM, and TSPM as we have described them in Section 8.1.2. We use then these four trusted modules to provide the two trusted services we have just described: a

\footnote{\url{http://javigon.com/2014/09/02/running-ubuntu-on-zynq-7000/}}

\footnote{\url{http://cloc.sourceforge.net}}
reference monitor, and a trusted storage solution. We have fully implemented the trusted sensitive data generation solution based on secure containers. However, we encounter two fundamental limitations in our hardware platform when implementing untrusted sensitive data generation: the lack of PCI-express connectors in Zynq ZC702 that allow to connect a SDS I/O device to it, and the lack of hardware virtualization extensions either in TrustZone as a technology, or in the Zynq-7000 Cortex-A9 processors. It is important to mention that at the time we started our research on TrustZone (back in 2012), Zynq was the only hardware platform that allowed for TrustZone experimentation: TrustZone was enabled in Zynq SoCs, and TrustZone registers where accessible [298]. Moreover ZC702 was the only Zynq-7000 board supported by Open Virtualization (in fact, one of the first being supported at all), which at the same time was - to the best of our knowledge - the only non-commercially TEE framework available to the public at that time. This limited our options in terms of choosing an experimentation platform.

In our prototype, we have taken the Zynq ZC702 and Open Virtualization to the limits of their possibilities, both in terms of software and hardware utilization. This has allowed us to better understand TrustZone and virtualization, since we had to overcome these limitations with creative solutions. It has also allowed us to understand the hardware requirements that a full implementation of split-enforcement requires. This will help us in future iterations of this work. In fact, putting the research and solutions present in this thesis together with hardware fully supporting split-enforcement, we are at the point where we are describing a commercial prototype to support trusted storage and usage control.

We now present the two pending shortcomings in the implementation of our current prototype and how we moved forward to overcome them. The first shortcoming is related to hardware-assisted encryption; the second is related to memory locking. Table 8.1 shows the LOC necessary to implement our Trusted Cell prototype.

**Hardware-Assisted Encryption.** The first shortcoming comes from the fact that Zynq does not provide read/write non-volatile physical storage (NVRAM). This means that any form of secondary storage is accessed as a peripheral. We use an SD Card in our prototype. There are two alternatives if we want to attach a Solid State Drive (SSD) to Zynq: (i) we could interface the flash memory through the network using I2C, Samba, etc.; (ii) we could use Zynq’s Low-Pin Count (LPC) and High-Pin Count (HPC) interfaces to implement a PCI Express controller and, through an adapter, attach the flash memory to the board, treating it as any other peripheral. Note that all these interfaces have their representative trusted registers to map them to the secure area in Zynq [298]. An extra inconvenience is that, even though any SSD nowadays features a cryptoprocessor, the firmware controlling the SSD (FTL) is typically closed and proprietary. This prevents us from directly using features in the storage device. Another possibility would be using Zynq’s Programmable Logic (PL), which is equivalent to an FPGA, to implement a dedicated cryptoprocessor based on Microblaze so that blocks are encrypted in a trusted component before they are stored. However, this solution would depend very much on the hardware we are using, preventing us from providing a hardware-agnostic solution as we intend. Still, OEM could investigate this path to provide

\[^{19}\text{Note that others have reported having the same issues [291].}\]

\[^{20}\text{http://www.xilinx.com/tools/microblaze.htm}\]
better trusted storage solutions in their designs. In this context, we are working together with Xilinx, to incorporate our work to their next generation silicon.

All in all, the engineering effort for implementing hardware-assisted encryption would have forced us to deviate decidedly from our research interests. We would have had to (i) implement support for NVRAM in Zynq (e.g., a PCI Express driver on top of LPC), (ii) adapt the initialization and termination of the implemented devices (e.g., PCI Express device) in the Linux kernel so that they can be assigned to the secure world\textsuperscript{21}, and (iii) implement a simple FTL to allow us experiment with real hardware. From our current perspective, we believe that we made the right choice; implementing hardware-assisted encryption would not have resulted in a better understanding of the implications of using split-enforcement. We consider this a separate problem that we can address better now that we understand the architectural impact of our design. For our prototype we have implemented the cryptographic locking in a specific file system, ext4. At a file system level, encryption is done at page level, which matches flash blocks. This means that decryption primitives in TSM would not need to change when hardware-assisted encryption is supported. While from a security perspective, the solution we have implemented is not as resilient as hardware-assisted encryption, it has allowed us to experiment with split-enforcement. In fact, the advent of next generation storage I/O devices supporting \textit{Software Defined Storage (SDS)} is an ideal framework for trusted storage experimentation. The lessons learned from our prototype implementation will definitely facilitate the process of implementing hardware-assisted encryption on this new class of devices.

\textbf{Memory Locking.} The second shortcoming comes from the fact that TrustZone does not support full virtualization of the non-secure world. As we have described above, the non-secure world freely manages all its virtual address space, and it is not possible to virtualize the MMU to mediate I/O operations. The proposed solution is using ARM virtualization extensions to implement a thin hypervisor that allows mediated memory accesses.

While these extensions are present in all ARMv8 architectures (e.g., A-53 [27], A-57 [28]) and in ARMv7 processors such as the Cortex-A15 [22], they are not present in the Cortex-A9 [21]. This is a problem since Zynq only features Cortex A-9 processors. There are two solutions to this problem. First, we can change the development board. Indeed, most of our contribution is platform independent; and the only platform specific fragments relate to the use of TrustZone registers and APB peripherals. Porting these parts to a different target platform does entail an engineering effort. However, the gained experience when implementing support for Zynq will certainly serve to move faster in a new port. In this way, we do not consider that porting to a new target platform would be a big issue. On the other hand, finding one that offers as much TrustZone support as Zynq is difficult. TEE frameworks such as SafeG TOPPERS and Open Virtualization directly support it (thus, providing reference implementations that are very useful to port drivers to other frameworks), and TrustZone configuration registers are public [298]. This is not the case for other target platforms at the time of this writing: NDAs are necessary, and collaborations

\textsuperscript{21}Note that a device such as PCI Express presents the same issues than the ones described in Section 7.2 for other secure devices
with educational institutions is not always prioritized\textsuperscript{22}.

Second, we could make use of the FPGA in the Zynq Zc702 to implement a soft processor supporting virtualization to implement the untrusted area. However, Microblaze\textsuperscript{23}, the soft processor designed for Xilinx’s FPGA, does not at the moment support trap-and-emulate instructions. Besides, this solution would limit our work to a very specific target platform, and a very specific architecture.

At the time of this writing, the most sensible solution is to advocate for the necessity of full virtualization in a future revision of TrustZone. This will benefit the embedded community, where TrustZone is already used today as a thin hypervisor, and it would specially benefit the security community, since approaches like split-enforcement could be applied to provide better run-time security. In a more practical sense, if we had to move to a different platform, probably Nvidia Tegra 4\textsuperscript{24}, featuring 4 + 1 Cortex-A15 CPU cores would be our choice. The fact that Nvidia has publicly released their own TEE framework, Nvidia TLK, points to a compromise to openly support TrustZone in their boards. Here, we also expect next generation silicon coming from all manufacturers to feature ARMv8 processors, thus allowing us to experiment with the presented hypervisor approach.

Regardless of how memory operations are trapped, a common need is to redirect memory accesses to a trusted module that enforces memory policies. Such a module would support CPI’s \textit{safe zone} in order to guarantee the integrity of \textit{Trusted Memory Enclaves}. At the time of this writing however, CPI is still very new and we are still in the process of understanding the implications of incorporating it to our Trusted Cell architecture. Still, we have defined the framework to experiment with CPI and memory locking in the future.

In the secure area, we use shared memory regions, such as the ones described for storing \textit{Secure Containers} in Section 8.2.1.1, in order to give the untrusted area access to unencrypted sensitive data. Each shared memory region defines a trusted memory enclave. In this way, the secure area allocates a trusted memory enclave and maintains its address pool in a mapping table to identify them. Shared (virtual) memory is allocated continuously to facilitate the mapping procedure. At this point, sensitive data is unencrypted and copied to the trusted memory enclave, which is directly accessible to the untrusted area. This part of the design follows the security requirements established for split-enforcement. Pages are encrypted whenever leaving the trusted memory enclave.

In order to experiment with memory locking, we implement a set of hypercalls in the commodity OS to trigger calls to the secure area before a memory access is served. These calls are equivalent to the ones that a hypervisor in any of the two approaches described above would issue. In the secure area, when the memory access is forwarded, the memory address is evaluated in TUM: if the memory access satisfies the device usage policies, the request is returned to the untrusted area. Otherwise, an exception is issued. In order to test this procedure, we enforce a simple policy where memory copies are not allowed.

\textsuperscript{22}Here, we would like to highlight that our experience with ARM, and specially Xilinx has been very positive. Both have acknowledged our work and helped us with technical support, direct contact, and also hardware. We are thankful, and do not take such level of support for granted.

\textsuperscript{23}http://www.xilinx.com/tools/microblaze.htm

\textsuperscript{24}http://www.nvidia.com/object/tegra-4-processor.html
It is clear that this proof-of-concept implementation does not align with split-enforcement requirements. First, a formal method to verify point integrity such as CPI is not implemented. Second, the hypercalls added to the commodity OS can be bypassed if the kernel is compromised. In other words, no mechanism to lock memory is enforced, as is the case for data at rest and peripherals. Still, implementing this early prototype for trusted memory enclaves has allowed us to understand the challenges that we need to address in order to provide a split-enforcement implementation for memory locking. Namely, (i) we need a virtualized environment that allows trap-and-emulate memory accesses, (ii) we need to design a thin hypervisor that is able to mediate memory accesses by either forwarding to the secure area or directly implementing the part of TUM that contains memory policies, and (iii) we need an efficient way to represent trusted memory enclaves and their memory pools in order to minimize latency when evaluating memory addresses stemming from the untrusted area. Implementing memory locking to enable split-enforcement for sensitive data in motion in the untrusted area is a necessary step for future research.

8.4 Conclusion

In this Chapter we have presented the design and implementation of a Trusted Cell, i.e., a distributed framework that leverages the capabilities of a given TEE to provide trusted services. We implement four trusted modules to support these trusted services: Trusted Security Module (TSM), Trusted Integrity Module (TIM), Trusted Usage Module (TUM), and Trusted System Primitive Module (TSPM), and implement two trusted services on top of them: a trusted storage solution and a reference monitor.

We believe that our design and implementation of a reference monitor and a trusted storage solution using the Trusted Cell framework raises the bar for the current state of the art in run-time security. Moreover, it proves that it is possible to relax some of the trust assumptions that have persisted in the security community over time. While we have not implemented all the components for the locking mechanisms in split-enforcement, we have argued the different alternatives, presented their design - both conceptually and technically -, and outlined realistic expectations. In fact, we have taken the hardware platform and TEE framework combination that was available at the time we started this research to the limit of its possibilities. Whenever our experimental platform has been a limitation, we have implemented a proof-of-concept mechanism in order to evaluate our hypothesis. In these cases, security premises were not satisfied, but the process allowed us to understand system limitations to choose a better environment in future iterations. Altogether, our work has exposed problems that affect the embedded, virtualization, systems, and security communities equally, and defines a solid roadmap for future research.

The solution we propose for trusted storage focuses on guaranteeing the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data while reusing an untrusted I/O stack. What is more, it integrates with the commodity OS, allowing service providers to make use of trusted storage primitives without restricting the scope of their services. Indeed, with the aid of our reference monitor, sensitive data can leave the trusted area and be directly processed by these services. This contrasts with VPFS [285] - which we consider the most comprehensive solution for trusted
storage at the moment -, where sensitive data is processed uniquely in the (equivalent to the) trusted area. In our approach, complex untrusted applications can make use of our trusted storage capabilities while having the same level of confidentiality as in VPFS\textsuperscript{25}. Integrity is provided by the usage policies that control actions to sensitive assets. We have left availability and durability out of the scope of our research given the security constraints we have set, which prevents us from relying on the I/O stack in the commodity OS. Here, the advent of I/O devices supporting \textit{Software Defined Storage (SDS)} represents a huge opportunity. Since these new I/O devices feature a complete execution environment based on ARM SoCs, they can support a TrustZone-based TEE Trusted Cell component dedicated to trusted storage. Such a component would not only guarantee confidentiality (TSM) and integrity (TIM) of sensitive data, but could also provide availability and durability by enforcing usage policies to mediate I/O operations, implementing redundancy techniques, or generating continuous backups.

The solution we propose for run-time security assumes that an attacker can gain full control of the untrusted software stack, including the kernel. This sets our approach apart from existing work on run-time security. Recall that our split-enforcement solution locks sensitive assets so that the untrusted area requires the reference monitor to unlock them. In this way, we reuse the existing untrusted stack for accessing peripherals and maintain a low TCB. It is worth mentioning that we cannot find any system primitive used by existing approaches that we cannot provide by separating the policy engine from the monitored environment. An interesting topic for future work is to explore how existing run-time solutions (such as the ones described in Section 3.3) could be implemented using split-enforcement.

All in all, these two trusted services together provide the necessary run-time security primitives to protect sensitive data both at rest and in motion, while allowing it to be directly managed by untrusted applications in the commodity OS. This enables service providers to implement services based on sensitive data, while it allows users to enforce usage control policies to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of their data.

\textsuperscript{25}We also use AES in CBC mode with unique initialization vectors (IVs).
Chapter 9

Certainty Boot

At this point, we have presented all the run-time security mechanisms that allow implementation of split-enforcement. Indeed, the combination of the Linux support for TrustZone and the TEE presented in Chapter 7, and the Trusted Cell presented in Chapter 8 form the hardware and software framework that can leverage run-time security as we presented it in our hypothesis (Chapter 6). In this Chapter, we use this framework and the concept of split-enforcement and apply it to a concrete use case: increasing software freedom in mobile devices. While the mechanisms we discuss in this chapter can be directly applied to other ARM power devices we have discussed throughout this thesis (e.g., next generation I/O devices, ARM servers), we consider that mobile devices exhibit some unique characteristics that allow us to center the discussion on privacy, and the role that technology plays in protecting it.

9.1 Context

Unlike other personal devices such as laptops, mobile devices are designed today to run a single Operating System (OS). Typically, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) lock their devices to a bootloader and OS that cannot be substituted without invalidating the device’s warranty. This practice is supported by a wide range of service providers, such as telecommunication companies, on the grounds that untested software interacting with their systems represents a security threat¹. In the few cases where the OEM allows users to modify the bootloader, the process is time consuming, requires a computer, and involves all user data being erased². This leads to OEMs indirectly deciding on the functionalities reaching the mainstream. As a consequence, users seeking the freedom of running the software that satisfies their needs, tend to root their devices. However, bypassing the security of a device means that these users lose the capacity to certify the software running on it. This represents a risk for all parties and services interacting with such a device [189, 237].

²http://source.android.com/devices/tech/security/
This topic has been widely discussed by Cory Doctorow in his talk *Lockdown: The Coming Civil War over General Purpose Computing* [95]. Here, he argues that hardware security platforms such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM) (Section 2.2) have been misused to implement what he calls the lock-down mode: "Your TPM comes with a set of signing keys it trusts, and unless your bootloader is signed by a TPM-trusted party, you can’t run it. Moreover, since the bootloader determines which OS launches, you don’t get to control the software in your machine." Far from being taken from one of his science fiction dystopias, the lock-down mode accurately describes the current situation in mobile devices: users cannot always modify the software that handles their sensitive information (e.g., pictures, mails, passwords), control the hardware peripherals embedded on their smart-phones (e.g., GPS, microphone, camera), or connect to their home networked devices (e.g. set-top boxes, appliances, smart meters). This raises obvious privacy concerns.

In the same talk, Doctorow discusses an alternative implementation for hardware security platforms - the certainty mode -, where users have the freedom to choose the software running in their devices, and the certainty that this software comes from a source they trust. What is more, he envisions the use of context-specific OSs, all based on the user’s trust. The issue is that the trust that a user might have in a given OS, does not necessarily extend to the third parties interacting with it (e.g., private LANs, cloud-based services, etc.).

In this chapter we present a novel approach [134] to allow users to choose the OS they want to run in their mobile devices while (i) giving them the certainty that the OS of their choice is effectively the one being booted, and (ii) allowing running applications to verify the OS at run-time. Put differently, we extend Doctorow’s certainty mode idea to all the parties interacting with a mobile device. We denote this approach *Certainty Boot*. While modern Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) x86-powered platforms support the installation of new OSs and their corresponding signing key by means of the BIOS, this is not the case for mobile platforms powered by ARM processors, where neither BIOS support, UEFI\(^3\), nor a TPM\(^4\) are present. The same applies for user space applications doing integrity checks on the running system. In order to address this issue in mobile devices we propose a **Two-Phase Boot Verification** of the boot process: in the first phase, boot components are verified and logged in the same fashion as trusted boot; in the second phase, the boot trace can be checked by running applications in order to verify the running OS. Enforcing policies based on these checks is done by means of split-enforcement as implemented in the Trusted Cell. Note that both logging the boot sequence boot-time and OS verification at run-time are **Run-Time Security Primitives** leveraged by the Trusted Cell. They are indeed **Trusted Services**. The key, as we have argued several times already, is guaranteeing that these run-time security primitives are necessary for the correct operation of the untrusted area, in order to invalidate attacks targeting the communication interface leveraging trusted services.

We base the security of our design in hardware security extensions present on a wide range of mobile devices: ARM TrustZone as a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), and Secure

---

\(^3\)Linaro is working on porting UEFI to ARM. However this work is still very much in progress (https://wiki.linaro.org/ARM/UEFI)

\(^4\)As mentioned in Section 2.2, there have been attempts to build a TPM based on TrustZone capabilities. However, given that TrustZone is not tamper-resistant, a general solution is far from being adopted.
Element (SE) as a tamper-resistant unit. This is the same combination we have used for the Trusted Cell architecture (Section 8).

9.1.1 Example Scenario

The solution we propose in this chapter enables service providers with security concerns to adapt an OS to meet their particular security requirements. This customized OS is offered by a trusted party; therefore we call it a **certified OS**. How trust is defined here is up to the service provider: certification, formal verification, legal responsibility, etc. For the trusted area, the certified OS is still untrusted; thus it is considered as any other commodity OS. Such a certified OS could restrict the installation of applications, filter network usage, or arbitrate access to certain hardware. We consider this is not a violation of user’s freedom since it is explicit that such a certified OS is used to enable some specific services, most probably in an enterprise context. The idea is that users are able to change to the OS of their choice to handle their personal data. This is a *clean cut* between what is personal data and what is not. By enabling users to exchange OSs that can be certified according to their criteria (again, users decide what they trust), we enable services and organizations to establish restrictions concerning the software that interacts with their systems, while preserving the user’s right to choose - and certify - the software handling their personal information.

**Bring Your Own Device (BYOD).** One clear practical application for a certified OS is the BYOD problem. This refers to users wanting to interact from their personal mobile devices with their company IT services. Examples include VPN connections, access to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, or company email. Even when companies put limits to BYOD as a way to prevent internal, and probably unintentional attacks against their infrastructure, research shows that employees force their devices into their enterprise services [87]. Given the heterogeneity of the current mobile device OS landscape, this introduces a big overhead for system administrators. Concrete challenges include porting services to different platforms, having to deal with platform-specific security threats, or increasing the complexity of the enterprise’s LAN. This is a product of the devices connecting to these services not being trusted. By using one customized OS that is preconfigured to interact with all company services, enterprises could save time and money while increasing the security of their hosted services. When employees are not using their company services, they can switch to an OS they trust to handle their personal information. In this way one single device can be used in different contexts without forcing trade-offs on either side. The limitation is that it requires the user to switch OS.

9.2 Architecture

Figure 9.1 depicts how hardware and software components interact with each other in the two-phase boot verification. While in this case we specify the components present in the two-phase boot verification, the underlying architecture is the same as in the Trusted Cell (Figure 8.1). In normal operation both the (Rich Execution Environment (REE)) and the
(Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)) are booted. This is, the signatures of the mobile OS and the OS bootloader (OSBL) have been validated by the SE. Note that the verification process is carried out in the secure area (i.e., TEE), consisting of its bootloader (TEEBL) and an OS (TEE OS), and the SE as root of trust. Additionally, we assume the manufacturer bootloaders, first (FSBL) and second stage (SSBL), also as root of trust components. Applications running in the REE can be installed and executed without restrictions just as we are used seeing in current mobile OSs. We do not make any assumptions regarding the trustworthiness of these applications; they are untrusted applications. However, we consider that the secure tasks running in the secure area are trusted. We describe the communication between the trusted and the untrusted areas in more detail in Section 9.2.3.

![Figure 9.1: Architecture for Two-Phase Boot Verification.](image)

As described in the Trusted Cell architecture (Section 8.1), the SE is configured as a secure peripheral and therefore only accessible from the secure area. Note that while the SE is not a peripheral in itself, it is connected via the APB (e.g., I2C, etc.), and therefore treated as such. In this way, untrusted applications make use of secure tasks to access the SE. As a consequence, if the secure area becomes unavailable, untrusted applications would be unable to communicate with the SE. The secure area becoming unavailable could be a product of a failure, but also a defense mechanism against unverified software. If the OS image cannot be verified, the OS would still be booted, however the TEE will not respond to any attempt of communication. In this case we give up on availability in order to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of the sensitive data stored in the SE (e.g., corporate VPN keys stored in the tamper-resistant hardware).

Finally, the secure area enables the SE to makes use of untrusted storage (e.g., SD card, flash memory), as enabled by the trusted storage solution presented in Section 8.2.1. One utility is to allow the SE to use untrusted storage to handle OS certificates, while preserving their integrity and confidentiality. This gives users the option to add additional trusted public keys to the SE when the first-phase verification fails (see Section 9.2.3 for details). It also enables storage of several OS images in a common SD card, not running into space issues.
9.2.1 First Phase Verification

The first phase verification is responsible for verifying and starting the TEE\(^5\) and the commodity OS. Besides this, the first phase also enables the user to install a customized OS and flag it as trusted. All steps necessary to verify the boot process are depicted in Figure 9.2. The numbers in the diagram correlate with the numbers in the following enumeration. Borders indicate which component is responsible for each step.

1. The user presses the power button. FSBL, SSBL, and TEE are started.

2. The TEE attempts to verify OS/OSBL by sending their signatures and the hash of the images to the SE. The applet in the SE attempts to verify the signatures with all trusted public keys of OS/OSBL issuers and compares it to the received hash. The result of this operation is reported to the TEE. In addition, the hash of the booted OS for the second-phase is stored in the SE.

3. Once the OS/OSBL are verified, the OS is booted with full access to the SE through the TEE. This is the end of the expected course of actions.

\(^5\)In this description we will refer to the secure area as TEE since we want to emphasize the process of booting the TEE framework that supports the secure area.
4. If the verification of OS/OSBL (step 2) fails, a message, explaining which component is unverified, is displayed. Now the user can choose to either certify the OS/OSBL by entering the shared secret and provide an issuer certificate, or continue to boot the uncertified OS/OSBL. For further details see Section 9.2.3.

5. If a legitimate user (authenticated by shared secret) flags an OS/OSBL as trusted, the SE adds the public key of the issuers’ certificate to the list of trusted keys and continues to verify the newly added OS.

6. If the user enters a wrong shared secret or cancels the operation, the uncertified OS/OSBL is booted without access to the SE and a message informs the user about the uncertified state. This is the end of the uncertified course of actions, where the user can still use the device (uncertified OS/OSBL is booted), but due to missing verification, access to the secured data is denied by the TEE.

This architecture ensures that only a combination of verified OS and OSBL are granted access to the SE. If one of the components is not verifiable, the device can still be used (uncertified OS is booted), but access to the SE is denied. The secure area guarantees this. Throughout the whole first phase all executed commands are logged in the SE by maintaining a hash chain. This approach is similar to trusted boot (see Section 4) and enables the second phase verification. The process of installing custom OS is explained in Section 9.2.3.

9.2.2 Second Phase Verification

In the second phase verification, untrusted applications can verify the system in which they are running before executing. To do this, untrusted applications make use of secure tasks to validate the running OS by checking the boot traces in the SE. These secure tasks are not application-specific, but Run-Time Security Primitives that any untrusted application running in user space can request to use. As mentioned, for the commodity OS verifying the running system is a trusted service.

As in the case of our reference monitor (Section 8.2.2) or our trusted storage solution (Section 8.2.1), trusted services are exposed to the untrusted area by means of the REE Trusted Cell. At boot-time, the secure area generates a secure device tree (Section 7.2) where it explicits which trusted services it supports, as defined by the trusted modules, secure tasks, and specifications it implements. Note that in this case however, split-enforcement is slightly different: it is the untrusted application that requires that service to work properly, since it executes in a certified OS. This enables trusted providers to place certificates in the secure area to verify the device that connects to their services, thus defining the enforcement part; untrusted applications necessarily need to go through the secure area to operate correctly. All the benefits of split-enforcement are maintained (Chapter 6): Low TCB, not code replication by reusing untrusted software stacks, fast dissemination of security critical operations, etc.

By enabling untrusted applications to verify the running OS using run-time security primitives, they can pass the list of hashes they trust and a parameter defining the hash algorithm
used to calculate them (e.g., sha, DJB2, md5). This allows for several hashing algorithms being supported and new ones being easily introduced, satisfying different application requirements. When the secure task executes, it communicates with the SE to obtain the hash of the OS image calculated at boot time, and compares it with the hashes trusted by the untrusted application calling it. Applications can also verify the boot traces to check that all the components they require (e.g., biometric sensor) have been correctly initialized at boot time. As a result, untrusted applications are able to make decisions at run-time depending on both the OS and the available peripherals. Usage policies emerge naturally from this architecture. But what is more interesting, these usage policies have nothing to do with the Device Usage Policy; they modify how the untrusted application interacts with remote services. How service providers implement this is not defined by us. A possibility is that they install their own trusted modules to leverage these trusted services and make use of the usage device policy and Application Contract to enforce the usage policies defined at run-time, but this is not necessary. The trust model that service providers implement is theirs to enforce; we provide the framework. Note that here we take the perspective of the mobile device, where services are remote, thus external. From the point of view of the device providing those remote services, the Trusted Cell architecture ensures the enforcement of its own device usage policies. An obvious integration of these two Trusted Cells working together is assuming mutual distrust between the devices, and using the Trusted Cells to provide mutual certification and execute remote trusted services. This is out of the scope of this thesis, and an interesting topic for future research.

Since the SE is configured as a trusted peripheral, untrusted applications cannot directly communicate with it; they need to do it through the secure area. Additionally, the SE signs the retrieved hashes using its own private key in a similar manner as the TPM using the Attestation Identity Key (AIK) (Section 2.2). To distribute the corresponding public keys of the SE, an infrastructure similar to other public-key infrastructures is required (e.g., openPGP).

9.2.3 Exchange OS and Boot Loader

We share the concern pointed by Doctorow that current secure boot implementations necessarily lock devices to a specific OS chosen by the OEM. In order to avoid this in our architecture, we propose the configuration mode. TEEs are suitable candidates to implement this mode, since they support features for secure user interactions (e.g., biometric sensors attached to the trusted area). The sequence of actions for the configuration mode starts by the user flashing a new mobile OS or OS bootloader (e.g., using uboot) with a signature that is not trusted by the platform (public key of the OS issuer is not in the list of trusted keys). As depicted in the transition from step 2 to 4 in Figure 9.2, the OS will not be booted in that case.

The user will now be given the option to either manually verify the signature of the new mobile OS or cancel the process within a secure task of the TEE. In case of a requested manual verification, the user will be asked to point to the certificate of the OS issuer on the untrusted memory (e.g., SD card) and enter a shared secret within the secure UI of the TEE (step 4 in Figure 9.2). This shared secret could be a PIN or password that has
been shipped together with the SE. With an appropriate secure channel protocol, the user will be authenticated to the SE and a secure communication between TEE and the applet will be established. If the user does not want to verify the OS, the system would still be booted without access to the sensitive data in the SE (step 6 in Figure 9.2). After successful authorization, the secure task sends the public key of the OS issuer to the applet, where it will then be added to the list of trusted keys (step 5 in Figure 9.2). If users do not have access to the certificate, or do not want to completely trust the issuer, they can also exclusively sign the specific OS instance with the private/public key pair of the SE. This implies that not all releases of the issuer are trusted. In this case, the secure task will create the hash of the OS image and let the applet sign it with its own private key. After this, the SE will verify the signature of the mobile OS again (step 2 of Figure 9.2). This time, the applet can verify the signature with the public key and therefore confirm the validity of the image (if it remained untampered). Attacks attempting to flag an OS as trusted will fail as long as the shared secret remains unknown to the attacker. An adversary could also try to manipulate the certificate which is stored in the untrusted memory. However, as the TEE has full network capabilities, it can verify the certificate validity with a correspondent public-key infrastructure, such as the web of trust from PGP.

While the configuration mode gives the user the possibility to easily change and manually verify the source of the mobile OS, we are aware that exchanging and verifying the TEE is not supported within our architecture. We consider the TEE as a system-dependent software to support hardware security extensions. In this way, we can see the benefits of exchanging it to provide security updates, however, we cannot see the benefits it brings with respect to user’s freedom. Exchanging TEEs is not considered and we leave it as a topic for future research. Here, the repercussions of limiting the root of trust and adding an additional security layer have a significant impact on our architecture.

9.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we describe the concept of a Two-Phase Boot Verification for mobile devices. Our goal is to give users the freedom to choose the OS they want to run on their mobile devices, while giving them the certainty that the OS comes from a source they trust. We extend this certainty to running applications, which can verify the OS in which they are executing. This run-time verification is a trusted service that allows untrusted applications to define their own usage policies. We believe that this is a first step towards an architecture for mobile devices where security is leveraged without locking devices to specific software. This allows users to switch OSs depending on their social context (e.g., work, home, public network), which we contemplate as a necessary change in the way we use mobile devices today. One device might fit all sizes, but one OS definitely does not.

One of the core limitations of our approach is the fact that the OS must be switched to provide a clean cut between the trusted services leveraged by each OS available to a device. We believe that our two-phase boot verification would be a natural complement to multi-boot virtualization architectures like Cells [15], leveraging an architecture where multiple verified OSs could run in parallel, therefore facilitating the process of switching OSs. Moreover, we
believe that two-phase boot verification together with the Trusted Cell in a virtualized environment can allow a more secure sandboxing architecture, where security-critical applications can virtualize their own environment and provide their own trusted services. This requires that problems such as run-time installation and attestation of trusted modules, as pointed out in Section 8.1.1, are solved. Still, the combination of the run-time security proposals found in this thesis can enable such services.

Finally, since our approach is based on off-the-self hardware, it can be implemented in currently deployed mobile devices, and other ARM-power devices where a tamper-resistant unit can be attached to the Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB).
Part III

Evaluation
In Part III, we present our evaluation. We split this presentation into an analytical and an experimental evaluation. In the analytical evaluation (Chapter 10) we provide an exhaustive analysis of split-enforcement and its materialization in the Trusted Cell in terms of security and requirement compliance. This analysis allows us to evaluate split-enforcement using the experience of building the generic TrustZone driver and the Trusted Cell, only without the distraction of considering the platform limitations we have encountered in the process of building them.

In the experimental evaluation (Chapter 11) we focus on our experimental platform (hardware and software) and how it performs when implementing split-enforcement with the generic TrustZone driver and the Trusted Cell. The objective is to discuss the overhead introduced by mediating system primitives through a decision point in the trusted area. Since the cost associated with the decision point is orthogonal to split-enforcement, this experimental evaluation will help us, and others, to make better design decision when new hardware appears that can better support split-enforcement.
Chapter 10

Analytical Evaluation

In this Chapter we provide an analytical evaluation of our contributions (Chapters 7, 8, and 9). We first provide an exhaustive security analysis for each of them. Then, we look at the design requirements that we established in the exposition of Split-Enforcement (Chapter 6), and study how they are met in the Trusted Cell.

10.1 Security Analysis

We organize our security analysis in a bottom-up fashion; from the hardware to the upper software layers. In this way, we present (i) the secure hardware that we have used in our experimentation (i.e., ARM TrustZone and SE), (ii) the generic TrustZone driver we implement in the Linux kernel, (iii) our Trusted Cell prototype, and (iv) our proposal for certainty boot. Since the bottom line of Split-Enforcement is that the untrusted area can be fully compromised, an attacker could design intricate attacks against the communication interfaces between the trusted and the untrusted areas. Our design advocates for a high integration between the two areas in order to support innovative services, and this inevitably comes at the cost of exposing components in the trusted area. Still, we will see that we maintain the assumption that the untrusted area (i.e., untrusted applications and commodity OS) is fully untrusted, and the fact that it is compromised does not affect neither the confidentiality nor the integrity of sensitive assets. We start by giving an overview of types of attacks and attackers.

10.1.1 Types of Attacks

Defining tamper-resistance in a quantitative way is difficult. Not only because there are no obvious metrics for such a definition, but because the level of tamper-resistance of a given design or technology is tightly coupled with known attacks against it. In this way, we will describe the security of the different designs we have presented in this thesis as a function of the attacks - we know - they can resist. This makes our security analysis perishable; if a
new attack is presented tomorrow against TrustZone for example, the base for our security analysis would instantly change. Tamper-resistant promises should then be consequently adapted. Note that this is unavoidable for any technology and proposal related to security. For this reason, we avoid unnecessary experimental evaluation with current user and kernel space root-kits \([52, 58, 232]\), since, not expecting the locking mechanisms present in split-enforcement, they will fail to compromise sensitive assets. This result would be misleading, and therefore we avoid including it in this thesis. Note that we have indeed experimented with root-kits and built split-enforcement around known kernel root-kit techniques: system call modification, overload of system call return values, side-channel operations. etc.

In order to position the attacks that we will describe in this chapter, we classify attacks in four categories: hack attacks, shack attacks, lab attacks, and fab attacks. While there is no reference classification for types of attacks in the security community (different works present their security analysis in different formats, using different metrics and roots of trust), we believe that this classification, inspired by other security analysis \([29, 165]\), covers the whole spectrum of possible attacks to a target design.

- **Hack Attacks** are attacks limited to software. Typically, these attacks are triggered by a user approving the installation of a piece of software that then executes the attack. This is either because the malware pretends to be a piece of the software that the user does want to install, or because the user does not understand the warning messages displayed by the operating environment. Examples of hack attacks include viruses and malware.

- **Shack Attacks** are a low-budget hardware attack. Attackers have physical access to the device, which means that they can attempt to connect to the device using the **JTAG**, boundary scan I/O, and built-in self test facilities, but they lack the knowledge or equipment to carry out an attack at an integrated circuit level. Examples of shack attacks include forcing pins, reprogramming memory devices, and replacing hardware components with malicious alternatives.

- **Lab Attacks** are comprehensive and invasive hardware attacks. Attackers have access to laboratory equipment and the knowledge to perform unlimited reverse engineering of a given device (e.g., reverse engineering a design, performing cryptographic key analysis). The assumption should be that a device can always be bypassed by a lab attack given enough time and budget.

- **Fab Attacks** represent the lowest level of attack. Here, malicious code and/or logic is inserted into the layout of an integrated circuit in the fabrication plant. Fab attacks also include intended bad designs and embedded backdoors. Circuitry fabricated in the chip cannot be easily detected, not even using chip validation techniques.

In order to put attacks in context, we also provide a classification for attackers. We adopt the taxonomy proposed by IBM \([89]\), which distinguish between three classes of attackers: intelligent outsiders, trained insiders, and funded organizations.

- **Intelligent Outsiders** are remote attackers who lack specific knowledge on the system. They might have access to moderately sophisticated equipment. These attackers try
to reproduce hack and simple shack attacks published on the Internet by a technical expert, rather than attempt to create new ones.

- **Trained Insiders** are technical experts, highly educated, with experience and access to sophisticated tools. They are considered trusted, possibly employed by the company developing the device subject of the attacks. Their knowledge on the system varies, but it can be assumed that they have access to the information describing it (e.g., secret information, detailed designs). They seek to discover and share new class attacks.

- **Funded Organizations** represent organizationally founded teams of trained attackers. They are capable of carrying out sophisticated attacks by means of advanced analysis tools. They are capable of designing new and innovative attacks exploiting the most insignificant weaknesses. Examples of such organizations include organized cybercrime, cyberactivist groups, or governments.

### 10.1.2 Hardware Protection Baseline

Before we provide the security analysis for our contributions, we will state where the protection baseline lays for the hardware that we are using, in terms of the attacks it can protect against. Understanding hardware limitations was key to choosing the secure hardware composing our Trusted Cell prototype, so that we could implement split-enforcement while maintaining our trust assumptions. Moreover, the secure hardware combination that we have chosen: TrustZone + Secure Element defines the protection upper boundary for our Trusted Cell prototype independently from the software we have built on top of it.

Given that we are using commercially available secure hardware, fab attacks are out of scope. If the device implementing TrustZone’s security extensions, or the SE are compromised at design- or fabrication-time then split-enforcement and the security-oriented implementation of our generic TrustZone driver, and our Trusted Cell prototype should also be assumed compromised. In this way, we trust Xilinx to provide a non-compromised TrustZone design in their Zynq-7000 ZC702 SoC, and we trust NXP to provide a non-compromised A7001 chip, which we use as Secure Element.

#### 10.1.2.1 ARM TrustZone

According to ARM [29] **TrustZone technology is designed to provide a hardware-enforced logical separation between security components and the rest of the SoC infrastructure.** In terms of TrustZone’s specific mechanisms, this means that TrustZone enforces in hardware a separation between the components extended by the NS bit (Section 2.4) and the rest of the components in the device.

Since TrustZone does not provide hardware mechanisms to protect the NS bit either in terms of size, tamper counter-measurements, or tamper-evidence it is safe to state that TrustZone is not tamper-resistant. This means that lab attacks are out of scope. Moreover, since the NS bit is an extension to the AMBA3 AXI system bus, advanced shack attacks targeting to probe or force pins, trigger specific sequences of interrupts (IRQ, FIQ) and external aborts,
or combinations of them could compromise the communication with secure peripherals and even enable access to secure memory and secure code execution.

The only realistic assumption is that an attacker with access to a TrustZone-enabled device can (i) bypass the TrustZone security extensions and take full control of the software in the secure area, (ii) steal the sensitive data (e.g., secrets, encryption keys) that are stored in it, and (iii) misuse other sensitive assets to get further access to other services (e.g., mobile banking), devices (e.g., by reusing certificates or encryption keys), or information (e.g., by superseding the device owner’s digital identity).

10.1.2.2 Secure Element

Secure Elements, as other smart cards, are considered tamper-resistant. This means that they can resist hack, and shack attacks, as well as a number of lab attacks. While attacking the interface is always possible, the fact that the SE is only accessible from the trusted area gives us an extra security protection in terms of exploiting the SE interface by means of hack attacks; an attacker would have to succeed in attacking TrustZone before targeting the SE. Moreover, since SEs have a narrow interface to access sensitive data, inputs are easy to verify. Still, the SE does not have a standard way to authenticate where the instructions it receives come from. This is an open issue in the security community.

The assumption should be that with enough time and money, a trained attacker with physical access could steal all the secrets in the SE by means of a lab attack. Still, no known hack and shack attacks are known that can systematically be used to target SEs.

10.1.3 Attacks against TrustZone Driver

There are two TrustZone components that are exposed to the untrusted area, and therefore are subject to being compromised: the generic TrustZone driver and the secure monitor. While these two components are closely related, we explain them separately, since their location in the untrusted area responds to two different attack vectors. A third attack vector that we cover is directly compromising the secure area without using the interfaces exposed to the untrusted area.

10.1.3.1 Attacks against User Space Support

An attacker that can execute code on the device - even without root privileges - might have access to the REE Trusted Cell and the tz_device (Figure 8.2). While these two components only contain the interface, an attacker could still try to force erroneous inputs. The objective would be to exploit errors in the kernel, specially in the TrustZone driver, such as buffer overflows, buffer over-reads, or other code bugs that trigger undefined behavior in the kernel. As shown in Table 7.1, the generic TrustZone driver is fairly small (4030 LOC in its current status), which allows us (and the rest of the kernel community) to inspect the code manually.
We have also made use of splint\(^1\), a static analysis tool for C that allows prevention of bugs and bad practices, and checkpatch\(^1\), a Linux kernel patch to improve code style. Still, we assume that the interface can be exploited in the untrusted area. In our Trusted Cell prototype, as we will detail later in this chapter, we rely on TUM to enforce the Device Usage Policy and prevent sensitive assets being leaked or misused. However, since the interface in the REE Trusted Cell is untrusted, there are no policies that can be enforced there. A full analysis of attacks against TUM is provided later in this chapter.

If an attacker obtains root privileges through a hack attack, she could compromise support both for user space applications and kernel submodules. If such support is compromised, a Denial of Service (DoS) attack against the trusted area would succeed. This is part of our assumption; the most obvious attack in a fully compromised area is to disable security extensions. Such an attack would affect the availability of sensitive assets but would not affect their confidentiality or integrity; encryption keys and integrity measurements never leave the secure area unencrypted.

10.1.3.2 Attacks against Secure Monitor

If an attacker obtains root privileges through a hack attack, or forces pins through a shack attack, she could compromise the secure monitor. The secure monitor is indeed TrustZone’s most vulnerable component since it is in charge of switching between kernel and secure spaces. If compromised, illegitimate code could run while the processor is executing in secure mode. This involves prioritized access to all peripherals and memory.

For ARMv7 architectures, the secure monitor is an implementation-specific software component. This has allowed bad designs to reach the market. An example is the attack reported in October 2013, affecting Motorola devices running Android 4.1.2. The attack reached the National Vulnerability Database and scored an impact of 10.0 (out of 10.0)\(^2\), and it can be found in the attacker’s blog\(^3\). The lack of a standard secure monitor implementation makes it impossible to make general comments about its level of tamper resistance. While we are not aware of any successful attack against Open Virtualization’s secure monitor, that does not mean that such attacks are not possible. Formal verification, static analysis, or third party certification could increase the trustworthiness of those components, but again, it would only cover specific implementations. As in the case above, in our Trusted Cell prototype, we rely on TUM to enforce the Device Usage Policy and prevent sensitive assets being leaked or misused. Still, this measure depends on the actual implementation of the secure world, and cannot be argued as a good defense for the TrustZone interface in the untrusted area.

A solution to this general issue is coming for ARMv8 processors. Here, ARM is providing an open source reference implementation of secure world software called ARM Trusted Firmware (ATF)\(^4\). This effort includes the use of ARMv8 Exception Level 3 (EL3) software\(^1\) and a SMC Calling Convention\(^2\), as well as a number of various ARM interface standards, such

\(^1\)http://www.splint.org
\(^3\)http://blog.azimuthsecurity.com/2013/04/unlocking-motorola-bootloader.html
\(^4\)https://github.com/ARM-software/arm-trusted-firmware
as the Power State Coordination Interface (PSCI) and Trusted Board Boot Requirements (TBBR). This makes it possible for the secure monitor to be reused in different TEE frameworks, which reduces the secure monitor to a single point of failure. Here techniques such as formal verification or static analysis can help to improve the secure monitor’s resilience, knowing that it is a system primitive, not a framework-specific component. Also, the fact that ATF executes in EL3 limits the scope of hack and shack attacks significantly. Organizations such as Linaro, Xilinx, and Nvidia are already contributing to its development and pushing for its adoption. In this way, we expect the secure monitor to become a common system primitive to different TEE frameworks.

10.1.3.3 Attacks against Secure World

Direct attacks against Trustzone’s secure world are attacks against the TrustZone architecture, and are beyond our TrustZone driver in the untrusted area. These attacks could target (i) accessing secure memory, and (ii) executing code in the secure world. Given our architecture, and providing that the secure monitor is not compromised (see above), these attacks require physical access to the device. As also mentioned above (Section 10.1.2.1) TrustZone cannot protect against a lab attack, or a complex shack attack. Thus, if an attacker can force the NS bit, she could directly access secure memory and execute code in the highest privilege mode at her will. This would compromise the sensitive assets that the secure world has direct access to. However, note that if TrustZone is assisted by other secure hardware such as a SE to store secrets (e.g., encryption keys, certificates), these would not be directly accessible to the attacker. In order to steal these secrets, and attacker would need to target the tamper-resistant unit (i.e., SE) specifically since compromising TrustZone does not entail any advantage.

10.1.4 Attacks against Trusted Cell

We analyze now the Trusted Cell. Note that while we have also maintained a low TCB when designing and implementing the Trusted Cell (Section 8.1), and used development tools such as splint or checkpatch to improve the quality of our code, we will keep our security analysis at the design level. In other words, we analyze split-enforcement. We will still argue about the trusted services we have implemented, but we will not argue for our actual implementation. The fact that we have not used formal verification techniques to validate the Trusted Cell invalidates any argument that we can provide in terms of code correctness. Still, we can provide a complete analysis of what we have built, and how split-enforcement can be exploited⁵.

In the Trusted Cell architecture (Chapter 8) we described how we intended to increase the level of tamper-resistance of the Trusted Cell by including a SE in our design. The reason behind this decision is that we want to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive

---

⁵Note that this argument cannot be used for the generic TrustZone driver. Since it is an untrusted component that interacts with a whole untrusted stack, the correctness of our code (even if completely bug-free) would not make a difference in terms of trust. The Trusted Cell executes in secure space, which means that the compactness (i.e., low TCB) and correctness of this code is paramount.
assets at least against shack attacks and some classes of lab attacks. In this way, in the security analysis for the Trusted Cell we will look at the different types of attacks that can be designed against its different protection layers (i.e., untrusted area + TrustZone-enabled trusted area + SE), and what their impact would be on sensitive assets. We also introduce a set of counter-protection mechanisms that the Trusted Cell implements to limit its attack surface.

10.1.4.1 General Attacks against REE Trusted Cell

All communications with the TEE Trusted Cell are made through the REE Trusted Cell, which is untrusted. Attacks against the communication interface itself involve the Linux LSM framework through the LSM Trusted Cell, which forwards secure system calls to the TEE Trusted Cell and through it to TSM, TIM, TUM, and TSPM. Hence, attacks to the LSM framework - and to the untrusted kernel in general - could bypass all (or specific) trusted modules forming the TEE Trusted Cell. Here, we do not make any assumptions regarding the privileges of an attacker. More explicitly, we assume a malicious root that can compromise any part of the untrusted area, e.g., using applications such as ptrace to control the execution of other legitimate applications, accessing kernel and physical memory (/etc/kmem and /etc/mem respectively), or injecting kernel code by means of a loadable kernel module (LKM). We classify and describe these attacks in two classes: secure data path manipulation and DoS attacks. Here we discuss how these attacks affect trusted services in general. In the following subsections, when we analyze specific attacks against our trusted storage and reference monitor solutions, we come back to these attacks, especially secure data path manipulation, and concrete them for each trusted service. Note that in the case of targeting a specific trusted service we assume that the attacker is familiar with the accepted inputs taken by a trusted module and the expected outputs associated with them.

Secure data path manipulation. Examples of possible attacks include: bypassing the secure area, superseding the return of a secure task or trusted service, manipulating the internal state and/or memory of an untrusted application by using developing and debugging tools (e.g., by using ptrace), attempting a return-oriented programming (ROP) attack, buffer overflows, etc. As we have argued throughout the whole thesis, resisting these attack vectors is the motivation for split-enforcement. An attacker could prevent that secure system calls are forwarded to the secure area, modify an entry in the system call table, or overwrite the usage decision returned to the untrusted area. However, none of these attacks could unlock a sensitive asset. In order words, bypassing the secure area brings no benefit to the attacker since sensitive assets are locked (Section 8.2.2). This sets our work apart from other solutions, where the security of the whole proposal relies on a trusted component being executed. Split-enforcement locks all sensitive assets at boot-time so that using the secure area is a necessary step to access them. Indeed, it does not matter how much the untrusted kernel is modified, split-enforcement’s first phase occurs in the trusted area, before the untrusted area is booted, and therefore it is out of its scope. All unlocking mechanisms reside in the secure area, which is also outside of the scope of the untrusted area.

An attacker could also attempt to hijack or compromise the secure data path by means of
ROP, return-to-libc, or Iago attacks [60]. The success or failure of these attacks depends strictly on the concrete trusted service and the level to which it reuses the untrusted software stack. We analyze these attacks separately for the two trusted services we have implemented in the next section.

**DoS against the secure area.** Since TEEs are essentially based on a client - server architecture DoS attacks will always be possible. The design we propose guarantees integrity and confidentiality, but does not guarantee availability. These guarantees can only be assured if following a secure driver approach (Section 6.3.1). They can also be statistically guaranteed by means of redundancy, distribution, or recoverability mechanism based on periodic backup as in [285]. These techniques are out of scope in this thesis; we focus on confidentiality and integrity of sensitive assets. Still, they would be a valuable contribution to our work.

10.1.4.2 Attacks against Reference Monitor

An attacker with knowledge of the locking mechanisms that force untrusted applications to go through the secure area could target them to leak sensitive data or misuse other sensitive assets. There are two primary attacks that can be designed against the reference monitor: attacks against the locking mechanisms (i.e., memory locking, data locking, and peripheral locking), and attacks against the usage policy engine in TUM. We analyze each locking mechanism separately.

**Memory Locking** In this case, an attacker would try to directly compromise *Trusted Memory Enclaves*. This is probably the attack vector that makes most sense for an attacker to invest time and money in. As a reminder, trusted memory enclaves support that untrusted applications access unencrypted sensitive data. Thus, in the case of a successful attack, an attacker could dump the contents of a trusted memory enclave and steal all sensitive data in it. If combined with an attack to hijack the patch of different legitimate applications, an attacker could systematically steal sensitive data protected by the secure area. This would expose all sensitive data protected by our trusted storage solution.

If we assume an implementation based on virtualization extensions besides TrustZone, where the MMU is virtualized and memory accesses are mediated by a thin hypervisor that redirects them to a TEE Trusted Cell component in the secure world (Section 8.2.2.1), an attacker could design two attack vectors: (i) attacks against the hypervisor, and (ii) attacks against the address space managed by a legitimate untrusted application.

With regards to the hypervisor, the attacker could try to either (i) bypass the call emerging from the hypervisor to the TEE Trusted Cell, (ii) modify the usage decision returning from the TEE Trusted Cell, or (iii) disable the components providing a virtualized MMU to break memory isolation. Any of these attacks requires tampering with the hypervisor. Given that we propose a thin hypervisor (without support for multi-virtualization), whose only purpose is to virtualize the MMU for the untrusted area, these attacks are very unlikely. Note that our proposal depends on ARM processors providing trap-and-emulate, so entry points to
the hypervisor are provided by the hardware, not by hypercalls. Even if the hypervisor was compromised, TUM offers an extra protection layer, minimizing the amount of leaked sensitive data by means of usage policies.

With regards to the untrusted application’s address space, an attacker could attempt side-channel [178, 168] attacks to leak encryption information. In this case, TSM relies on OpenSSL, which is designed to resist these kinds of attacks. Randomization comes from the trusted area, not from the untrusted kernel, so attacks against in-kernel randomization sources such as /dev/random are canceled. Also, an attacker could attempt Iago attacks [60] to modify the return value of system calls and corrupt the trusted memory enclave. Memory locking does not depend on the commodity OS, nor on its system call, therefore in principle Iago attacks should not be possible. Also, CPI guarantees against return-to-libc and ROP attacks should apply to Iago attacks. Still, since these attacks can tamper with concurrency and process identification kernel mechanisms (on which the page cache relies), we cannot completely remove the possibility of these attacks against trusted memory enclaves. Note that ARM does not count on paging to assign permission to specific pages and page cache as in x86. In this case, we rely on CPI to detect the attack based on memory accesses mediated by the hypervisor. While this is in principle enough to prevent Iago attacks, the fact that we do not count on CPU instructions to protect pages as in HyperSafe [282], opens the way for intricate attacks similar to Iago attacks. In the case that these attacks succeed, they would only leak the specific sensitive data portion present in a trusted memory enclave; in no case can these classes of attacks compromise the TEE Trusted Cell to launch a systematic release of secrets in the SE. Investigating mechanisms against Iago attacks such as the ones that Criswell et al. propose in Virtual Ghost [79] are a topic for future research.

**Data Locking**  As described in Section 8.2.2.2, data locking is entirely based on our trusted storage solution. We refer the reader to the security analysis that we provide below on trusted storage (Sections 10.1.4.3 and 10.1.4.4).

**Peripheral Locking**  Since we build peripheral locking directly on top of TrustZone capabilities, we completely rely on TrustZone protection mechanisms for it. We refer the reader to the analysis provided above for TrustZone as a technology (Section 10.1.2.1). In summary, if an attacker can force the NS bit, peripheral locking would be bypassed. Also, if an attacker can manipulate interrupts, she could prevent a peripheral from being locked again after a legitimate untrusted component makes use of it (Section 8.2.2.3). In general, any attack vectors targeting secure peripherals rely on the AXI-to-APB bridge, or on secure memory isolation (also governed by the NS bit) if DMA is used. In general, lab attacks and complex shackle attacks can compromise peripheral locking.

**Usage Policy Engine**  Assuming that an attacker knows implementation details about the usage policy engine in TUM, she can design attack vectors to avoid usage restrictions. Under this scenario, an attacker could hijack the data path of a legitimate untrusted application and send a concrete set of inputs to steal sensitive data or misuse other sensitive assets. As we have discussed before, a complete usage control model should detect these attacks
through memory analysis and access pattern analysis. Still, if we assume the worst case, where an attacker can trick the usage policy engine, the sensitive assets it would have access to are limited. This is, an attacker cannot have access to all sensitive asset by means of this mechanism; it would be necessary to launch an independent attack per sensitive asset. Here, we believe that it is safe to assume that a usage policy engine containing such a number of vulnerabilities is very unlikely to reach the secure area undetected.

Also, an attacker could benefit from side channel attacks to (i) detect access patterns to sensitive information by exploiting a legitimate untrusted application, and (ii) misuse such an application to exploit the concrete usage policy engine in TUM. In this way, an attacker could reconstruct some meaningful pieces of sensitive information through several independent attacks. We rely on OpenSSL to prevent these attacks, and CPI to detect memory operations necessary to carry out a software-base side-channel attack. Hardware side-channel attacks (shack attacks and lab attacks) are out of scope.

In general, we provide the framework to support trusted services in the commodity OS, but we cannot respond for the quality of concrete components in the Trusted Cell. One of our design principles is that we follow a modular approach so that components can be changed and evolve with time. If a poorly implemented component replaces a part of the proposed Trusted Cell (e.g., usage policy engine), we are not in a position to anticipate a rigorous security analysis. Here, trusted memory enclaves featuring CPI (Section 8.2.2.1) are a very promising solution. In a fully virtualized environment it is not unrealistic to envision a trusted memory enclave being used for communication purposes between untrusted and trusted areas. In this way, attacks similar to Iago attacks would be canceled by CPI. As we have mentioned, fully implementing CPI as a guard system for trusted memory enclaves to provide memory protection in ARM-powered devices is a necessary step for future work.

10.1.4.3 Attacks against Trusted Storage (Trusted Generation)

In this section we cover attacks against the trusted storage solution where sensitive data is generated in the trusted area (Section 8.2.1.1). Here, an attacker with knowledge about how this trusted storage solution uses shared memory to reuse the untrusted I/O stack and store encrypted containers of sensitive data in untrusted secondary storage (Section 8.2.1.1) can compromise the storage process. Indeed, since we rely on the untrusted I/O stack to access secondary storage, an attacker could easily design a DoS attack where either the whole I/O stack is blocked, or targeted pages are prevented from being stored. An intricate attack in this class could specifically target secure containers and make it appear that storage primitives work properly by only blocking those I/O requests involving secure containers. Moreover, an attacker could fake I/O completions to make the TEE Trusted Cell believe that I/O operations are executing properly. Under these circumstances, an attacker could simply prevent that secure containers are stored or modify these containers with malicious data. We analyze different types of attacks and see how these attacks can only compromise availability and durability but never confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data.
**Sensitive data leakage.** The creation of trusted memory enclaves guarantees that secure containers never leave the trusted area unencrypted; the shared memory region enabling the enclave is only created when the secure container is encrypted and the encryption key is safely stored in the SE. In general, while an attacker could use the mentioned mechanisms to compromise the availability and durability of secure containers, these attacks cannot affect the confidentiality or integrity of the data stored in them. Assuming the resilience of our encryption scheme (Section 8.2.1.1), data cannot be leaked by attacking REE Trusted Cell components.

An alternative to reusing the untrusted area I/O stack would be the use of secure drivers 6.3.1. However, as we have already discussed, this would entail a dramatic increase of the TCB, which would result in a larger attack surface against the TEE Trusted Cell. Such a solution would provide higher levels of availability and durability at the cost of confidentiality and integrity of sensitive assets. We state it again: For us split-enforcement is about providing higher levels of confidentiality and integrity. Thus, any compromise that results in confidentiality and integrity being lowered is not an option.

**Secure data path manipulation.** Secure containers are already encrypted when they reach the untrusted area. Moreover, the process of placing a secure container in a trusted memory enclave does not rely on untrusted operations; the secure area allocates shared memory region and places an encrypted secure container in it before notifying the REE Trusted Cell. This makes impossible any form of replay attack such as ROP, return-to-libc, Iago attacks, or side channel. These attacks are founded on the assumption that the trusted area relies on primitives provided by the untrusted area (e.g., system call return values). This is not the case for secure containers. The only possible attacks are against the I/O operations but since these do not interact with the trusted area to establish the secure data path, all attack vectors targeting sensitive data are invalid.

**Data destruction** Access to secondary storage is allowed to the untrusted commodity OS. In this case, where sensitive data is strictly generated in the secure area, mediating I/O requests in the untrusted area is not necessary. This makes our trusted storage solution immediately portable to devices that do not count on a programmable I/O device supporting *Software Defined Storage (SDS)*. However, this comes at the cost of durability and availability. In this way, the untrusted area would have direct access to the files containing the secure containers and therefore could destroy them or tamper with them in any way. As mentioned above, extending this solution with redundancy, distribution, or recoverability mechanisms would be a valuable contribution to this solution. In the next section, we argue how it is possible to provide a solution with better durability properties by means of the mentioned new generation of SDS I/O devices.

### 10.1.4.4 Attacks against Trusted Storage (Untrusted Generation)

In this section we cover attacks against the trusted storage solution where sensitive data is generated in the untrusted area (Section 8.2.1.2). Here, data is *compromised on creation.*
Thus, an attacker can (i) steal or tamper with sensitive data as it is being produced, or (ii) insert pieces of malicious code in sensitive data pages intending to exploit code bugs in the secure area. Since the untrusted area is assumed to be fully compromised, the only way to protect against these attacks is through trusted memory enclaves that encrypt pages before they are sent down the I/O stack. This technique, as mentioned in Section 8.2.2.1, is similar to the memory encryption scheme presented in Overshadow [62]. Since we have already discussed the attack vectors against memory locking when we presented the reference monitor, we now assume that memory protection is in place. If memory protection is bypassed or not implemented\(^6\), this solution cannot guarantee confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data.

**Sensitive data leakage and manipulation.** If data is generated in a trusted memory enclave, all memory operations are mediated by the secure area. Thus, data is protected on creation, with regards to the kernel. This enables legitimate untrusted applications to produce sensitive data and guarantee their confidentiality and integrity while pages are managed by the untrusted kernel. Since pages are encrypted when sent down the I/O stack, confidentiality and integrity are maintained until the pages reach the I/O device. Note that the I/O device can verify the integrity of these pages by communicating with the secure area. Once a page reaches the I/O device durability is guaranteed as long as the usage policy engine in TUM can correctly discern between legitimate and illegitimate I/O requests.

If the untrusted application is malicious, trusted memory enclaves cannot protect against sensitive data being leaked. Note that this use case is out of scope; we conceived this mechanism as a way to increase the security of legacy applications generating sensitive data; if the application is malicious then it can directly leak sensitive data as it produces it. However, TUM would still be able to enforce usage device policies and application contracts. Assuming that these are well defined sensitive data leakage would be prevented. Attacks against this mechanism are attacks against the reference monitor (Section 10.1.4.2).

**Secure data path manipulation.** Since secure data path in this case relies on trusted memory enclaves, we refer the reader to the security analysis on memory protection Section 10.1.4.2.

**Data destruction** Access to secondary storage is mediated by the storage device, which is trusted and implements the subset of TUM that deals with I/O usage policies. In this way, the untrusted area has no direct access to data pages; TUM protects pages containing sensitive data. The policies installed in TUM are the ones regulating page access. In this case, durability of data can be guaranteed from the moment the data reaches the storage device. That is, an attacker cannot destroy data that is already stored. However, since data pages need to be transmitted to the storage device by the untrusted I/O stack, an attacker could target these specific pages and impede them reaching the storage device. Since these pages are encrypted as guaranteed by the trusted memory enclave, an attacker can prevent them

\(^6\)Note that trusted storage and the reference monitor are orthogonal. Given their modularized design, one can be implemented in a Trusted Cell instance without the other.
from reaching the storage device (i.e., a form of data destruction), but cannot compromise their confidentiality or integrity.

10.1.4.5 Counter-Protection Techniques

We finish the security analysis for the Trusted Cell by providing a set of counter-protection techniques we have explored using Trusted Cell components. Since the Trusted Cell can guarantee the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive data, it can use this root of trust to detect attacks against trusted services. We present the three counter-protection mechanisms we have explored:

Secure Containers. As presented in Section 10.1.4.3, the Trusted Cell re-uses the untrusted I/O stack to store secure containers in secondary storage. Using this same procedure, the Trusted Cell can generate a false secure container that it uses as bait. The Trusted Cell stores it and reads it periodically; if the secure container can be acquired and preserves its integrity, the trust that the Trusted Cell has in the untrusted area augments. Since the attacker has no means of knowing which secure containers are used for these purposes, the Trusted Cell can statistically verify that the untrusted has not been compromised. A compromised secure container is detected by the Trusted Cell with a 100% guarantee.

I/O Completion Acknowledgment. If a SDS I/O device is used as secondary storage, the same management component that allows for key exchange with the secure area can be used to acknowledge I/O completion. In order to lower the number of context switches to the secure area, thus minimizing performance overhead, a set of I/O completions can be sent to the secure area. In this way, TUM can guarantee that all secure containers have reached secondary storage. As described in Section 10.1.4.4, this allows to provide durability of sensitive data. If a set of I/O completions are consistently not acknowledged, the untrusted area is likely to have been compromised.

CPI. CPI is in itself a counter-protection mechanism since it does not prevent an attack; it detects when an attack has taken place. In this way, the Trusted Cell can take measures to protect the rest of the sensitive data it manages based on CPI outputs.

When the Trusted Cell detects that the untrusted area has been compromised, we have explored two protection mechanisms: (i) alerting the user, and (ii) locking the secure area and stopping communication with the untrusted area. In the second case, secure memory is zeroized and all secrets stores in the SE. An attacker would then have to target the SE to store secrets; all attack vectors using hack and shack attacks targeting TrustZone are invalidated in this case. In this case, we give up on availability to provide confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data.
10.1.5 Attacks against Certainty Boot

The two-phase verification mechanism that supports certainty boot relies on the same primitives that enable split-enforcement. More specifically, it relies on (i) our trusted solution to store the hash of the kernel to be booted; and (ii) run-time security primitives to communicate with the secure area and verify the kernel image at boot-time, and the boot traces at run-time. We analyze attacks against the two-phase verification. Then we analyze attacks against the First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) and Second Stage Boot Loader (SSBL), since they represent our root of trust for certainty boot.

10.1.5.1 Attacks against Two-phase verification

Attacks against the hashes in the SE are attacks directly against our trusted storage solution. Hence, we refer the reader to Section 10.1.4.3, where we present the security analysis for sensitive data generated in the trusted area.

Attacks against the run-time security primitives that allow verification of boot traces are wider, since these run-time security primitives enable direct communication with the TEE Trusted Cell. Without the reference monitor in place, such run-time security primitives would be exposed to side-channel and Iago attacks. All the responsibility lies then on TUM to enforce usage policies. Still, superseding the boot trace information provided by the secure area is an attack out of the control of TUM, which would succeed.

If the reference monitor is in place, trusted memory enclaves would be used to protect the communication between untrusted applications and the secure area. In this case, the communication relies on the resilience of the trusted memory enclave. We refer the reader to Section 10.1.4.2, where we provide the security analysis for all locking mechanisms in the reference monitor.

DoS are always a possibility since an attacker could prevent calls to the secure area. In this case, the boot sequence would be aborted. In the case of untrusted applications, these would be terminated. This is indeed the locking mechanism protecting two-phase verification.

10.1.5.2 Attack against FSBL and SSBL

Since the root of trust begins with the FSBL and SSBL, a sophisticated software attack that supplants the SSBL could prevent the boot of a legitimate TEE. Thus, preventing the verification and logging of booted components depicted in Figure 9.2. While the attacker would gain control of the device and the communication to the SE, the secrets stored in the SE would remain inaccessible at first. Indeed, the SE applet is configured to wait for a trusted system state, thus it will not reveal sensitive information if the correspondent boot hashes are sent. The attacker would need to modify the SSBL so that it is sending the hashes of a normal trusted boot. As the SE is only a passive component, it does not have methods to verify the trustworthiness of the source of a received message. Signing the messages would also not prevent these attacks due to the inability to securely store the private key on the
mobile device. While intricate, the attack is theoretically possible. However, we assume that the SSBL is locked by the OEM and additionally verified by the FSBL, as is the case in current devices. Still, the lack of source verification capability of the SE applet remains an open challenge for the research community.

If an attacker only substitutes the OS bootloader, an untrusted OS would be booted without access to the SE. This is already one of the scenarios contemplated as normal operation (i.e. step 6 in Figure 9.2).

10.2 Design Requirements Compliance

When we presented split-enforcement in Chapter 6, we established the hypothesis that an untrusted application could be represented by a state machine, where states represented the sensitive data being used, and transition represented actions being taken. Also, we provided a reference monitor design to mediate untrusted applications and system resources through a policy decision point. Then, in Chapter 7, we provide a number of design principles for TEE Linux support in terms of flexibility, genericity, and functionality. Finally, in Chapter 8 we put everything together to design and build a Trusted Cell.

In this section we analytically evaluate how the requirements we established in Chapters 6 and 7 are materialized in the Trusted Cell (Chapter 8).

10.2.1 State Machine and Reference Monitor Abstraction

In our hypothesis (Section 6.2), we argued that a state machine abstraction together with a reference monitor would be sufficient to enforce usage policies. As we have shown with the Trusted Cell, our hypothesis is confirmed. The state machine representing an untrusted application is located in TUM (Section 8.2.2). By means of a policy engine, also in TUM, a decision can be generated based on the state of an untrusted application, and the actions it takes. This is represented by states and transitions in the state machine, respectively.

By using encryption and integrity measurements in TSM and TIM, we guarantee the resilience of the states and the veracity of the transitions. Indeed, TSM, TIM, and TUM allow implementation the trusted storage solution and the locking mechanisms in the reference monitor that guarantee such veracity. Moreover, since these same locking mechanisms prevent the use of sensitive assets without an untrusted application passing the control flow to the secure area, the enforcement of the usage policies governing transitions is also guaranteed.

All in all, such state machine abstraction allows to keep track of the use that an untrusted application makes of sensitive assets. Together with a reference monitor and trusted storage, transitions in the state machine can be monitored and usage decisions governing them enforced. Split-enforcement is then supported.
10.2.2 Low TCB

Our generic TrustZone driver is in total 4030 LOC in its current status (Table 7.1). The Trusted Cell prototype is less than 3000 LOC (Table 8.1). Even when following programming conventions as in checkpatch, and giving a clean split analysis, we are in the range of the 10K LOC that can be formally verified [176]. If extending our Trusted Cell design with a thin hypervisor to virtualize the MMU, we would be around the 10K LOC - SecVisor’s hypervisor is \( \sim 3000 \) LOC [255]. While Open Virtualization is \( \sim 30K \) LOC most of its code is redundant due to lack of internal abstractions: dealing with the stack to pass parameters, or supporting Global Platform specific functions which could be refactored (Section 7.1.1). The core components that allow implementation of the secure monitor are below 4000 LOC. Finally, OpenSSL, which is \( \sim 400K \) LOC is a mismatch for Open Virtualization. Our analysis of OpenSSL shows that porting the encryption algorithms that we use for TSM and TIM we would be in the range of 3000 LOC. This suits other work porting encryption libraries such as Overshadow [62] or VPFS [285].

10.2.3 Protection vs. Innovative Applications

From a protection perspective, in the security analysis we have seen that the only type of attacks that can leak portions of sensitive data are Iago [60] attacks. These attacks can compromise trusted memory enclaves since data is allowed unencrypted into the untrusted area. Sensitive data inside the secure area is not affected by these attacks. In fact, only lab attacks (Section 10.1.1) targeting the SE could expose secrets in the secure area.

While we limit the TCB to maintain a small attack surface and offer such strong security guarantees, untrusted applications can be as complex (and compromised) as developers wish, just as the commodity OSs underneath them. This allows for innovative services in the untrusted area. By means of run-time security primitives, untrusted applications can make use of sensitive data to provide these services. The presented trusted storage and reference monitor solutions support these run-time security primitives in the secure area. In this way, a balance between innovation and protection is provided with the Trusted Cell. A further analysis on how to better protect trusted memory enclaves against Iago attacks would increase protection while not limiting untrusted applications. As mentioned, studying proposals such as Virtual Ghost is a topic for future research.

10.2.4 Untrusted Commodity OS

As we have discussed throughout the whole thesis, the untrusted area is fully untrusted. This includes our generic TrustZone driver and the REE Trusted Cell. All protection mechanisms are provided by the trusted modules in the secure area, which are out of the scope of the untrusted area. The assumption that the commodity OS and untrusted applications are fully untrusted is then maintained.
10.2.5 TrustZone Driver Genericity

One of the main requirements we imposed for the generic TrustZone driver was not to impose policy for either kernel submodules or user applications. The simple open/close, read/write interface we proposed for the tz_device has allowed us to implement Open Virtualization’s OTZ API and a subset of Global Platform’s API with almost no modification\(^7\) on top of it.

Moreover, it has allowed us to implement the communication between the REE Trusted Cell and the TEE Trusted Cell, which require much more integration than Global Platform’s API. Given the genericity of open/close, read/write, which follow the Linux design pattern everything is a file, we cannot see a case where it cannot be re-used to implement more complex interfaces.

From the other side of the interface, i.e., new specific TEE drivers, we have followed Linux kernel design conventions to (i) define an interface in a structure, and (ii) implement it in a specific driver. As a proof, we have ported Open Virtualization to be fully compatible with the defined interface. Other kernel device drivers such as I2C or TPM, the VFS layer, or the LSM framework use this design pattern to define an interface that several components implement concurrently. This allows for genericity while maintaining one unique interface.

10.3 Conclusion

In this analytical evaluation we show how our contributions, i.e., generic TrustZone Driver, Trusted Cell, and Certainty Boot (i) resist a large percentage of the attacks vectors that we know of today, and (ii) comply with the requirements we had established for them in our design. Indeed, we have satisfied our main objective: increasing the security of complex applications without killing innovation. The untrusted area, where innovative applications execute, can be fully compromised. However, by means of a series of run-time security primitives, these applications can access trusted services that serve them while guaranteeing the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data. More importantly, these trusted services not only enable the outsourcing of secure tasks to a trusted area protected by hardware, they also allow sensitive data to leave the trusted area and be directly accessible to innovative, untrusted services, while still guaranteeing its confidentiality and integrity.

In conclusion, we have analytically argued how our contributions successfully implement split-enforcement to allow innovative services to use sensitive information without compromising it.

\(^7\)The only modifications required were substituting file descriptor instructions triggering ioctl calls in the kernel to our interface in the tz_device.
Chapter 11

Experimental Evaluation

As we discussed in Chapter 8, when discussing the implementation of the Trusted Cell, we encountered two fundamental limitations in our evaluation platform: The lack of PCI-express support for Zynq ZC702, and more importantly, the lack of trap-and-emulate virtualization extensions in TrustZone and in the two Cortex-A9 processors powering the Zynq ZC702. This has prevented us from fully implementing memory locking and support for Software Defined Storage (SDS) I/O devices (Chapter 6). Still, we decided to explore the design space entirely and take our evaluation platform to its limits. Note that these two limitations emerged in the process of implementing the Trusted Cell. By thoroughly exploring this design path our intention is to (i) expose further limitations in currently available hardware and software supporting a TEE, and (ii) gain a better understanding of the hardware characteristics that a platform should have to fully support split-enforcement.

Our approach is to complete a proof of concept implementation for the trusted service fragments that are not supported by our platform. While this implementation does not comply with split-enforcement, it allows us to experiment with trusted services and explore non-functional requirements such as performance. Note that this proof of concept implementation lowers resilience to attacks stemming from the untrusted area, but trusted modules in the secure area are directly portable to a platform supporting split-enforcement. Therefore, our experimental results can be directly applied to other platforms using TrustZone to leverage a TEE. Moreover, we design the proof of concept implementation in such a way that calls to the secure area are identical to the ones that would have come from a split-enforcement compliant implementation (Section 8.3). We believe that exhausting this path is a contribution in itself since it exposes concrete limitations of ARM TrustZone security extensions in terms of virtualization, which given their secrecy, have not been fully addressed before in the security community. Our experience too is that these limitations are not fully understood in the industry either, given the predominance of Global Platform use cases.

In this Chapter, we provide an experimental evaluation of our Trusted Cell prototype implementation, focusing on the performance overhead of executing secure tasks in the context of split-enforcement locking mechanisms: memory operations (memory locking), I/O operations (data clocking), and system bus accesses (peripheral locking) from a micro and macro perspective. We also look at the performance impact of CPU usage in the secure world. In this
way, we provide a complete benchmark for the ARM TrustZone security extensions. Given
the obscurity that still today surrounds TrustZone and the increasing popularity of ARM
processors, understanding the impact of using TrustZone is important for system designers.
For us, this experimental evaluation is paramount in order to (i) understand the viability
of mediating system resources through the secure area as we propose with split-enforcement
in terms of overhead, and (ii) choose a platform that can support the next iteration of our
work.

11.1 Experimental Setup

As we have mentioned, when we started experimenting with TrustZone, options were limited
both in terms of hardware and software. Zynq was one of the few platform fully supporting
TrustZone, and the only one where TrustZone registers were available. Open Virtualization
was to the best of our knowledge the only non-commercial TEE framework available to
the public at that time. In fact, options remained for a long time very limited. As an
example, Johannes Winter explains in [291] how the lack of access to TrustZone configuration
registers on Samsung’s S3C6410 SoC - a platform also enabling TrustZone - delayed their
work significantly. Today, academic experimentation with TrustZone, specially since we first
presented our platform in [131], takes place almost entirely on Zynq. Examples include [300,
188, 300, 228]. In this section, we provide a full description of our experimentation platform.

We rely on Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 SoC, since it is one of the few development boards that
provides full support for ARM’s TrustZone security extensions. Zynq is a System-on-Chip
(SoC) composed of a Processing System (PS) formed around a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
processor, and a Programmable Logic (PL), which is equivalent to that of an FPGA. More
concretely, we use the ZC702 development board which features the Zynq-7000 SoC described
above clocked typically at 666MHz, and comes with 1GB of DDR3 RAM typically clocked at
533 MHz. The ZC702 is equipped with a number of interfaces that facilitate programming:
One Gigabit Ethernet interface, one USB-to-UART Bridge, JTAG, HDMI, and a SDIO Card
Interface. Moreover, it also provides I2C (x2), SPI (x2), USB (x2) bus interfaces, and a
GPIO. Different headers allow us to interface these: a 2x6 Male Pin I/O, 2x6 and 1x6 PMOD
I/O, and two LPC connectors. The ZC702 is depicted in Figure 11.1. Detailed information
about interfaces and headers can be found in the Zynq Book [80], and in the Xilinx Zynq-7000
SoC ZC702 Evaluation Kit product page.

Unlike other commercial SoCs, TrustZone support in the dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor
is not disabled. Moreover, documentation introducing the TrustZone configuration registers
for Zynq are public [298]. Also, Xilinx maintains a set of public git repositories containing
patched versions of the Linux Kernel, u-boot, qemu, etc., as well as a Zynq base targeted
reference design (TRD), which eases the implementation and engineering effort. A number

1Note that these are already incorporated interfaces. The Zynq-7000 features 2 pairs for each I/O interface
(CAN, UART, SD, and GigE)

2http://www.xilinx.com/ZC702

3https://github.com/xilinx

of wikis\(^5\) and forums\(^6\) complement support with a community around Zynq. We have been a part of this community to support newcomers with Zynq and TrustZone documentation.

From a software point of view, any design of a trusted service using TrustZone should rely on four main components:

1. A TrustZone operating system, which represents a specific way to organize TrustZone’s secure world.
2. A TrustZone driver that enables interactions between secure and non-secure worlds;
3. A commodity OS that supports the execution of complex untrusted applications (i.e., innovative services);
4. A set of trusted modules that implement the trusted services in the TrustZone secure world.

In our experiments, the TrustZone operating system is Sierraware’s GPL version of Open

\(^5\)http://www.wiki.xilinx.com/Zynq+AP+SoC
\(^6\)http://forums.xilinx.com/t5/Zynq-All-Programmable-SoC/bd-p/zaps
Virtualization\(^7\). We use Xilinx’s patched Linux Kernel (version 3.8.0)\(^8\) as the operating system running in the non-secure world, together with a light command-based version of Ubuntu\(^9\). These systems respectively manage the the secure space, kernel space, and user space.

In order to organize the communication between kernel and secure spaces, we incorporate the generic TrustZone driver and the REE Trusted Cell to Xilinx’s Linux 3.8.0 kernel. Software for both the secure and non-secure worlds is cross-compiled using CodeSourcery toolchain 2010q1\(^{10}\) in order to avoid misleading results due to different compiler optimizations\(^{11}\). Finally, we add user space support in Ubuntu to allow communication with the TrustZone drivers by means of the \texttt{tz\_device} user space interface. Besides, we implement user space support as a set of commands that are used for configuration, testing, and debugging (Section 7.2). Most of our tests are unitests (CuTest) that execute in user space and use the \texttt{tz\_device} to communicate with the TrustZone driver to trigger calls to the secure area (Section 7.1.1.4). Details about the generic TrustZone driver status are given in Section 7.3; details about the Trusted Cell prototype are given in Section 8.3.

It is relevant to mention that we configured Open Virtualization to execute in asymmetric multiprocessing (AMP) mode. This means that one of the two Cortex-9 cores is dedicated to kernel space, and the other to secure space. This means that Zynq is seen as a uniprocessor machine from kernel space. The main reason for this configuration is that symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) support is experimental in Open Virtualization. This could add a misleading performance overhead due to bad synchronization between the two cores, thus we have avoided it. While AMP is typically considered to perform better, with only two cores the benefit is expected to be minimal [96]. Note that the cost of context switching to the secure area is the same for AMP and SMP configurations. Hence, for our experiments the core is not sacrificed, but used differently. We have also experimented with a SMP configuration, and can support this claim experimentally. However, this configuration is not stable, and the reason why we are more confident providing experimental results under AMP. We count on fully implementing support for SMP in the future. This is indeed a necessary step to reach the level of a commercial prototype.

### 11.2 Performance Overhead

We conduct our performance experimental evaluation through an application benchmark and a set of microbenchmarks. This allows us to look at the performance impact from two different perspectives. The goal of the application benchmark is to present the system with different heavy untrusted applications representing innovative services and evaluate the impact of triggering a context switch per system call, where access to system resources is mediated

\(^7\)http://www.openvirtualization.org/
\(^8\)https://github.com/Xilinx/linux-xlnx
\(^9\)http://javigon.com/2014/09/02/running-ubuntu-on-zynq-7000/
\(^{10}\)https://sourcery.mentor.com/GNUToolchain/release1293
\(^{11}\)At the time of this writing, we have ported to Linaro’s cross compiler since it is a maintained, open source tool. CodeSourcery stopped having open source support when it was acquired by Mentor Graphics. Still, the results we show here are made with CodeSourcery’s cross compiler.
by the policy engine (TUM) in the secure area. Understanding the overhead created by generating (and enforcing) these usage decisions is important in order to understand the impact of mediating access to system resources through the Trusted Cell. We also conduct a set of microbenchmarks where we compare the performance of kernel and secure spaces when executing workloads that are equivalent in number of instructions, complexity, and outcome (e.g., encryption).

Every time that a secure task (or trusted module) is called from kernel space, a context switch takes place between kernel and secure space. Even when this process is implementation specific, it at least involves: saving the untrusted state, switching software stack, loading the secure state, dispatching the secure task, and returning to kernel space (save secure state, change software stack, load untrusted state). We denote this double context switch Secure Round Trip. From a system design perspective this is the real overhead introduced by the Trusted Cell into the untrusted software stack. Understanding the overhead of calling a secure task in relation to the cost of calling a function locally in kernel space is necessary when designing the communication protocol between the trusted and untrusted areas. We will calculate this overhead both in the application benchmarks and the microbenchmarks and then use the results to present a discussion on the viability of split-enforcement and the Trusted Cell.

The metric we use is the overhead introduced by the secure space, defined as:

$$ \text{Overhead} = \frac{(T(\text{secure})-T(\text{kernel}))}{T(\text{kernel})}. $$

11.2.1 Application Benchmarks

Modern systems are almost uniquely multi-process and multi-threaded. Established Linux applications such as `tar` or `make` issue from tens to even thousands of system calls per second [284] while running simultaneously and probably managing several threads. We pick such applications as representatives of untrusted applications, whose workloads represent innovative services.

In this set of experiments we take a wide range of applications that exhibit different workloads, and execute them in our experimental setup. The idea is to observe the impact of triggering a context switch to the secure area for each system call, when executing a heavy workload. Since each system call triggers a call to the TEE Trusted Cell in the secure area, we study the degradation of the approach as the number of instructions executed per call to the secure area augments. These instructions represent the cost of generating and enforcing a usage decision. Other work done in the area of reference monitors [108, 85] and system call evaluation [283, 145] shows that the overhead can be substantial.

Table 11.1 contains the different workloads. We assume that these Linux applications approximate upper bounds for the characteristics of innovative services. For example, compiling the Linux kernel in the ZC702 (`gcc through make`) requires 100% use of memory and CPU for more than 50 minutes on average, without the overhead of the mediating system resources.
in the secure area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>Build of the Linux 3.8.0 (Xilinx) Kernel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>bzip2 on the Linux kernel source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar / untar</td>
<td>Tarball of the Linux kernel source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dd</td>
<td>Create a 200MB file using the Unix dd utility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11.1:** Array of applications to evaluate the performance overhead of using the Trusted Cell to mediate system resources.

Figure 11.2 shows the overhead of triggering a context switch to the secure area per system call, compared to a “normal” execution, where no context switch happens. We show the performance degradation as the number of instructions executed in the secure area per system call increases. What is interesting is that the overhead varies depending on the workload. For example, applications like `tar` or `make` show a significant overhead, reaching 16% in the latter. However, `dd` shows almost no overhead. This performance gap is due to the different number of system calls issued by each application. Using `strace` we can see that `dd` issues a total of 106 calls, spending a great amount of time in each (e.g., 2.66 seconds per read call), while `tar` issues a large number of short system calls. Since the overhead is introduced per system call, the resulting overhead is obvious. In Table 11.2 we present the outcome of `strace` for the `tar` command.

![Figure 11.2](image.png)

**Figure 11.2:** Overhead of mediating each system call through the secure area for a range of applications exhibiting different workloads. Y axes show the overhead. X axes show the number of instructions executed per system call in the secure area.
Looking at the different application benchmarks we obtain the cost of a secure round trip from the application perspective. This is represented in Figure 11.2 by the overhead created by executing zero instructions (0 ins.) in the secure area (TUM). Note that this measurement is more valid from a systems perspective than just measuring the cost of the SMC call in terms of interrupts in the Cortex-A9 processor; the secure monitor, the logic loading the secure stack, and the secure dispatcher forwarding the call to the correct secure task need to be taken into account. Based on our experiments, the overall cost of completing a secure round trip oscillates in the order of the few microseconds (5.3 µs on average) with peaks in the order of 20 µs. We obtained these access times by analyzing the strace outputs for each application benchmark. We explain the variation in microseconds through the combination of caches and buffers present in the Cortex-A9 processor, Open Virtualization, and the Linux kernel.

Experimentally evaluating that a secure round trip is in the order of a few microseconds is very relevant in terms of evaluating the applicability of split-enforcement and allows us to argue for which types of operations its use is acceptable and for which it is not; memory operations are much cheaper than I/O operations, thus the performance impact of a few microseconds to perform a secure round trip is not the same for these two cases. We will take this discussion further in Section 11.2.3 once we have presented the microbenchmarks for different CPU, memory operations, and also secure round trip in next subsection.

Table 11.2: strace output for tar application when syscall mediation through the secure area is enabled (M = mediated execution) and 10000 instructions are executed in the secure area per system call, and when syscall mediation through the secure area is disabled (N = normal execution). Columns respond to typical strace output. T = Time in percentage (%), sec. = seconds, µs/c = microseconds per call. First and last columns are common since they represent syscall name and number of calls respectively. System calls whose output for µs/c. is 0 are omitted (e.g., lseek, access, uname).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>31.54</td>
<td>2.632572</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td>2.541182</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>87969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newfstatat</td>
<td>18.77</td>
<td>1.566603</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>21.93</td>
<td>1.485474</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>18.74</td>
<td>1.563877</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>1.226000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>96003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openat</td>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>1.255282</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>0.997364</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fstat64</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>0.722392</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.234838</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.403546</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.202657</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getdents64</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.153971</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.234838</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fcntl64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.035874</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.012196</td>
<td>12196</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.019667</td>
<td>19667</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000080</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>8.346313</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>6.773886</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>426467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that we omit the wait4 system call since it represents the time when a function suspends execution of its calling process until status information is available for a terminated child process, or signal is received. This time is irrelevant in terms of overhead.

Note that we obtain strace outputs in a separate experiment from the benchmark not to affect it with time measurements.
As we mentioned when we presented the process of porting Open Virtualization to the generic TrustZone driver in Section 7.2.3, when executing these experiments we experienced that the Linux kernel crashed in kernel space due to a lack of memory. Further investigation exposed two memory leaks of 4 and 32 KB respectively in Sierraware’s TEE implementation. The 32KB leak could be found using kmemleak\textsuperscript{14} since memory ended up being dereferenced. The 4KB one on the other hand was a consequence of storing a bad memory reference, which prevented an internal list from being freed. Since the amount of memory lost per call was that small, the leak has most probably not been significant in TEE typical use cases. We have reported the issue to the interested parties, as well as a patch fixing it. The memory leak is now fixed for the open source and commercial version of Sierraware’s TEE framework.

11.2.2 Microbenchmarks

In this set of experiments we observe the difference in performance when a workload is executed in secure and kernel space respectively. This is specially relevant for the pervasive OS support operations (e.g., memory operations). The microbenchmarks presented here are designed to answer what is the cost of using secure space services instead of kernel ones. Here we not only calculate the overhead of a secure round trip, but we also include the cost of executing different operations in the secure area. This allows us to (i) validate the application benchmarks from a micro perspective, and (ii) compare how kernel and secure spaces relate to each other. Since the operations offloaded to the secure area would otherwise be carried out in kernel space, all microbenchmarks refer to the overhead of using secure space relative to kernel space.

Memory Operations \textsuperscript{14} Figure 11.3 shows the overhead of executing memory operations in secure space. The figure presents (a) the overhead of allocating memory in secure space (compared to kernel space) using kmalloc and vmalloc, (b) the overhead of copying memory with memcpy, and (c) the overhead of executing a call to secure space.

In Open Virtualization, when the secure area initializes at boot time, a memory pool is created using a technique similar to the buddy system \textsuperscript{141}. Since the secure area has a limited amount of memory, it is relatively cheap to pre-allocate and manage this pool. As a result, secure tasks can obtain dynamic memory at constant cost. We verify that, in our experimental setup, this cost is indeed fairly constant (\(\sim 200\mu s\)).

The design principle followed in Open Virtualization is that secure tasks will not need to allocate large amounts of memory, and allocations will not occur as often as in a general purpose OS. In kernel space however, Linux uses slab allocation \textsuperscript{54}, which is designed to allocate large amounts of memory while minimizing external fragmentation. This explains that secure area is faster at allocating memory as the requested size increases.

When using vmalloc, the kernel allocates virtually contiguous memory that may or may not be physically contiguous; with kmalloc, the kernel allocates a region of physically contiguous (also virtually contiguous) memory and returns the pointer to the allocated memory \textsuperscript{77}.

\textsuperscript{14}\url{http://lwn.net/Articles/187979/}
While `kmalloc` is normally faster than `vmalloc` it depends very much on the requested allocation size and how fragmented the memory is. In our tests `kmalloc` clearly deteriorates faster than `vmalloc`; we execute each memory operation a million times in order to avoid misleading results due to scheduling, locking, etc. When looking at individual allocations, `kmalloc` does perform better for low allocation sizes. We believe that this workload is representative of the intensive memory usage that results from switching contexts between kernel and secure spaces in innovative, complex applications.

The secure area cannot exploit this advantage when copying memory though. While, theoretically, a secure space built on top of TrustZone should have the same resources as kernel space, in practice TEEs are designed to work with few resources under low duty-cycles. Sierraware’s TEE starts to show problems when the secure task heap size is increased over 64MB. What is more, the secure software stack is designed with compactness (low TCB) and verifiability in mind, not performance. Sierraware’s TEE exhibits a high overhead when carrying out memory copies.

The overhead of making a call to a secure function is a sub-product of our measurements and is included as reference, since it is an overhead that must be paid every time that a secure task is invoked. As expected the overhead is constant (~20%). More interestingly, this experiments confirms that the overhead of issuing a call to the secure area is indeed in the range of a few microseconds, as we had previously inferred from the application benchmark.
CPU-hungry Operations Trusted modules in the secure area combine all sorts of operations, including CPU-hungry computations. Figure 11.4 shows the overhead of executing algorithms in secure space. We experiment with two different algorithms to calculate the first $n$ primes: a brute-force algorithm (CPU-hungry), and the Sieve of Eratosthenes [214] (memory-hungry).

![Table of Overhead for Calculating the First N Primes](image)

**Figure 11.4:** Overhead of calculating the first N primes using a CPU-hungry algorithm and a memory-hungry one.

We observed that at low CPU usage, execution in secure space is much more expensive than execution in kernel space. When exposed to a high CPU usage, though, secure space outperforms kernel space. This is because the secure area is never preempted. One of the traditional TEE design principles, as defined by Global Platform, is that secure space has higher priority than kernel space. This is (erroneously) achieved by disabling interruptions when secure tasks are executing (see Section 7.1.1.2 for details). In summary, on ARMv7 there are two types of interrupts: external interrupts with normal priority (IRQ), and fast external interrupts with high priority (FIQ) [21]. In TrustZone, FIQs are normally associated with secure space, and IRQs with kernel space [29]. Open Virtualization disables IRQs when entering secure space. As a result, long-running secure tasks are not scheduled out of execution. Coming back to the prime experiment, when performing the calculation of first 10000 primes using a brute force algorithm, the secure area takes advantage of the TEE not being preempted, therefore outperforming kernel space, at the cost of missing IRQs.

The Sieve of Eratosthenes on the other hand, is a memory-hungry algorithm which has a memory requirement of $O(n)$, where $n$ is the size of the buffer and the square of the largest prime we are looking for. In our experiments we use a constant buffer, because we want to study how memory operations compare to CPU operations in terms of overhead. The results
shown in Figure 11.4 follow the trend in Figure 11.3. Understanding the decisions behind the design of the TEE supporting the secure area is crucial in order to design trusted services. In the case of Open Virtualization, memory - while a limited resource -, has a beneficial impact on performance, as opposed to intensive CPU operations.

The consequence of secure tasks not being preemptable can be better seen in Figure 11.5, where a kernel space task, and a secure space task compete for resources. Here we can see that, when a secure task executes a heavy workload, the execution of a rich application is delayed proportionally to the time that it takes the secure task to finish its execution. TEEs are not designed to run heavy workloads for significant periods of time. This is indeed a strong limitation that affects the design of our trusted modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N=0</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>N=1000</th>
<th>N=10000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime + secure workload (10,000)</td>
<td>43499.13011</td>
<td>44651.17005</td>
<td>217753.0104</td>
<td>23337565.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime + secure workload (100)</td>
<td>506.790144</td>
<td>1658.83008</td>
<td>174760.6705</td>
<td>23294573.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime, no secure workload</td>
<td>383.36</td>
<td>1535.399936</td>
<td>174637.2403</td>
<td>23294449.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.5:** Impact of Open Virtualization’s TEE disabling IRQ interrupts when executing a secure task.

**Cryptographic Operations** The last microbenchmark that we present targets cryptographic operations. These operations are relevant in two different ways: (i) they mix memory- and computationally-hungry operations, and (ii) they represent a workload that must be carried out in the secure area by TSM.

For this set of tests we use AES-128, which is the default encryption algorithm in TSM. As we mentioned in the Trusted Cell design, we choose this algorithm since there is no known attack which is faster than the $2^{128}$ complexity of an exhaustive search [46]. AES-192 and AES-256 have shown more vulnerabilities even when they use longer keys [47, 46]. In kernel space we use the Linux Crypto API [209]; in secure space, we use the `libcrypto` EVP API
available in OpenSSL\(^{15}\) through TSM interfaces.

Figure 11.6 compares the overhead of using AES with a 128-bit key and CBC, CRT, and ECB cipher modes in secure space. There are two interesting results coming out of this test. First, the trusted-untrusted overhead follows the same trend independently from the cipher block mode used. Second, ECB performs worse than CBC and CRT in the secure area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1KB</th>
<th>100KB</th>
<th>500KB</th>
<th>1MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AES CBC</td>
<td>-3.13%</td>
<td>5.15%</td>
<td>7.99%</td>
<td>-5.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES CRT</td>
<td>-3.37%</td>
<td>5.11%</td>
<td>8.13%</td>
<td>-5.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES ECB</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
<td>10.51%</td>
<td>13.82%</td>
<td>-1.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11.6: Encryption overhead of using the AES algorithm with a 128-bit key and different block ciphers modes. Kernel space relies on Linux Kernel crypto API; secure space uses the libcrypto EVP API available in OpenSSL.

The first result might seem confusing since the secure area outperforms the rich area both when encrypting a block of 1KB and a block of 1MB (around 5% faster), while it exhibits an overhead of up to 13% when encrypting a block of 500KB. For every encryption there is a number of structures that need to be allocated (transformation block cipher, scatterlist, initialization vector, ciphertext buffer, etc.). For encrypting 1KB, at least another 1148 bytes are needed - besides the input buffer. This applies for both the Linux Crypto and EVP APIs.

As shown in Figure 11.3, allocating and freeing memory is much cheaper in the secure area. When encrypting 1MB, the amount of computation begins to be significant. In this case, the secure area has the advantage of not being preemptable, as seen in Figure 11.5.

Regarding the difference exhibited by ECB, ECB is a block cipher that operates on one block at a time. It does not use an initialization vector to kickstart the encryption, and it uses the same algorithm to encrypt each block \([265]\). This results in ECB using less memory and being more efficient \([230]\), at the cost of being less secure \([265, 128]\)\(^{16}\).

\(^{15}\)https://www.openssl.org/docs/crypto/evp.html

\(^{16}\)Note that we include ECB to show, once again, the impact of TEE design decisions, such as preallocating
It is difficult to compare *libcrypto* EVP and the Linux Crypto APIs, mostly because they are designed for different contexts. This might explain the lack of a performance study including them both. Even when a performance benchmark is presented, the outcome depends largely on the context (i.e., payload, keys, hardware used, etc), which results in opposite conclusions [153, 212, 106] over time. There might be some aspects of *libcrypto* EVP that outperform the Linux Crypto API, and vice versa. However, we believe that the tendency depicted in Figure 11.6 responds to the design principles that form a traditional TEE as Open Virtualization (Section 7.1.1). We want to make clear that our results are not meant to serve as a reference for comparing both libraries.

### 11.2.3 Applicability of Split-Enforcement

Mediating system resources through the Trusted Cell in the secure area comes inevitably at the cost of performance. This cost is a function of (i) the frequency of the calls to the secure area, and (ii) the type and extent of the computation that takes place per call. In the presented benchmarks we measure separately the cost of a *Secure Round Trip* to the secure world, and the overhead of executing a CPU-hungry, memory-hungry, and combinations of them both in the secure area. What is more, we present an application benchmark where we take the worst case and mediate *every* system call through the TEE Trusted Cell in the secure area. The results of our experiments show that:

1. The cost of a secure round trip is in the range of the few microseconds (at 666MHz.). Note that a secure round trip not only includes the cost of setting the processor in privilege mode, but also the cost of saving the untrusted context, loading the trusted context, dispatching the secure tasks, and the return to the control flow to the untrusted area (i.e., save trusted context and load the untrusted context).

2. The overhead of 1000s context switches, executing 1000s of instructions in secure space is below 20%. It is thus possible to envisage that the TEE Trusted Cell captures the state of untrusted applications running in user space through a LSM that redirects (some of) their system calls to evaluate their actions and unlock system resources.

3. The Trusted Execution Environment provided by Open Virtualization is not well suited for long-running tasks in secure spaces. Indeed, secure tasks run to completion without being pre-empted. During that time, kernel tasks are delayed, and risk missing IRQs that are disabled. The consequence is that the option where sensitive data is stored and processed in secure space (i.e., secure drivers Section 6.3.1) cannot be supported on this platform. In fact, since Open Virtualization follows a traditional Global Platform design, we can state that there is a mismatch between current TEEs that are designed to offload simple secure tasks to the secure area, and the needs of the run-time security community in ARM-powered devices.

memory in the case of Open Virtualization. We do not consider using ECB cipher mode in our design, since increasing its security requires using different encryption keys for each block. CBC, which is the default cipher in TSM, does not exhibit this shortcoming.
4. The performance of encryption in secure space is not dramatically slower than in kernel space; TSM being in charge of crypto operations in the TEE Trusted Cell seems like a good option.

With the results we have obtained, we are now in a position to analyze their applicability to the three locking mechanisms forming split-enforcement:

**Data locking.** Even in datacenters, I/O device latencies today are in the range of a few hundreds of microseconds [284]. This means that mediating each I/O request through the Trusted Cell - which as mentioned is in the order of a few microseconds -, would represent an overhead of <10%. I/O devices that are not used in edge data centers, are still counted in milliseconds. This is specially true for general purpose personal devices such as smart phones, laptops and set-top boxes. In this last case, the cost of mediating I/Os is one order of magnitude below current I/O device latencies. The trusted storage solution we present is then directly applicable to personal devices at an insignificant cost. What is more, in its actual form, our solution is viable for datacenters with a focus on security and privacy.

**Memory locking.** Memory operations are measured in nanoseconds, therefore a microsecond overhead is not acceptable. Note that these measurements respond to our proof of concept implementation, where a context switch to the secure world is required per memory access. The alternative design we propose, based on a hypervisor can lower the impact of mediating memory accesses significantly. Indeed, work on hypervisors show how virtualization overhead can be minimized significantly using current ARM virtualization extensions [81, 152].

**Peripheral locking.** Access to the ARM’s Advanced Peripheral Bus (Section 2.4) is in the order of a few dozens of clock ticks, which at 666MHz corresponds to nanoseconds [225]. However, communication with a peripheral itself depends very much on the peripheral, and in cases where humans are involved (e.g., identification) time is measured in hundreds of milliseconds in the best case. Note that access to I/O devices and memory is also handled through the APB bus; TrustZone’s NS bit depends on the proper operation of the AXI-to-APB bridge. A general claim cannot be made since latency depends very much on the peripheral. For us, the peripherals that we secure are limited to sensitive data acquisition since we maintain a low TCB; securing peripherals requires porting secure drivers (Section 6.3.1). Moreover, the fact that in ARMv8 an exception level is dedicated to the secure monitor, allows exploration of the possibility of adding simple usage rules directly to the secure monitor to avoid a context switch to the secure area. This would lower latency to the nanosecond scale. Investigating how TUM can be distributed among different devices and exception levels is a topic for future research.
11.3 Discussion

This experimental evaluation covers the design space for the first non-commercial framework available for TrustZone. While our proof of concept implementation does not fully comply with split-enforcement (because of the limitations of the framework), it has helped us (i) expose further limitations in this portion of the design space, and (ii) understand which properties future hardware and software providing TEEs should exhibit.

From a hardware perspective, the lack of trap-and-emulate instructions in TrustZone, and the lack of virtualization extensions in popular TrustZone-enabled processors such as the Cortex-A9 prevent the implementation of trusted memory enclaves. Moreover, the overhead of switching to the secure area per memory access introduces a significant overhead.

From a software perspective, we have seen that traditional TEEs such as Open Virtualization are designed for Global Platform use cases: low duty-cycled, non-preemtable, with non-interruptible secure tasks, and preallocating a memory pool for the secure task heap. Such frameworks are not well suited to provide run-time security as we have defined it. We can expect much less overhead from a secure space implemented on top of a largely independent, high duty cycled secure microkernel. Examples implementing this paradigm include Genode [115], and TOPPERS SafeG [249]. The security community has much to learn from the real-time community and the work they have done with hardware extensions originally conceived for security such as TrustZone. The performance results we have presented should serve as a reference when evaluating these, and next generation TEEs.

Throughout our experiments we have observed that the overhead of mediating I/O operations and peripheral in the Trusted Cell is very acceptable, even when the TEE we are using is not well suited for real-time response. Note that a secure round trip is in the order of a few microseconds. This means that the presented trusted storage solutions and trusted data generation and acquisition with secure peripherals are directly applicable to today’s platforms relying on direct attached storage. This type of trusted storage in fact meets all the requirements established by split-enforcement in terms of data confidentiality and integrity (Section 8.2.1.1).

Memory operations on the other hand, suffer more the few microseconds that it takes to context switch to the secure area. This backs our initial thoughts on the need for MMU virtualization in the untrusted area; if TrustZone were to support trap-and-emulate memory accesses, a trusted thin hypervisor could implement memory usage policies and directly mediate memory accesses. This would not only lower overhead, but it would give the possibility of implementing memory locking as envisioned in split-enforcement. Such advances in secure hardware are also necessary to support trusted storage techniques in next generation I/O devices, as described throughout Chapter 8. Until TrustZone gets a revision, combining it with virtualization extensions such as the ones presents in ARMv8 processors (e.g., Cortex-A53, and Cortex-57) is a relevant topic for future work.

To conclude, we list the properties in terms of hardware and software that an ARM-powered platform should implement in order to support split-enforcement, and run-time security as we have envisioned in this thesis. We limit ourselves to commercially available hardware,
and omit obvious components such as RAM (note that split-enforcement does not have an impact on memory usage since it does not introduce large structures that should fit in main memory).

- **Hardware:**
  - A processor that implements both TrustZone and virtualization extensions. This is necessary to mediate memory accesses without killing performance, and providing high security guarantees (Chapter 6). Examples of commercially available processors with these properties include Cortex-A15 (ARMv7), Cortex-A53 (ARMv8), and Cortex-A57 (ARMv8).
  - Several PCI-express interfaces that allow communication with next generation I/O devices natively.
  - Internal non-volatile flash memory that can either be virtualized or secured from TrustZone. This allows implementation of different levels of trusted storage.
  - A tamper-resistant unit to store encryption keys and other secrets (e.g., Secure Element).
  - Different cache levels that can also be secure. This allows the secure area to cache sensitive data in cleartext.

- **Software:**
  - A TEE that is largely independent from the untrusted area, high duty cycled, pre-emptable, and preferably with real-time guarantees to minimize context switch overhead to the secure area. Examples implementing this paradigm include Genode [115], and TOPPERS SafeG [249].
  - A thin hypervisor that fully virtualizes the MMU in the untrusted area. Such hypervisor does not need support for multi-guests, but should implement the part of TUM that corresponds to memory accesses in order to minimize overhead. Related work on secure hypervisors show that such a design can be achieved with a small TCB [282].
  - A distributed framework that allows implementation of trusted services using different TEEs working concurrently. The Trusted Cell is an example of such framework. This allows, for example, to have a secure area in the I/O device and secure area in the host device that collaborate to enforce usage policies. Even when the hypervisor mentioned above is not a secure area, it is trusted. Collaboration between the hypervisor and the host device secure area is also supported by the Trusted Cell framework.
Chapter 12

Conclusion

12.1 Conclusion

In the beginning of this thesis, we argued that one of the main factors enabling cyberattacks was the increasing complexity of software. Our argument was that complexity hides vulnerabilities in the code, causing software to occasionally behave nondeterministically. In our view, cyberattacks are indeed about detecting unspecified behaviors and finding ways to exploit them. The question that we asked, and that has served as motivation for our work, was: How do we handle the security of complex software without killing innovation?

In this thesis we answered this question by focusing on run-time security. While we hope that future developers with the help of better development tools will produce honest, bug-free code, we assume that innovative services will, for the time being, exhibit unspecified behavior. In order to protect the Sensitive Assets that motivate cyberattacks, we propose the use of Run-Time Security Primitives to enable Trusted Services. These allow sensitive assets to be directly used by untrusted services, but mediate actions involving them in order to guarantee their integrity and confidentiality. Enabling trusted services in commodity operating systems has been the focus of this thesis. In the process of addressing this problem, we have produced three major contributions that we summarize next. We present their design and implementation in Part II and their analytical and experimental evaluation in Part III. All in all, this thesis provides an updated look at the run-time security landscape from boot protection mechanisms to run-time policy enforcement. Part I is dedicated to covering the state of the art, but we extend it with comparisons and discussions throughout the whole thesis.

Split-enforcement. Some work has proposed to protect sensitive assets by dividing the execution environment into two areas: one trusted and one untrusted. We follow the same approach, but require that these areas are separated by hardware. We denote them Trusted Area and Untrusted Area. Also, instead of restricting the use of sensitive assets to components in the trusted area, we use these trusted components to mediate actions carried out directly by innovative services in the untrusted area which involve sensitive assets. This way
we do not limit the scope of innovative services. We denote the mechanism we use to achieve this *Split-Enforcement*. This is our first contribution (Chapter 6).

**Generic TrustZone driver for Linux Kernel.** We implement split-enforcement using ARM TrustZone security extensions. While work on TrustZone-enabled TEE frameworks has gained traction in the last years, there is still no generic support for the Linux kernel. Apart from contributing to Open Virtualization, the TEE framework that we have used, we have proposed the first generic TrustZone support for the Linux operating system. At the time of this writing, we have submitted a first set of patches with the generic TrustZone driver to the *Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML)* with the intention of contributing our work to the mainline Linux kernel. This is our second contribution (Chapter 7).

**Trusted Cell** We finally implement a distributed framework that leverages the capabilities of a given TEE to provide trusted services using TrustZone. We denote this framework *Trusted Cell*. Using this framework, we implement two trusted services that we consider pivotal to run-time security: (i) a trusted storage solution that ensures the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data while reusing legacy infrastructure to minimize the *Trusted Computing Base (TCB)*; and (ii) a reference monitor that allows enforcement of *Usage Control* policies targeting a wide range of sensitive assets in a device. While building the Trusted Cell, we identified a number of deficiencies in our platform affecting the hardware, software, and also TrustZone’s design. We explored the design space we initiated despite these limitations. This has allowed us to better reason about the hardware and software combination that can support future iterations of our work. This is our third contribution (Chapters 8, and 9).

### 12.2 Future Work

Based on our experience designing and building support for trusted services, we now propose a roadmap for future work. As we have argued during Part III, split-enforcement is in fact a good solution to provide run-time security in commodity OS without making assumptions on their trustworthiness. Moreover, our experimental results show that it introduces an affordable overhead in terms of performance. We propose future work based on our initial hypothesis that a state machine can capture utilization of sensitive assets, and be serve as a basis for usage policies enforcement by means of split-enforcement (Section 6.2).

We divide this roadmap for future work into three sections. First, we look at what we can improve in the Trusted Cell framework in terms of OS support and trusted modules. Second, we describe the necessary components required improvement of the two trusted services that we have already implemented. Here, we look at the reference monitor and trusted storage solutions separately. Finally, we propose a number of trusted services that we had in mind when implementing the Trusted Cell, and that have, in a way, shaped the Trusted Cell framework.
12.2.1 Linux TEE support and Trusted Modules

While we believe that our design and implementation of the generic TrustZone driver and the Trusted Cell framework (i.e., trusted modules) are very complete, there is a number of improvements that should be done before these components reach a commercial level.

In terms of the generic TrustZone driver, there are three issues that we need to addressed. First, we need to work on the feedback we obtained from the Linux kernel community and resubmit the patches. The process of making a new driver part of the mainline Linux kernel is long and tedious, and requires to improve the code in terms of correctness and understandability. Put differently, our driver requires some ”plumbing” before it gets accepted in the Linux kernel. As we have mentioned, we are in the process of collaborating with Linaro to push this effort and make the driver mainstream. Second, once the generic interface is part of the mainline Linux kernel, we need to port more TEE drivers to support as many TEE frameworks as possible. Since we are working with Linaro, support for OP-TEE is at the top of the list. Third and finally, we need to divulge our work both in the Linux and research communities so that people interested in experimenting with TrustZone can focus their efforts in one place. The idea is to work on Linux-specific presentations, kernel documentation, and LWN articles, as well as to write academic publications. We are indeed in the process of writing a paper to present the design and implementation of the TrustZone driver at the moment.

In terms of the Trusted Cell framework there are two areas that require improvement:

**Open Virtualization.** We would like to continue with the improvements we have already made to Open Virtualization and contribute to the TEE community. We still need to implement an abstraction layer to liberate developers from dealing with the stack to pass parameters between TrustZone’s secure and non-secure world (Section 7.1.1.1). Also, we would like to improve the SMP mode (Section 11.1) to take advantage of the two processors in the untrusted area. Still, this work depends on the license under which Sierraware plans to release future version of Open Virtualization (Section 7.1.1.6).

**Trusted Modules.** There are also minor improvements that can be done to TSM, TIM, and TUM. As we mentioned when we presented TSM, we intend to make cryptographic operations library-agnostic, borrowing the design of the Linux kernel Crypto API [209]. In this way, other trusted modules would not depend on OpenSSL directly. In relation to TIM, we would like to apply our experiences with calculating file hashes using Merkle trees [205] to improve IMA [75] in the Linux kernel. In TUM we would like to substitute our policy engine with a full implementation of UCON\textsubscript{ABC}. Finally, in terms of the framework in itself, we intend to work on a LSM stacking solution so that the Trusted Cell could coexist with current access control frameworks such as AppArmor [216] or SELinux [263].
12.2.2 Current Trusted Services

With regards to our reference monitor and trusted storage solution, future work focuses on addressing the platform deficiencies that we have encountered when implementing them, which have prevented us from fully implementing split-enforcement. Let us look at each trusted service independently.

Reference Monitor. A necessary step towards a full implementation of split-enforcement is providing memory locking (Section 8.2.2.1). In the process of exploring the whole design space with our hardware and software platform we identified that one of its major deficiencies is the lack of virtualization trap-and-emulate instructions. Counting on this hardware support is necessary to implement memory locking. We have two strategies to achieve this. The first one is to explore ARMv8-powered processors featuring both TrustZone and virtualization extensions. Examples of such processors include Cortex-A53 and -A57. This would allow us to add a thin hypervisor to the TCB and support trusted memory enclaves. The second option is to use our work to push for virtualization extensions being included as part of TrustZone in its revision. In the long run this would be the preferred solution.

If trusted memory enclaves are supported, then the next step would be to fully implement CPI [182]. This would represent the formal model behind memory locking that virtualizing the MMU would enforce. Having this in place, Iago attacks [60] as discussed in Chapter 11 would be canceled. What is more, if new attacks appear, the model could be exchanged. As a part of split-enforcement, memory locking is modular. This is, the enforcement mechanism is orthogonal to the model that generates the usage decisions, CPI in this case.

Trusted Storage. While our trusted storage solution guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data generated in the trusted area, next generation I/O devices are able to enable a full storage solution. The advent of I/O devices featuring a full software stack and supporting software defined storage solutions represent a perfect platform for implementing a full trusted storage solution. These devices are powered by ARM processors, which allows us to replicate our architecture in them. Here, only the trusted modules that refer to storage usage policies are necessary; there is no need to replicate the whole Trusted Cell architecture. In this way, I/O requests would be directly mediated by trusted area in the storage hardware. This architecture can enable availability and durability of sensitive data. Specific challenges include:

- **I/O Trusted Cell.** While our intuition is that only a subset of TSM, TIM, and TUM (storage usage polices) is necessary to enable a reference monitor in the I/O device, we cannot make statements before we have implemented a prototype. We believe that we will face the same issues as when implementing the Trusted Cell in parallel with a commodity OS. However, latency and throughput issues that are intrinsic with storage devices can become a big adoption issue. Future work will judge the viability of this solution.

- **Trusted Cells Communication.** In order to guarantee durability of sensitive data,
we need to first make sure that sensitive data reaches the storage device; note that we still reuse the untrusted I/O stack to reduce the TCB. We believe that the two trusted areas could communicate and coordinate using the APB bus and the AXI-to-APB bridge to secure the communication. This would allow exchange of encryption keys, but it also would allow acknowledgment of I/O completion, probably together with the hash of the received page. Again, while this solution looks viable in paper, we have not had the chance to implement a working prototype and evaluate it. However, our experimental measurements in terms of I/O overhead (Chapter 11) make us being enthusiastic about this research path.

- **Trusted Area DMA.** While acknowledging I/O completions together with I/O mediation in the storage hardware can guarantee durability, availability can be affected when reading sensitive data. In order to solve this, we have thought about the possibility of implementing DMA between the two trusted areas using the same APB infrastructure as mentioned above. However, we are not sure about the repercussions that this would have in terms of the TCB. As we have argued several time in this thesis, confidentiality and integrity are our top priorities, and any increase of the TCB that would lower them is not an option. Exploring this and other alternatives to provide availability is indeed a big challenge, and a topic of research in itself.

### 12.2.3 New Trusted Services

Finally, we provide a list of trusted service that we believe would improve the Trusted Cell. Some of these trusted service proposals reflect challenges that the security community inside and outside academia are facing today. We have ideas regarding the requirements for these trusted services, but no clear vision on specific implementation challenges. Thus, we limit our presentation to a problem description, and occasional approach possibilities.

**Trusted Service Installer.** Since its apparition, both industry and academia have seen in TrustZone a platform to implement (equivalents to) trusted services in mobile platforms: From DRM to mobile banking or user identification. Indeed, recent work still focuses in these use cases [191, 229]. However, all of these approaches (including our Trusted Cell) assume that the components enabling these trusted services are already present in the trusted area. In fact, commercial products implementing trusted services with TrustZone rely on manufacturers incorporating these services in their fabric configuration. A fundamental missing part is what we have referred to as a **Trusted Service Installer (TSI)**. We envision TSI as a trusted packet installer that allows installation of **Trusted Services** in the Trusted Cell. Such an installer should be able to: (i) install the necessary **Trusted Modules** to support the trusted service, (ii) install the **Run-Time Security Primitives** in **Trusted System Primitive Module (TSPM)**, and (iii) install the user space API to support these run-time security primitives from user space. If the used TEE API is proprietary, and the **Rich Execution Environment (REE)** supports it, TSI should also install the (equivalent to) the Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) to implement the API. If TrustZone is to bring general purpose trusted services to ARM-powered devices, an equivalent to the TSI is necessary.
**Trusted Service Store.** Related to the previous, such a trusted service installer would trigger the need for a trusted service store. This opens a whole range of possibilities in terms of defining the trustworthiness of trusted services and the modules implementing them, as well as the trustworthiness of untrusted applications. If such a trusted service store could integrate with normal application stores such as App Store or Google Play, leaky and malicious applications as well as applications exhibiting unspecified behavior could be reported in the same way that *App reviews* work today. If the trusted cell detects an untrusted application not complying with its *Application Contract* it would directly report it to the application store, using reputation as a countermeasure against malicious and careless developers. We believe that the possibilities of such an application store (including the trusted service store) are many, and could be equally used in mobile devices and cloud services.

**Trusted Area Intrusion Detection.** Detecting intrusions both in the untrusted and the trusted areas is also an area where the Trusted Cell could be useful. As we briefly describe in Section 8.2.1.1 secure containers could be used as bait to detect DoS or corruption attacks targeting the REE Trusted Cell. Machine learning techniques that are fed with access patterns, usage control policy generation, and techniques such as the one described with secure containers are a promising way to push trusted storage from resilience to *antifragility* [268].

**Trusted Cell Verification.** As soon as we count on a number of Trusted Cells being distributed either locally in the same device (e.g., host trusted cell + I/O device trusted cell) or remotely (e.g., devices over the Internet) verifying Trusted Cells is an issue. Traditionally, this problem has been solved by assigning unique keys at fabrication time by OEMs. However, depending on third parties that might be under the coercion of organizations or governments [142] is not a good root of trust. In general, authenticating (the equivalent) to the trusted area without depending on a third party is a challenge for the security community.

**Split-Enforcement in other Secure Hardware.** Finally, the apparition of advanced secure hardware such as Intel SGX security extensions make us wonder how split-enforcement could be materialized in them. While our understanding is that SGX does not extend to the system bus, thus not supporting securing peripherals, investigating how to extend it to fully support split-enforcement is an interesting topic for future research. Indeed, one of the main issues that we have encountered when implementing split-enforcement in ARM TrustZone is related to the creation of trusted memory enclaves, which are by default supported in Intel SGX.
Glossary

**Application Contract** Contract in which an application explicitly states the assets it is going to use. The focus of the contract is that applications specify which sensitive information (e.g., contact list, archived mails), software resources (i.e., libraries), and peripherals (e.g., microphone, secondary storage) they are going to use. We refer to these as *Sensitive Asset*. In platforms such as Android, this is already done within the application manifest\(^1\). In [97], Dragoni et al. also propose the use of contracts that are shipped with applications. For us this contract is not enforcing, but as we will see, it can help the reference monitor to classify applications when they violate the device usage policy. Since the applications we refer to here are all untrusted, we sometimes refer to them as untrusted applications to emphasize this fact. We reserve the right to also denote them as (untrusted) services, specially when we refer to applications running as cloud services.

**Certainty Boot** A boot protection mechanism that allows users to choose the OS they want to run on their devices while (i) giving them the certainty that the OS of their choice is effectively the one being booted, and (ii) allowing applications to verify the OS at run-time. Certainty boot is based on Cory DOctorow’s proposal in [95].

**Commodity OS** Constitutes the operating system in the untrusted area. We do not make distinction between monolithic kernels, microkernels, or hybrids [261, 90]. The commodity OS is by definition untrusted. Typically, it is large, and complex. Examples of commodity OSs are Linux, BSD, or Mac OS.

**Default Application Contract** *Application Contract* with a default set of usage policies.

**Device** In this thesis we refer to device as an autonomous computer machine that is composed by different hardware components and provides an execution environment, where it is given a set of inputs and returns a set of outputs. Our assumption in this thesis is that a device can be physically divided between a *Trusted Area* and an *Untrusted Area* in order to isolate security-critical operations from the main OS and applications. Examples of devices include smart phones, set-top boxes, and laptops. In Chapter 7 we take a more classical definition to refer to components that *attach* to a computer machine (e.g., secondary storage hardware, network cards) since it is the definition used in the systems community when referring to the drivers governing these components.

\(^1\)http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html
Device Usage Policy List of usage policies that define the behavior of a device. These policies define how the device should behave when interacting with other systems (e.g., which information to share, protocols, privacy settings). These policies affect the device as a whole.

First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) First logical component that executes in a device. It is normally used to initialize hardware components. It is normally proprietary.

Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML) Set of mailing lists where kernel developers submit patches and discuss design and implementation details of the different kernel submodules. A list of the current mailing lists and information on how to subscribe to them can be found here: http://vger.kernel.org/vger-lists.html. Latest messages in: https://lkml.org.

LSM Trusted Cell Subpart of the REE Trusted Cell that handles connections with the Linux kernel through the Linux Security Module (LSM) framework.

Outsourced State In the state machine representing the usage of sensitive assets (Figure 6.1), untrusted state represents the state where the untrusted application outsources a specific task to the secure area (i.e., executes a secure task). The secure task takes the control flow, executes, and returns it to the untrusted application when it finishes. This corresponds to traditional secure co-processor’s use cases where sensitive assets are only accessible from within the TEE.

REE Trusted Cell Part of the Trusted Cell that belongs in the Rich Execution Environment (REE).

Reference Monitor Component that mediates access to Sensitive Assets based on a given usage policy. It is also a Trusted Service in the Trusted Cell that is in charge of enforcing usage decisions generated by Trusted Usage Module (TUM).

Rich Execution Environment (REE) Execution environment in the Untrusted Area of a Device.

Run-Time Security Set of protection mechanism that guarantee the integrity of a system at run-time. The mechanisms to achieve this are diverse. An example is Split-Enforcement.

Run-Time Security Primitives System primitives that explicitly refer to security-critical operations in a running system. A system primitive in this context is composed by (i) an operation in the trusted area (e.g., Trusted Service or Secure Task, a Secure System Call supporting it in the commodity OS, and the user space library that exposes it to Untrusted Applications.

Second Stage Boot Loader (SSBL) Logical component executed after the First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL). It finishes hardware initialization before executing what is normally referred to as the OS bootloader (e.g., uboot). It is normally proprietary.
Secure Area  It is a portion of the trusted area that defines an execution environment. In other words, it is the software part of the trusted area. The secure area is synonymous with a TEE. In some secure hardware platforms such as smart cards, the trusted area and the secure area are the same, but this is not always the case (e.g., ARM TrustZone).

Secure Container  An encrypted container formatted and used Trusted Security Module (TSM) to provide trusted storage for sensitive data generated in the Trusted Area. Secure containers are typically stored in untrusted secondary storage in form of files.

Secure Device Tree  Device tree describing the hardware composing the trusted area.

Secure Element (SE)  Special variant of a smart card, which is usually shipped as an embedded integrated circuit in mobile devices together with Near field Communication (NFC).

Secure OS  Constitutes the operating system in the Secure Area.

Secure Round Trip  It describes the process of unloading and saving the untrusted software stack, executing TrustZone’s secure monitor (SMC call), loading the trusted stack, and coming back to the untrusted area (i.e., unloading and saving the trusted stack, executing the SMC call, and loading the untrusted stack). We use this as a metric to evaluate the performance overhead of executing a trusted service or secure task in Chapter 11.

Secure System Call  System call that explicitly refers to internal security-critical operations. It is the way that untrusted applications can trigger Trusted Services. They represent the user space support for Run-Time Security Primitives.

Secure Task  It is a well-defined piece of code that executes in the secure area. A secure task has a very specific purpose both in terms of computation and interaction with other components.

Sensitive Asset  An asset in a device that is considered sensitive because it either generates, manages, or contains sensitive information. Sensitive information (e.g., encryption keys, mails, photographs) is a sensitive asset in itself. Examples of other sensitive assets include pin- and password-entry devices such as keyboards and touch screens, cameras, microphones, and biometric sensors. Sensitive assets are the trophy for an attacker aiming to compromise a system.

Sensitive State  In the state machine representing the usage of sensitive assets (Figure 6.1), untrusted state represents the state where the untrusted application has access to sensitive assets. The untrusted application reaches this state if and only if the reference monitor has allowed it. This decision is based on a usage request, accessibility to other sensitive assets, and the device’s context.

Software Defined Storage (SDS)  Approach to data storage in which the software that controls storage-related tasks is decoupled from the storage device (i.e., hardware). SDS enables the host to enforce storage policies and implement logic that has traditionally been implemented in the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) such as data placement or...
garbage collection. From a security perspective, these storage policies resemble TUM usage policies, which allows for more control over I/O requests, thus enabling novel trusted storage solutions.

**Split-Enforcement** A two-phase enforcement mechanism that allows enforcement of usage policies without increasing the TCB in the **Secure Area** with replicated functionality (e.g., I/O stack). In the first phase, **Sensitive Assets** are locked at boot-time. In the second phase, these sensitive assets are unlocked on demand at run-time. Since the locking and unlocking mechanisms reside in the secure area, **Untrusted Applications** are forced to go through the **Reference Monitor**, thus being subject to the usage decision generated by it.

**TEE Trusted Cell** Part of the **Trusted Cell** that belongs in the **Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)**.

**Trusted Area** An area in a device defined by a hardware security perimeter containing an execution environment and a number of hardware resources to support it (e.g., CPU, memory, peripherals). The trusted area is not intrinsically trusted; no software executing in it, and no hardware attached to it offers more guarantees than an equivalent outside of the security perimeter. However, since the trusted area is separated by hardware, its isolation is guaranteed. The level of isolation is given by the specific technology supporting it (Chapter 2). In this way, software and hardware outside the trusted area cannot directly access the security perimeter; they need to use the interfaces defined by it. It is then a software design issue to define the right interfaces in order to guarantee the integrity of the trusted area. From an architectural perspective, if a piece of software or hardware is considered trusted, the trusted area guarantees its immutability against a set of logical and physical attacks. These can be defined as a function of (i) the hardware defining the security perimeter, and (ii) the software managing it.

**Trusted Cell** Distributed framework that leverages the capabilities of a given **Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)** to provide **Trusted Services**. The Trusted Cell is divided between the **REE Trusted Cell** and the **TEE Trusted Cell**, which correspond to the untrusted and trusted part of the Trusted Cell respectively.

**Trusted Computing Base (TCB)** TCB is normally defined as everything in a computing system that provides a secure environment. This includes hardware, firmware, and software.

**Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)** Execution environment in the **Trusted Area** of a **Device**. The TEE is not intrinsically trusted; no software executing in the TEE offers more guarantees than an equivalent outside of the TEE. Code executing in the TEE is guaranteed not to be tampered with as a function of the level of tamper-resistance exhibited by the hardware defining the trusted area that supports the TEE.

**Trusted Integrity Module (TIM)** **Trusted Module** in charge of maintaining integrity measurements in the **TEE Trusted Cell**.
Trusted Memory Enclave is a piece of memory accessible from the Commodity OS which for a limited period of time is considered trusted, and can be attested by the Secure Area. In other words, it is a trusted enclave in the untrusted address space. The secure area guarantees the integrity of trusted memory enclaves, and enforces that any memory operation involving it is mediated by the reference monitor. We borrow the name from Intel SGX’s enclaves (Section 2.3.2).

Trusted Module Component in the TEE Trusted Cell that serves one or several Trusted Services.

Trusted Security Module (TSM) Trusted Module in charge of cryptographic operations in the TEE Trusted Cell.

Trusted Service Services implemented in the Trusted Area that involve the use of Sensitive Assets. Trusted Services are provided by means of Trusted Modules. An example of a trusted service is trusted storage, which is largely supported by the Trusted Security Module (TSM) trusted module.

Trusted Service Installer (TSI) It is a packet installer that allows installation of Trusted Services in the Trusted Cell. Such an installer should be able to: (i) install the necessary Trusted Modules to support the trusted service, (ii) install the Run-Time Security Primitives in Trusted System Primitive Module (TSPM), and (iii) install the user space API to support these run-time security primitives from user space. If the used TEE API is proprietary, and the Rich Execution Environment (REE) supports it, TSI should also install the (equivalent to) the Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) to implement the API.

Trusted Storage A Trusted Service in the Trusted Cell that guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data. It still needs to guarantee durability and availability of sensitive data to be a complete storage solution.


Trusted Usage Module (TUM) Trusted Module in charge of the usage control model in the TEE Trusted Cell.

TrustZone Protection Controller (TZPC) Virtual peripheral in the TrustZone security extensions that is attached to the AXI-to-APB bridge and allows to configure secure peripherals on the fly. More information: http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.dui0448h/CHDHFEHG.html.

Two-Phase Boot Verification Mechanism that enables Certainty Boot.

tz_device User space interface that allows communication of with the generic TrustZone driver in the Linux kernel. Other interfaces such as Global Platform Client API can be built on top of it to provide higher abstractions.
**Untrusted Application** User application in the *Untrusted Area*. While untrusted applications represent any application, in most cases we refer to them when describing innovative applications exhibiting large complexity. The assumption is that an untrusted application is either buggy, indeterministic, or malicious, and executes on top of a *Commodity OS* that is either buggy, indeterministic, or malicious. Thus, untrusted applications are always untrusted.

**Untrusted Area** Everything outside the security perimeter defined by the *Trusted Area*. The untrusted area is the typical execution environment where hardware and software resources are shared and multiplexed by the kernel to serve applications. While isolation can be provided for the whole environment, no hardware-supported perimeter isolates a portion of the environment. Note that hardware virtualization does not provide the type of isolation we are referring to in the trusted area.

**Untrusted Service** Synonym with *Untrusted Application*.

**Untrusted State** In the state machine representing the usage of sensitive assets (Figure 6.1), untrusted state represents the state where the untrusted application has no access to sensitive assets. The untrusted application reaches this state either because it has not made use of any sensitive assets, or because it has released them.

**Usage Control** Model that allows to mediate how a subject uses an object. See Section 3.1.

**Usage Engine** A state machine that generates usage decisions based on contextual information, i.e., state, assets, and actions. States are depicted in Figure 6.1; the state machine representing the usage engine is depicted in Figure 6.2.
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